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INTRODUCTION

1. OBJECTIVES

The aim of this program was to investigate the role of microstructure in the toughness,

strength, fatigue and wear properties of ceramics, in particular ceramics that are characterized by R-

curve or T-curve (toughness-curve) behavior. The term "T-curve" refers to materials whose

toughness is an increasing function of crack size. The T-curve is governed principally by the

material microstructure. It is pronounced in monophase ceramics, like aluminas, with coarse

microstructures, and even more so in multiphase ceramic composites where residual mismatch

stresses can be substantial. A primary feature of the T-curve is that it leads to a marked

insensitivity of the strength to initial crack size, i.e. "flaw tolerance". This has a strong appeal to

the structural engineer, because components may be designed to a specific stress without undue

concern for variable flaw distributions, either pre-existing or service-induced. On the other hand,

the same microstructural elements responsible for improved long-crack toughness can have a

deleterious effect on short-crack properties, such as wear and contact fatigue. It was important to

understand the subtle interrelations between materials characterization and T-curve

micromechanics, in order that we may on the one hand be able to establish reliable design criteria

and, on the other, tailor "superior" ceramics with maximum resistance to degradation and damage

accumulation, especially in fatigue. Our principal goal was to investigate these interrelations.

In FY92, we focussed on toughness and strength properties. In FY93, our focus turned to

the interrelation between toughness and fatigue, particularly in contact configurations. In FY94,

we continued our emphasis on fatigue, and examined more closely the role of material

microstructure. Our results may be summarized as follows:



(i) We completed a theoretical analysis of T-curve behavior in two-phase ceramics, including

ceramics designed and fabricated in-house. This analysis identified particle size, volume fraction,

and internal thermal expansion anisotropy stress, as key microstructural variable in the toughness

curve. The analysis laid down guiding principles for designing ceramic microstructures with

optimum toughness properties.

(ii) We developed a simple contact fatigue methodology for investigating the accumulation of

damage at stress concentrations in tough ceramics, using the Hertzian indentation test in cyclic

loading. This methodology offers several advantages over traditional long-crack fatigue testing,

and relates strongly to the stress states that obtain in bearing configurations.

(iii) We carried out contact fatigue studies on several model ceramics, notably alumina and glass-

ceramics, to investigate the nature of the damage incurred. We found fundamental departures from

the classic cone fractures that form in homogeneous brittle materials. Instead, we observed a new

kind of damage, shear-initiated microfractures in a distributed zone directly beneath the contact

area. The damage thereby occured in the short-crack region, and was most severe in those

ceramics that show the highest long-crack toughness.

(iii) We extended the toughness evaluation and contact fatigue methodology to more complex

microstructures, including silicon nitride and silicon carbide composites. The first theoretical

fracture mechanics models were developed to describe the fracture damage and fatigue processes,

and thus to establish guidelines for designing and fabricating ceramic composites for optimum

resistance to fatigue in concentrated (e.g. bearing) stress fields.
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(2) ACHIEVEMENTS

Seventeen papers were published during FY92-94. The work in these papers is

summarized by the following abstracts, and the papers themselves are appended:

Paper 1. Ceramics are notorious for their "brittleness", i.e. the sensitivity of mechanical

strength to flaws on the microstructural scale. The associated notion of the "critical flaw" has

dominated design considerations concerning structural reliability and materials processing of

ceramic components. This accounts for the trend over the last decade toward a processing strategy

of eliminating strength-degrading flaws at source. Here we propose a fundamentally different

approach, that of processing ceramics with crack-impeding elements integrated into the indigenous

microstructures, such that any pre-existing or service-induced flaws are effectively stabilized.

Strength data on a tailored alumina/alurninium-titanate material demonstrate the capacity of our

approach to produce simple ceramics with unique flaw insensitivity.

Paper 2. An in situ study is made of crack interfaces in alumina composites reinforced with

silicon carbide whiskers during increasing applied loading. Both qualitative observations of the

whisker bridging micromechanisms and quantitative measurements of the crack profile are made to

assess the specific role of the whiskers on the toughness-curve (T-curve or R-curve). At small

crack-wall separations the whiskers act as elastic restraints to the point of rupture. In some cases

the whiskers remain in frictional contact with the alumina matrix over large pullout distances, up to

2 pm, corresponding to a bridging zone approaching 1 mm. The results are discussed in relation

to existing models of whisker reinforcement and published long-crack T-curve data.

Paper 3. A procedure for evaluating short-crack toughness curves (T-curves) from

quantitative in situ observations of Vickers indentation cracks during stressing is described. We
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demonstrate the procedure with results on an A120 3-Al 2TiO5 composite with strong T-curve

behavior and attendant crack stabilization from grain-localized-crack-bridging. The stabilization

allows the material to tolerate multiple damage accumulation during loading.

Paper 4. The intergranular phase in an alumina, containing 1 vol% anorthite glass, was

crystallized in order to enhance internal residual stresses within the microstructure. The influence

of crystallization on the mechanical behavior was investigated by the indentation-strength method.

Such crystallization was found to result in a marked improvement in the flaw tolerance of this

alumina, indicative of strong R- or T-curve behavior. These results are discussed in the light of a

theoretical model which assumes grain-localized crack bridging to be the predominant toughening

mechanism. Particular reference is made to the influence of residual stresses and interfacial

properties on grain pullout across the crack walls in the wake of the crack tip.

Paper 5. To determine the influence of volume constraint, the crystallization behavior of bulk

anorthite glass was compared with that of anorthite glass situated at intergranular pockets in an

alumina ceramic. Near 100% crystallization of the glass was obtained in both cases. Examination

of the crystallized microstructures using SEM and TEM revealed several interesting features. The

resulting microstructures, together with the very high degree of crystallization, are discussed with

reference to a thermodynamic model for the constrained crystallization of glass.

Paper 6. An objective methodology is developed for evaluating toughness-curves (T-curves)

of ceramics using indentation flaws. Two experimental routes are considered: (i) conventional

measurement of inert strength as a function of indentation load; (ii) in situ measurement of crack

size as a function of applied stress. Central to the procedure is a proper calibration of the

indentation coefficients that determine the K-field of indentation cracks in combined residual-

contact and applied-stress loading, using data on an appropriate base material with single-valued

4



toughness. Tests on a fine-grain alumina serve to demonstrate the approach. A key constraint in

the coefficient evaluation is an observed satisfaction of the classical indentation strength-load-1 3

relation for such materials, implying an essential geometrical similarity in the crack configurations

at failure. T-curves for any alumina-based ceramic without single-valued toughness can then be

generated objectively from inert-strength or in situ crack-size data. The methodology thereby

circumvents the need for any pre-conceived model of toughening, or for any prescribed analytical

representation of the T-curve function. Data on coarse-grained aluminas and an alumina-matrix

material with aluminum titanate second-phase particles are used in an illustrative case study.

Paper 7. The microstructures of alumina-aluminum titanate (A-AT) composites have been

tailored with the intent of altering their crack-resistance (R- or T-curve) behavior and resulting flaw

tolerance. Specifically, two microstructural parameters which influence grain-localized crack

bridging, viz: i) internal residual stresses, and ii) microstructural coarseness have been

investigated. Particulate aluminum titanate was added to alumina to induce intense internal residual

stresses from extreme thermal expansion mismatch. It was found that A-AT composites with

uniformly distributed 20-30 vol% aluminum titanate ("duplex") showed significantly improved

flaw tolerance over single-phase alumina. Coarsening of the duplex microstructure via grain

growth scaling was relatively ineffective in improving the flaw tolerance further. Onset of

spontaneous microcracking precluded further exploitation of this scaling approach. Therefore, an

alternative approach to coarsening was developed, in which a uniform distribution of large alumina

grains was incorporated within a fine-grain A-AT matrix ("duplex-bimodal"), via a powder

processing route. The duplex-bimodal composites yielded excellent flaw tolerance with

steady-state toughness of =8 MPa.m112. A qualitative model for microstructure development in

these duplex-bimodal composites is presented.
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Paper 8. Vickers indentation sites in ceramics have been examined after specimen failure

from median/radial indentation cracks. Evolution of a new cracking pattern of "ortho-lateral"

cracks originating at the intact corners of the Vickers indentation and running orthogonal to the

classic lateral cracks and parallel to the new fracture surface, has been observed. In some instances

post-failure extension of the classic lateral cracks towards the surface was also observed.

Enhanced residual tensile stress from relaxation of constraints on the indentation-plastic cavity by

the generation of a fracture surface is postulated to drive the subsidiary cracking. A simple

qualitative model to explain this phenomenon is presented. Possible implications of such post-

failure subsidiary cracking on residual-stress-driven flaws, post-mortem fractography, and wear in

ceramics are discussed.

Paper 9. A fracture mechanics model is presented for the toughening of ceramics by bridging

from second-phase particles, resulting in toughness-curve (T-curve) behavior. It is assumed that

the second-phase particles are in a state of residual thermal expansion dilatational mismatch relative

to the matrix. In the long-crack region these stresses augment frictional sliding stresses at the

interphase boundaries, enhancing the crack resistance; in the short-crack region the same stresses

drive the crack, diminishing the crack resistance. The principal manifestation of these

countervailing influences is a reduced sensitivity of strength to initial flaw size, i.e. an increased

flaw tolerance. In seeking to incorporate these key physical elements, our model opts for

mathematical simplicity by assuming uniformly distributed stresses in two bridging domains: in

the first, at small crack-wall separations, a constant opening stress; in the second, at larger

separations, a constant closing stress. The uniform crack-plane distributions allow for simple

closed-form solutions of the crack K-field equations, and thence an analytical formulation for the

T-curve. Indentation-strength data on a "reference" Al 20 3/Al 2TiO 5 ceramic composite are used to

demonstrate the main theoretical predictions and to calibrate essential parameters in the T-curve

formulation.
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Paper 10. The fracture mechanics analysis of Paper I is here extended to consider the effects

of volume fraction and scale of second-phase particles on the toughness-curve properties of

ceramic matrix composites. Increasing these variables enhances the flaw tolerance of the material,

but only up to certain limits, beyond which bulk microcracking occurs. These limits define

domains of damage accumulation and potential strength degradation by microcrack coalescence. In

the familiar approximation of elliptical crack-wall profiles, we show that the principal effects of

increasing volume fraction (or expansion mismatch) and particle size is to enhance the slope and

scale of the T-curve, respectively. We also derive expressions for the microcracking limits, and

use these expressions to construct a simple design diagram for characterizing the effects of

microstructural variation on mechanical behavior. Indentation-strength data on A1203/AI2TiO,

composites over a range of volume fractions and particles sizes are used to demonstrate the severe

loss in mechanical integrity that can be suffered on entering the microcracking domains.

Paper 11. A simple Hertzian contact procedure for investigating cyclic fatigue damage in

brittle polycrystalline ceramics is described. Repeat loading of a spherical indenter on a coarse

alumina ceramic produces cumulative mechanical damage. The mode of damage is one of

deformation-induced intergranular microfracture, leading ultimately at large numbers of cycles and

high contact pressures to severe grain dislodgement. In contrast to the classical Hertzian cone

cracks that form in more homogeneous materials in the regions of tensile stress outside the contact

circle, the damage in the coarse-grain alumina develops in a zone of high shear stress and

hydrostatic compression beneath the contact circle. The fatigue damage is evident in inert

environments, confirming the mechanical nature of the process, although exposure to moisture

accelerates the effect. The relatively modest degradation in failure stress with number of repeat

contacts for indented flexure specimens suggests that conventional strength and toughness testing

procedures may not always provide sensitive indications of the extent of damage that can be

incurred in concentrated loading.
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Paper 12. Flaw-tolerance and associated toughness-curve (T-curve) characteristics in

SiC/glass particle/matrix composites are studied. Two glass compositions, chosen to produce

composites at extremes of high (H) and low (L) thermal expansion mismatch relative to the SiC

particles, are investigated. In situ observations of crack extension from indentation flaws reveal

widely different responses: in the L composite the path is relatively undistorted from planar

geometry, with trans-particle fractures; in the H composite the path deflects strongly around the

particles, with consequent interfacial bridge formation and activity in the crack wake. Surface

fracture patterns produced by spherical indenters confirm the implied transition from trans-particle

to inter-particle fracture with increasing internal residual stress, and point to a potential degradation

in short-crack properties like wear and fatigue. Indentation-strength measurements also show

different characteristics in the two composites: minor flaw tolerance in the L material, consistent

with a single-valued, "rule of mixtures" toughness; major tolerance in the H material, consistent

with a pronounced T-curve. The T-curves themselves are objectively deconvoluted from the

indentation-strength data for each composite and analyzed.

Paper 13. The role of microstructural scale on deformation-microfracture damage induced by

contact with spheres is investigated in monophase alumina ceramics over a range 3 to 48 Mli in

grain size. Measurement of a universal indentation stress-strain curve indicates a critical contact

pressure - 5 GPa above which irreversible deformation occurs in alumina. A novel sectioning

technique identifies the deformation elements as intragrain shear faults, predominantly

crystallographic twins, within a confining subsurface zone of intense compression-shear stress.

The twins concentrate the shear stresses at the grain boundaries and, above a threshold grain size,

initiate tensile intergranular microcracks. Below this threshold size, classical Hertzian cone

fractures initiate outside the contact circle. Above the threshold, the density and scale of subsurface-

zone microcracks increases dramatically with increasing grain size, ultimately dominating the cone

fractures.
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The damage process is stochastic, highlighting the microstructural discreteness of the initial

deformation field; those grains which lie in the upper tail of the grain-size distribution and which

have favorable crystallographic orientation relative to local shear stresses in the contact field are

preferentially activated. Initial flaw state is not an important factor, because the contact process

creates its own flaw population. These and other generic features of the damage process will be

discussed in relation to microstructural design of polycrystalline ceramics.

Paper 14. A new piocessing strategy based on atmospheric pressure sintering is presented for

obtaining dense SiC-based materials with microstructures consisting of: (i) uniformly distributed

elongate shaped ox-SiC grains and (ii) relatively high amounts (20 vol%) of second-phase yttrium

aluminum garnet (YAG). This strategy entails the sintering of li-SiC powder doped with ox-SiC,

A12031 and Y20 3. The A12 0 3 and Y20 3 aid in the liquid-phase-sintering of SiC and form in situ

YAG which has a significant thermal expansion mismatch with SiC. During a subsequent grain-

growth heat treatment it is postulated that the ox-SiC "seeds" assist in controlling in situ growth of

the elongated ac-SiC grains. The fracture pattern in the in situ toughened SiC is intergranular with

evidence of copious crack-wake bridging, akin to toughened Si 3N4 ceramics. The elongate nature

of the oc-SiC grains together with the high thermal-residual stresses in the microstructure enhance

the observed crack-wake bridging. This bridging accounts for a measured twofold increase in the

indentation toughness of this new class of in situ toughened SiC relative to a commercial SiC.

Paper 15. A new kind of irreversible deformation in otherwise brittle ceramics (specifically,

silicon carbide and micaceous glass-ceramic) has been observed in Hertzian contacts. The

deformation takes the form of an expanding microcrack damage zone below the contact circle, in

place of the usual single propagating macrocrack (the so-called Hertzian cone fracture) outside. An

important manifestation of this deformation is an effective "ductility" in the indentation

sut -strain response. Control of the associated brittle-ductile transition is readily effected by

9



appropriate design of weak interfaces, large and elongate grains, and high internal stresses in the

ceramic microstructure.

Paper 16. The Hertzian indentation response of a machinable mica-containing glass-ceramic is

studied. Relative to the highly brittle base glass from which it is formed, the glass-ceramic shows

evidence of considerable "ductility" in its indentation stress-strain response. Section views

through the indentation sites reveal a transition from classical cone fracture outside the contact area

in the base glass to accumulated subsurface deformation-microfracture in the glass-ceramic. The

deformation is attributed to shear-driven sliding at the weak interfaces between the mica flakes and

glass matrix. Extensile microcracks initiate at the shear-fault interfaces and propagate into the

matrix, ultimately coalescing with neighbors at adjacent mica flakes to effect easy material removal.

The faults are subject to strong compressive stresses in the Hertzian field, suggesting that frictional

tractions are an important element in the micromechanics. Bend-test measurements on indented

specimens show that the glass-ceramic, although weaker than its base glass counterpart, has

superior resistance to strength degradation at high contact loads. Implications of the results in

relation to microstructural design of glass-ceramics for optimal toughness, strength, and wear and

fatigue properties, are discussed.

Paper 17. A fracture mechanics model of damage evolution within Hertzian stress fields in

heterogeneous brittle ceramics is developed. Discrete microcracks generate from shear faults

associated with the heterogeneous ceramic microstructure; e.g. in polycrystalline alumina, they

initiate at the ends of intragrain twin lamellae and extend along intergrain boundaries. Unlike the

well-defined classical cone fracture that occurs in the weakly tensile region outside the surface

contact in homogeneous brittle solids, the fault-microcrack damage in polycrystalline ceramics is

distributed within a subsurface shear-compression zone below the contact. The shear faults are

modelled as sliding interfaces with friction, in the manner of established rock mechanics

10



descriptions but with provision for critical nucleation and matrix restraining stresses. This allows

for constrained microcrack pop-in during the loading half-cycle. Ensuing stable microcrack

extension is then analyzed in terms of a K-field formulation. For simplicity, only mode I extension

is considered specifically here, although provision exists for including mode II. The compressive

stresses in the subsurface field constrain microcrack growth during the loading half-cycle, such

that enhanced extension occurs during unloading. Data from damage observations in alumina

ceramics are used to illustrate the theoretical predictions. Microstructural scaling is a vital element

in the microcrack description: initiation is unstable only above a critical grain size, and extension

increases as the grain size increases. Internal residual stresses also play an important role in

determining the extent of microcrack damage. Implications of the results in the practical context of

wear and fatigue properties are discussed.
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Flaw-insensitive ceramics
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ABSTRACr
Ceramics are notorious for their 'brittleness', ie. the sensitivity of mechanical

strength to flaws on the microstructural scale. The associated notion of the critical
flaw' has dominated design considerations concerning structural reliability and
materials processing of ceramic components. This accounts for the trend over the
last decade towards a processing strategy of elimination strength-degrading flaws at
source. Here we propose a fundamentally different approach, that of processing
ceramics with crack-impeding elements integrated into the indigenous microstruc-
tures, such that any pre-existing or service-induced flaws are effectively stabilized.
Strength data on a tailored alumina/aluminium-titanate material demonstrate the
capacity of our approach to produce simple ceramics with unique flaw insensitivity.

Our strategy for flaw insensitivity springs from recent studies on the strength
properties of monophase aluminas and other common ceramics, using indentations to
introduce flaws of controlled initial size (Cook, Lawn and Fairbanks 1985, Cook,
Fairbanks, Lawn and Mai 1987, Bennison and Lawn 1989; Chantikul, Bennison and
Lawn 1990). Figure I reproduces data for strength as a function of indentation load or
corresponding indentation flaw size for aluminas of two extreme grain sizes, 2-5 and
80 I= (Chantikul, Bennison and Lawn 1990). Observe that the coarser material has a
markedly reduced sensitivity to indentation load, i.e. has a greater 'flaw tolerance',
albeit at the cost of a considerable loss in strength in the small flaw domain. This flaw
tolerance correlates with a systematic increase in toughness as the crack extends from
microstructural to macroscopic dimensions, widely known as crack-resistance, or
R-curve, behaviour (Hfibner and Jillek 1977, Mai and Lawn 1986, Bennison and Lawn
1989). (We emphasize that the data points in fig. 1 represent breaks exclusively from
indentation flaws, so the plateau at low load reflects the intrinsic toughness
characteristics and not a 'cutoff from natural flaws.) In the case of alumina-based
ceramics the R-curve is due to bridging behind the advancing tip by interlocking grains
in persistent, frictional sliding contact (Knehans and Steinbrech 1982, Steinbrech,
Knehans and Schaarwichter 1983, Swanson, Fairbanks, Lawn, Mai and Hockey 1987,
Swanson 1988, Steinbrech and Schmenkel 1988; Vekinis, Ashby and Beaumont 1990,

t Guest scientist from the Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Lehigh
University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18015, USA.

$Summer student from the Department of Materials Engineering. Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University, Blacksbury, Virginia 24061, USA.
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Fig 1
Indentation Dimension (mm)
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Plot of strength versus indentation load or indentation size (indentation diagonal from hardness

impression) for alumina at two extreme grain sizes. Data points (from Chantikul,
Bennison and Lawn 1990) represent breaks from indentation flaw sites, and indicate
standard deviation limits. Solid curves are theoretical fracture mechanics fits to bridging
R-curve theory (Chantikul, Bennison and Lawn 1990). Shaded areas at left represent
breaks for specimens without indentation flaws.

R6del, Kelly and Lawn 1990). There is a loose analogy here to the toughening
mechanism in fibre-reinforced composites. Crack extension is impeded such that
microstructural flaws, regardless of initial size, undergo stable extension to a critical
length prior to failure. In fig. 1 the solid curves are data fits from a theoretical fracture
mechanics analysis of the bridging R-curve (Chantikul, Bennison and Lawn 1990).

The above results suggest that flaw insensitivity in ceramics may be achieved by
judiciously tailoring the microstructure. However, there is a limit to the benefits that
may be obtained with monophase materials. Increasing the grain size scales up the
crack-opening displacements over which the frictional tractions remain intact,
enhancing the R-curve. It also scales up the bridge spacing, enlarging the extent flaws
may grow before bridges are activated. The net result is a tradeoff: the curves in fig. I
cross each other. An alternative, more radical route suggested by bridging theory
(Bennison and Lawn 1989) is to build strong internal compressive stresses into the
microstructure so as to enhance grain-grain contacts during slide-out, thereby
augmenting frictional restraining forces. This brings us to our hypothesis for
microstructural design of fine-grained, flaw-tolerant ceramics: incorporate heterogen-
eities into the matrix using a second phase with large thermal expansion mismatck

The notion of manipulating microsrmuures for high toughness through additive
phases is not new (Claussen 1990). What is new is the specific intent of tailoring for flaw
tolerance. Here we demonstrate the hypothesis with some results on an alumina matrix
containing 20vol% aluminium titanate as a second phase. Aluminium titanate was
chosen because its thermal expansion coefficients show extreme anisotropy, and differ
dramatically from those of alumina: A 2 0 3 (hexagonal) ,=9xlO- 6 °C-l,
a,=10x 10-6C-1 ; AM2TiO5  (orthorhombic), 0=12x 10-°C-1 , ab= 2 0

x 10 C- 1, a•= -3 x 10-'°C- 1 (Bayer 1971). Fabrication was by a conventional
pressureless sintering route (Runyan and Bennison 1991). A colloidal suspension of
high-purity powders (W-Al2O3 , Sumitomo AKP-HP grade, 99-995% pure, 0-5tm

14
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Fig. 2

Scanning electron micrograph of A120 3/AI2 TiOS(20 vol%) composite. Polished section, surface
thermally etched at 1490•C for 6 min in air to reveal grain structure. Backscattered.
electron imaging: white phase ATiO5; grey phase A12 0 3; black phase porosity.

Fig. 3

SEM micrograph showing bridging in AI203/AI2TiO,(20 voi%/) composite. Observations made
during stressing of indentation crack using in siku flexural loading fixture. Backscattered
electron image, revealing phase structure. Second phase attracts and deflects the primary
crack, thereby establishing strong friction points at grain facets for effective bridging. As
the crack advances, more bridges are activated, thus increasing the toughness and
stabilizing the crack.

crystallites; f-Al2TiOi, Trans-Tech, 99-9% pure 1-5 pim crystallites) in water (pH ~ 3)
was dried, and formed into green discs by single-end die pressing (63 MPa) followed by
isostatic pressing (350MPa). The discs were calcined in air at 1050'C for 12h and
sintered at 16000C for I h, to produce high-density (-99% theoretical limit) specimens
with a matrix grain size of 6 tpm. Figure 2 shows the microstructure. The material has an
equiaxed structure with the aluminium titanate particles distributed mainly at the
matrix grain boundary junctions, with occasional agglomerates of 5-10 particles.
Scanning electron microscopy examination of extended indentation cracks during
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actual loading to failure (Braun, Bennison and Lawn 1991) revealed evidence for
copious grain-interlock bridging at crack interfaces. The example shown in fig. 3
indicates that the aluminium titanate particles play a highly active role in the bridging
process.

Figure 4 plots strength versus indentation load and indentation flaw size for our
"composite' material. The solid curve through the data set is an empirical fit. For
comparison, we include as the dashed curves the responses for the two homogeneous
aluminas in fig. 1, plus the interpolated response for an alumina of the same base grain
size as the composite (6 pm) using an analysis from an earlier study (Chantikul,
Bennison and Lawn 1990). The strengths of the composite are significantly higher than
for the monophase aluminas in the large-flaw size domain, although this is offset
somewhat by lower strengths in the small-flaw size domain. Again, the trade-off renders
the strength of the composite almost completely independent of the flaw size. Note
especially that the strength level is well in excess of that for the coarsest alumina,
attesting to the increased efficacy of the bridging.

Flaw insensitivity is a highly desirable property in structural ceramics from the
standpoint of component design. Primarily, it enables an engineer to design to a single,
well-defined stress level, without regard to the size of a critical flaw. It also provides
inbuilt protection for the component against in-service damage (e.g. from impacts with
errant particles in the atmosphere), and does not place undue onus on the ceramics
manufacturer to resort to unconventional, expensive, ultra-clean processing routes.
The implications are that incorporation of heterogeneities with high internal stresses,
properly controlled via sintering and heat-treatment processes, can suitably modify the
microstructure and confer great benefits on strength and toughness properties of
structural ceramics. A special attraction is the likelihood that the underlying bridging
process responsible for the flaw tolerance is widespread in common ceramics (Swanson
1988)t similar tolerance can be achieved by the much discussed process of phase-
transformation toughening (Garvie, Hannink and Pascoe 1975, Marshall 1986), but

Fig. 4
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Plot of strength versus indentation load for alumina/aluminium-titanate composite (data points,

solid curve) Shaded area at left represents breaks for specimens without indentation
flaws. Dashed curves for alumina of different grain sizes included for comparison. (A)
2-5 rp and (C) 80 pra, from fits in fig 1; (B3) 6 umn, theoretical prediction.
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that mechanism has thus far been demonstrated in only one material, zirconia. Again,
we would stress that our strategy is counterintuitive to the more traditional procedures
that seek to remove all flaws by progressively refining the microstructure (Lange 1983;
Lange and Metcalf 1983, Lange, David and Aksay 1983, Alford, Birchall and Kendall
1987, Kendall, Alford, Clegg and Birchall 1989). Those procedures certainly produce
materials of higher laboratory strength but the processing is exacting and costly; the
fine scale of the defect structure does not lend itself to nondestructive evaluation; and,
most important, the materials are highly susceptible to subsequent in-service strength
degradation.

The future challenge is to tailor heterogeneous ceramics which preserve the quality
of flaw insensitivity displayed here and at the same time attain even higher strength
levels.
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In Situ Observations of Toughening Processes in Alumina
Reinforced with Silicon Carbide Whiskers

Jtrgen R6del,* Edwin R. Fuller, Jr.,* and Brian R. Lawn*

Ceramics Division, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

An in situ study is made of crack interfaces in composites of gate more clearly the micromechanisms of whisker toughen-
alumina reinforced with silicon carbide whiskers. Both ing. Observations of whisker-bridging sites under load enable
qualitative observations of the whisker-bridging micro- identification of these micromechanisms and, together with
mechanisms and quantitative measurements of the crack measurements of crack-opening displacements over the crack
profile are made to assess the specific role of the whiskers interface, indicate that the bridging which contributes to the
on the toughness curve (T-curve or R-curve). At small crack- toughness can indeed occur over substantial distances,
wall separations the whiskers act as elastic restraints to the i.e., up to 1 mm behind the crack tip. The results reveal
point of rupture. In some cases the whiskers remain in fric- the following features in the whisker-toughening process:
tional contact with the alumina matrix over large pullout (i) a considerably greater role of extended whisker pullout
distances (more than I Asm) corresponding to a bridging than hitherto proposed, (ii) identification of the T-curve
zone approaching 1 mm. The results are discussed in rela- baseline with the matrix (grain boundary) toughness, and
tion to existing models of whisker reinforcement and pub- (iii) enhancement of the bridge-formation processes from
lished long-crack T-curve data. [Key words: bridging, internal residual stresses.
composites, cracks, pullout, toughness.]

I. Experimental Procedure
I. Introduction Two composites of silicon carbide whiskerst and alumina

T HE incorporation of silicon carbide whiskers (-1 pAm in powder* were hot-pressed as 50-mm-diameter disks at 1700"C
diameter) into alumina can lead to considerable toughen- for 1 h at a pressure of 42 MPa. Composite A was fabricated

ing." A typical composite shows a monotonic toughness with 20 vol% whiskers that were 0.3 to 0.6 A.m in diameter
increase (toughness T-curve or crack-resistance R-curve) rela- and 5 to 15 p.m in length and composite B with 30 vol%
tive to -2.5 MPa-m3 2 for the base alumina, and maximum whiskers that were 1.1 pAm in diameter and 50 p.m in length.
reported toughness values are 5 to 9 MPa- mi`2 (Refs. 8 to 11) The resultant composites achieved a density >99% with a
depending on the properties and volume fraction of whiskers. random distribution of whiskers (except for slight alignment
It is generally accepted that the T-curve mechanisms involve perpendicular to the hot-pressing direction) in matrices of
some form of crack-interface bridging.! However, the precise grain size I to 2 pm.
nature of these mechanisms remains an issue of much debate. The disks were surface ground to 1 mm in thickness and
Many argue, e.g., from near-tip observations using transmis- one surface of each was polished with diamond paste to 1-p•m
sion electron microscopy,4". that the bridging primarily entails finish. Compact tension specimens with a notch of 7 mm in
debonding and subsequent elastic deformation of the whiskers length and a tip radius of 150 pm were sawed from the
to abrupt rupture immediately (within 20 pm) behind the disks.' 4 A tapered cut was made ahead of the notch from the
advancing crack tip. Those observations have been used back (unpolished) surface to produce a chevron guide a-2 mm
as the basis for most micromechanics modeling.' Few efforts in length." This latter process was to provide extra stability
have been made to reconcile such small-scale bridging zones in the ensuing crack extension. A Vickers indentation flaw
with long-crack T-curve data (typical crack extension range (load 50 N) placed immediately ahead of the notch tip in the

100 pAm to 1 mm),9-1' e.g., by invoking an artificially polished surface was then subjected to a preliminary load
enhanced "tail" in the fiber-matrix constitutive stress- cycle to induce pop-in. The notch was finally resawed through
displacement function (associated with a distribution in the indentation, leaving a starter precrack -100 p.m long.
whisker strengths) or secondary bridging from the alumina The specimens were mounted into a fixture for in situ ex-
grains in a coarse-grained matrix..... periments in the scanning electron microscope (SEM)"5 with

In this communication we describe the results of some the polished side facing the electron beam for direct observa-
in situ experiments on crack growth in fine-grained alumina tion of the crack trace. Loads applied externally to the speci-
matrix materials reinforced with silicon carbide whiskers, men in the SEM enabled the crack to be stably propagated (if
The fine grain size minimizes potential bridging from the sometimes discontinuously) for distances up to -1 mm within
alumina grains themselves,"2"3 in order that we may investi- the chevron. Individual bridging sites were monitored during

the crack growth. Crack-opening displacements (COD) were
measured behind the crack tip, to determine the bridged
interface profiles.'

4

K.T. Faber--contributing editor After running the crack through the chevron the specimens
were withdrawn and resawed for repeat experiments.
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III. Results (2) Crack-Opening Displacement (COD)

(1) Crack Propagation and Whisker Bridge Evolution The COD measurements at the loaded crack interfaces

Specific examples of whisker bridging sites monitored in allow us to construct the K-field plots in Fig. 3. We start with

the SEM are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Generally, the fracture the Irwin relation"4 for COD in terms of the stress-intensity

followed an intergranular path in the alumina matrix with factor K and coordinate x behind the crack tip:

markedly abrupt deflections along or around the whiskers, u(x) = (8x/)r)"2 (1 - v 2)K/E (1)
although not always exactly along the whisker-matrix inter-
faces. These abrupt deflections appeared to be a most effec- with Young's modulus E - 400 GPa and Poisson's ratio

tive precursor to bridge formation. A majority of the whisker v - 0.25. This relation may reasonably be expected to hold in

bridges ruptured at a distance <100 A.m behind the crack tip, the region x < Ac << co (recall crack extension Ac = 1 mm

but some remained active over much greater distances. No and notch length co - 7 mm in our experiments) if the crack

detached microcracking at whisker-matrix interfaces more walls are stress free (i.e., zero bridging). In reality, the bridg-

than a few grain diameters from the primary crack plane ing K-field acts to restrain the crack walls from opening as

was observed, wide as Eq. (1) predicts.

Immediately behind the crack tip the walls begin to sepa- The K[u(x)] data points shown in Fig. 3 are accordingly

rate, but the whiskers remain mechanically connected across obtained by inversion of Eq. (1). The data in this figure indi-

the interface. Figure 1(a) shows one such whisker =10 Arm cate the K-field an "Irwinian" observer would measure on

behind the tip, i.e., in the range ordinarily considered appro- traversing the crack plane from crack tip (x = 0) to mouth

priate for "elastic" bridges.4` Many of the whiskers observed (x = Ac). At x = Ac, K = 5.1 MPa- mir 2 is an approximate

in our materials disengaged from the matrix within this range (under)estimate of the unshielded, applied stress-intensity

with little indication of pullout. However, the particular factor, corresponding to the limiting toughness at the long-

whisker in Fig. 1(a) remained intact prior to abrupt rupture crack plateau of the T-curve. At the extrapolated limit x - 0,

until the tip had progressed =120 Am beyond the site, corre- K = 2.5 MPa. m` 2 represents the shielded, crack-tip stress-

sponding to a COD of =300 nm. Other bridges showed even intensity factor and is close to the intrinsic grain-boundary

longer range effects. Figure 1(b) shows one such site where toughness of the matrix alumina. This extrapolated value lies

the debonding and stress buildup was sufficient to cause sec- well below the minimum (=5 MPa -mi") measured by more

ondary, off-plane matrix fragmentation around the embedded conventional T-curve methods." We note that the K-field is

whisker -350 Am behind the crack tip. This implies a long slightly greater for material B, i.e., the material with the

tail to the bridging stress-separation function. higher density of coarser fibers. We also note that the K-field

An even more striking example of a whisker with long- increases up to x - 500 Am, indicating a broad bridging zone

range interaction across the interface is shown in the se- and a corresponding long-range T-curve.14
-

quence of Fig. 2. In this case the whisker is located only
=70 Mm from the mouth of the extending crack (i.e., from the IV Discussion
notch tip). The whisker ruptures well away from the crack The present in situ observations enable us to identify more
plane and pulls out (in apparently sustained frictional contact closely the bridging micromechanics of silicon carbide-
with the matrix over this distance) during nmonotonic loading, whisker reinforcement in an alumina matrix, and to ascertain
as shown in Figs. 2(a) to (c). The whisker is slightly inclined the range of the bridging zone.
to the separation plane and, therefore, is subjected to increas- For the bridging micromechanics, we see evidence for the
ing bending stresses during its pullout. As shown in Fig. 2(d), short-range elastic component proposed in most analytical
disengagement is -830 Am behind the crack tip, correspond- sort-ang elatic cmoentropsed in t analtica
ing to a COD -1 Am. The now unconstrained whisker rotates
at its free end, so that, on unloading (Figs. 2(e) and (f)) the
whisker does not re-enter its "socket" without some misfit,leavingsther doesed"tcrack-nterfscket" win dua stte o sfinte-, $A complete, self-consistent analysis of the profile over the bridging zone
leaving the "closed" crack interface in a residual state of inter- is a complex numerical procedure,

6 
requiring (among other things) knowl-

nal wedge loading, edge of the complete bridging-stress-separation function.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. In situ SEM micrographs of bridging silicon carbide whiskers in alumina for material B (crack direction downward).
(a) Elastic bridge (central whisker) 10 p•m behind crack tip. Note strong deflections at this bridge, not exactly along the whisker-
matrix interface. (b) Mechanically interlocked whisker 350 pLm behind the crack tip. Note adjoining microfracture in surrounding matrix at
bridge site. 19
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(e)

Fig. 2. In situ SEM sequence showing evolution of bridge whisker pullout for material A (crack direction downward). Distance x behind
crack tip and force P on compact-tension load points: (a)x = 100 M~m, P = 167 N; (b)x = 110 $m, P = 209 N; (c)x = 330 p/m, P = 213 N; (d)
x - 830 um, P = 233 N; (e)x = 830 Am, P = 101 N; and (f) x = 830 jm, P = 0 N.

sively debonding whisker, until abrubt rupture occurs ments to be bridged over their entire lengths. Figure 2(c),
(whisker or matrix or both) in the near-crack plane. This rup- where the bridge site remains active some 330 ;m behind the
ture occurs most frequently at distancesx < 100 /m from the crack tip, demonstrates the viability of such an extensive
crack tip in our materials, with attendant energy dissipation by zone. An essential ingredient of persistent bridge activity is
acoustic waves. However, in many instances, such as in Fig. 1, the substantial pullout that can occur well after whisker rup-
the rupture point is located much farther behind the crack tip ture. Although such pullout bridges constitute only a small
than previously supposed. fraction (perhaps 1 in 20) of observed sites in our observa-

However, even these unusually strong elastic bridges can- tions, and the ensuing frictional tractions are unlikely to be as
not account for the crack extension range of 1 mm or so that intense as those that build up at the rupture point, the tough-
are apparent in the reported T-curve measurements.-" Addi- ness may be considerably enhanced by the relatively large
tionally, as may be deduced from indentation-flaw studies,17  crack-wall separation over which energy can be dissipated
the alumina grain size (-2 pLm) is far too small for a signifi- (corresponding to a large area under the stress-separation
cant contribution from matrix grain-grain interlocking. Any function). This frictional component of the work expendi-
explanation would require the extended cracks in our experi- ture may be further augmented by enhanced wall-contact

20
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6 1 1 1 whiskers. Such behavior may be attributed to either weak

S0 0 00 interphase boundaries or strong local internal stresses. Recall

" exactly along the whisker-matrix interfaces (Fig. l(a)). Direct
4 - 0 °measurements of internal stresses in our composites using

O a neutron diffraction techniques reveal substantial thermal
expansion mismatch stresses in the alumina (-+200 MPa
in composite A and +430 MPa in composite B) and silicon

Scarbide (--1330 MPa in composite A and -1050 M Pa in
composite B).2' We conclude that residual stresses play an
important role not only in the energetics but also in the

0 formation of bridging, by enhanced crack deflection.
800 600 400 200 0

4- x (Im) Acknowledgments: We thank Ralph F. Krause, Jr., for hot-pressing
the samples and James F. Kelly for assistance with the SEM imaging.
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SHORT-CRACK T-CURVES AND DAMAGE TOLERANCE IN
ALUMINA-BASED COMPOSITES

Linda M. Braun, Stephen J. Bennison & Brian R. Lawn, Materials Science and
Engineering Laboratory, National Institute of Standards & Technology,
Gaithersburg, MD 20899

ABSTRACT

A procedure for evaluating short-crack toughness curves (T-curves) from
quantitative in situ observations of Vickers indentation cracks during stressing is
described. We demonstrate the procedure with results on an A120 3-Al 2TiO5
composite with strong T-curve behavior and attendant crack stabilization from
grain-localized-crack-bridging. The stabilization allows the material to tolerate
multiple damage accumulation during loading.

INTRODUCTION

Rising toughness with crack extension (T-curve or R-Curve) underlies the
mechanical properties of many ceramic materials [ 1-5]. Two issues are central to
optimizing the T-curve characteristics for structural applications. The first
involves identification and manipulation of the microstructural parameters that
control the T-curve. The second involves evaluation of the T-curve in the "short-
crack" domain, i.e. on a scale comparable to the microstructure. The short-crack
T-curve controls the strength [1,5,6], flaw sensitivity [1,5,6], and reliability [5] of
ceramics and is, therefore, highly pertinent to engineering design.

In this paper we present a strategy for improving the T-curve properties of
A120 3-based ceramics through enhancement of residual thermal expansion
(TEA) mismatch stresses via incorporation of a second phase, -A1 2TiO5 . These
stresses augment the frictional grain-bridging mechanism responsible for the T-
curves and associated flaw tolerance in A120 3 (and many other nontransforming)
ceramics [7-9]. We describe a procedure for evaluating the short-crack T-curve
from quantitative in situ observations of Vickers indentation cracks during
stressing [10], in conjunction with indentation-strength data [9], on the tailored
A120 3-A1 2TiO5 composite.
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EXPERIMENTAL

The A120 3-Al 2TiO5 composite was fabricated by pressureless sintering
[8]. A colloidal suspension of high purity powders (a-A120 3, Sumitomo AKP-
HP grade, 99.995% pure, 0.5 grm crystallites; f-Al2TiO5 , Trans-Tech., 99.9%
pure, 1-5 p.m crystallites) in water (pH -3) was dried and formed into green
disks by single-end die pressing (63 MPa) in high-purity graphite followed by
wet-bag isostatic pressing (350 MPa). The disks were calcined in air at 10500C
for 12 hr and sintered at 16000C for 1 hr. The density was measuted using the
Archimedes method [11], and grain size using a linear intercept technique [12] on
thermally etched (14900C, 6 min. air) polished sections.

The short-crack T-curve characteristic of the composite was determined
from quantitative observations of crack growth from a Vickers indentation during
loading [6,13-15]. This was accomplished using a custom-made biaxial stressing
fixture, punch (diam 6mm) on six-ball support (diam 23mm). A force was
applied using a piezoelectric translator and measured using a strain gage load cell.
The fixture could be placed on an inverted optical microscope with long working-
distance lenses, or in a scannin g electron microscope (SEM). Crack evolution
and crack-microstructure interactions were taped on , video cassette recorder.
The experimental procedure consisted of: (i) indentiug the center of a polished
disk (diam 30mm, thickness 4mm) at a specified peak contact load (20-300 N);
(ii) covering the indentation site with a drop of dry silicone oil and a glass cover
slide for optical imaging; (iii) loading the specimen and simultaneously recording
the applied stress (calculated from the force and geometry using thin-plate
formulas) and crack growth during evolution to failure; (iv) measuring the crack
lengths at jump and arrest points during loading directly from the video tape.

Indentation-strength tests were carried out using a universal testing
machine, to determine the flaw tolerance characteristics. Vickers indentations at
specified loads were made in the center of each polished specimen (diamn 20mm,
thickness 3mm). The disks were broken in biaxial flexure using a punch (diam
4mm) on three-ball support (diam 15mm). These tests were conducted with a
drop of dry silicone oil on the indentation site and broken in fast loading (<10 ms)
to maintain "inert" conditions. Post-mortem examinations were made of all
broken specimens to confirm failure initiation from the indentation sites. A
minimum of 4 specimens per contact load were fractured. Comparative in situ
and strength tests were also carried out on a control fine-grain (6 urn) A1203 .

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the microstructure of the A120 3-Al 2TiOs (20 voL%)
composite. The microstcure has a density >99% and a matrix grain size of 6
gm. The grain sicture is equiaxed with the A12TiO5 particles distributed mainly
at the matrix grain boundaries, with occasional clusters of 5-10 particles. These
clusters are probably remnant agglomerates from the starting powder.
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The indentation crack patterns in the composite were well formed at all
indentation loads. During stressing both of the mutually orthogonal radial crack
systems were observed to extend stably, with discrete jumps. At approximately
80% of the failure sumss one set of radial cracks began to extend at the expense of
the other. The total extension of this dominant set relative to the initial crack
length exceeded the factor 2.5 haracteristic of indentation flaws in materials with
single-valued toughness. Such enhanced extension indicates the presence of an
additional stabilizing contribution (i.e. above and beyond that of the residual
contact field) to the crack-tip K-field [1,5,16], consistent with a rising T-curve.

The in situ testing fixture also facilitated detailed observations of crack-
microstro e interactions in the SEM. Examinations of extended cracks during
loading to failure revealed evidence for copious grain-interlock bridging at crack
interfaces. Figure 2 indicates that the A12TiO5 particles play a highly active role in
the bridging process responsible for the strong T-curve in this material [5,7,9].

The stabilization imparted by the T-curve is strong enough to allow the
development of multiple macro-crack systems from natural flaws in the tensile
surface of the specimen. Figure 3, an optical micrograph recorded at slight
overfocus, reveals the presewe of general damage in the form of multiple "macro-
cracks", i.e. cracks typically 30-300 grain diameters in length. The incidence of
these cracks corresponded to a significant nonlinearity in the measured load-
deflection curve in this material [8]; interactions with the macro-crack damage
therefore influences the strength and damage tolerance characteristics. Failure of
the specimen nevertheless still occurred from the indentation cracks. In
unindented specimens, strength is controlled by percolation of the macro-cracks.

Mpren 1 SEM micrograph (backscattered) of the A1203-AI 2TiO5 (20 voL%)
composite. White phase A12TIOS; grey phase A12%3; black phase porosity.
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Figure 2 SEM micrograph (backscauere electrons) of a loaded indentation crack
showing bridging in A12 03-Al 2TiO5 composite. B marks grain-grain bridge
sites.

funre 3 Optical micrograph (bright field) of damage in A12 03-Al 2TiO5
composite. Multiple cracks are present and stable during loading. The image is
deliberately overfocused to enhance contrast
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T-CURVE ANALYSIS AND STRENGTH

The T-curve is determined from the stress-intensity field governing
growth of indentation cracks subject to microstructural closure forces. The crack-
tip K-field, K., as a function of radial crack size c is [1,5-7]

K*(c) = KA + KR +K,

= •OAc"n + XP/Ic" +K.(c) = To (1)

at equilibrium. KA is the stress-intensity factor associated with the applied stress
field cJA, KRt with the residual contact field at an indentation load P, and K with
microstructural shielding (the source of the T-curve); V = 0.75 [10] is a
geometrical coefficient that charctez the half-penny-like crack configuration,
and X = 0.076 [10] is a coefficient that characterizes the intensity of the residual
contact field; To is the intrinsic material toughness, governed by the grain
boundary fracture energy for intergranular fracture. Eqn. 1 may be transposed
into a form appropriate to a "global" (i.e. externally measured) K-field

Ký(c) = WOVcW2 + XPIc3n

= To - Kt(c) = To + TIL(c) = T(c) (2)

where K,(c) is an effective applied stress-intensity factor, Tg(c) = -Kp(c) is a
shielding toughness term, and T(c) defines the T-curve. Measurements of (TA
and c at given load P are substituted into Eqn. 2 to evaluate 7(c).

A quantitative evaluation of the short-crack T-curve for our composite
material is accordingly presented in fig. 4. The GA(c) data used in this evaluation
were taken before the onset of nonlinear load-deflection behavior. The toughness
increases monotonically from T- 1.8 MPa.ml atc- 100 Itm to T- MPa.ml2
at c - 2 mm. The maximum measured toughness does not achieve the steady-
state value T - 9 MPa.m12 estimated from long-crack ( disk-compact-tension
geometry) measurements [17]. Note that the initial toughness falls below the
intrinsic toughness for a fine-grain control A120 3 , TO = 2.75 MPa.mlU2 [7,18].
At very small crack sizes local residual tensile TEA stresses drive crack growth
(T < To); at large crack sizes, closure stresses from bridging dominate, and
inhibit growth (T > To).

The pronounced crack stabilization imparted by the strong T-curve in the
A12 0 3 -Aj1TiO5 composite is evident in the indentation-strength response shown
in fig. 5. T"he strength of the composite is relatively insensitive to indentation
load, and shows a maded deviation from the ideal P-3 behavior for the control
A1203 [6,16,18]. In contrast to the composite, the control material is highly flaw-sensitive, with relatively low strengths in the domain of intermediate cracks (high
indentation loads).
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We have shown that optimization of grain-localized crack bridging in
A120 3 can be achieved by incorporation of an Al2TiO5 second-phase, via
enhancement of local TEA stresses. The attendant crack stabilization yields a
composite that is highly damage resistant (fig. 3), with strong T-curve
characteristics (fig. 4) and high flaw tolerance (fig. 5). With regard to the T-
curve in fig. 4, scatter in the in situ data arises from uncertainties in crack-size
measurements, and from crack-size variations in the crack-geometry and
indentation coeff icients V [(14] and X [15]. Slow crack growth can alsd lead to an
underestimate of the toughness level [10]. The data range using indentation flaws
is limited by the contact loads at which well-formed, dominant radial crack
systems are obtainable. Notwithstanding these qumlifications the in situ technique
presents itself as a powerful means of T-curve evaluation in the critical short-
crack region that determines strength and other (e.g. wear) properties of structural
ceramics; and, moreover, provides valuable information on the crack-
microstructure interactions fundamentally responsible for the T-curve.
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Anorthite via Crystallization of the Intergranular Glass
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The intergranular phase in an alumina containing 1 vol% improvement in the degree of flaw tolerance.3"12 This result
anorthite glass was crystallized in order to enhance internal has been interpreted as a direct consequence of the larger grain
residual stresses within the microstructure. The influence of size resulting in an increase in both the size of the crack wake
crystallization on the mechanical behavior was investigated over which bridging is active, and the bridge pullout distance.
by the indentation-strength method. Such crystallization A similar effect of grain size was obtained for liquid-phase-
was found to result in a marked improvement in the flaw sintered (LPS) aluminas.13"t Other parameters of interest are
tolerance of this alumina, indicative of strong R- or T-curve those which influence the magnitude of residual stresses in the
behavior. These results are discussed in the light of a theo- microstructure, as this is thought to control the clamping forces
retical model which assumes grain-localized crack bridging against which the bridges pull out. In single-phase alumina, the
to be the predominant toughening mechanism. Particular magnitude of the grain boundary residual stresses is limited
reference is made to the influence of residual stresses and by the degree of thermal expansion anisotropy. By adding a
interfacial properties on grain pullout across the crack second phase of different thermal expansion coefficient, it is
walls in the wake of the crack tip. [Key words: alumina, possible to further enhance the residual stresses and hence
anorthite, crystallization, microstructure, R-curve.j the flaw-tolerant behavior. This has been clearly demonstrated

in the case of alumina-aluminum titanate composites, where
the thermal expansion behavior of aluminum titanate is both

1. Introduction extremely anisotropic and shows significant mism'atch with the

T is now well established that crack resistance (commonly alumina matrix.`-"s

Ireferred to as R- or T-curve) behavior in alumina-based Another (related) approach is to incorporate a continuous

and some other nontransforming ceramics results from the grain boundary second phase, as opposed to discrete par-

microstructural crack tip shielding process of grain-localized tides (as in the case of alumina-aluminum titanate). This

crack bridging."' Such R-curve behavior, in which the tough- could be achieved, for example, by devitrification of a glassy

ness increases with the crack length, arises from frictional grain boundary phase in LPS aluminas. It would appear

tractions associated with the pullout of intact grains (bridges) that commercial aluminas might be readily amenable to this

in the wake of an advancing crack tip.' One of the most approach, since their microstructures invariably contain glassy

important consequences of a rising T-curve is the stabilization phases at grain boundaries and triple points. Although there

of crack growth, in that the initial flaw undergoes stable have been several studies concerning the effect of crystal-

extension several times its original dimension prior to failure. lization of the glassy intergranular phase on the mechani-
This imparts the ceramic with the highly desirable property of cai properties of LPS aluminasl''1i- 23 (to some extent in
"flaw tolerance," i.e., it exhibits a strength which is relatively SiAlONs24), the results have been somewhat conflicting. Thus,
insensitive to the initial flaw size or subsequent in-service some researchers"22 have reported significant increases in the

damage. 7  toughness values of LPS aluminas containing 10 to 28 vol%

The bridging process has been theoretically modeled intergranular glass. The toughness improvements resulted from

in which the grain-bridging elements are considered to simple postsintering heat treatments and were attributed to

be "clamped" within the matrix by compressive in- the crystallization of the intergranular glass. However, it

ternal residual stresses arising from thermal expansion should be noted that there was no mention of the degree

anisotropy/mismatch." More generally, various models have of crystallization in the aforementioned studies. Further, the

been developed which describe the incremental toughening in toughness measurements in those studies were performed at a

terms of microstructural parameters, such as grain size, internal single crack length, which possibly precluded the detection of

residual stresses, and sliding friction coefficient."'l Since T-curve behavior. The onl exception to this was the work byresiualmesss, nd lidig ficton ceffciet?"•t Snce Zdaniewski and Kirchner,2twomaurd'etugns s

these microstructural parameters which affect the bridging who measured the toughness us-
process would be expected to have a marked effect on the ing the indentation-crack length method at increasing indenta-

T-curve behavior, the potential exists for tailoring of the tion loads.

ceramic microstructure for enhanced flaw tolerance. In several In contrast to this, Bennison et al.l3 showed that for a

instances, this has indeed been shown to be the case. For commercial fine-grain alumina containing =18 vol% second
example, some researchers have demonstrated that an increase phase, crystallization of the second phase had very little effect
in the grain size of single-phase aluminas results in an on the crack-resistance curve. A similar null result was ob-

tained by Powell-Doan and Heuer,' again for a commercial
alumina, but where the glass content was -o7 vol%. Most

R. F. Cook -contributing editor recently, work by the present authors on fine-grain as well
as coarse-grain LPS aluminas (containing -28% vol% glass)

a itNO. 196434. Received August 23. 1991;aproved March5. i992. showed that the mechanical properties were essentially not
an by a grant from the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research affected by the crystallization heat treatment.'4 In view of

and Coots Ceramics Company. the significant increase in the residual stresses which was
*Member, American Ceramic Society. estimated to result from the crystallization heat treatment, it
*Now at Materials Science and Engineering Laboratory, National Institute

of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland 2IS99. seemed difficult to reconcile this finding with reference to the
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bridging model. However, trdnsmission electron microscope intergranular glass. Approximately half of the above specimens
(TEM) examination of the hcat-trcatcd specimens revealed that were then subjected to an additional heat treatment of 25 h at
crystallization of the glassy phase was incomplete. This led us 1200"C to fully crystallize the glassy phase."7 These specimens
to believe, therefore, that viscous flow of the residual glass was will be referred to as A-An(C)
allowing relaxation of the residual stresses, thus accounting for
the lack of change in the mechanical properties. (2) Materials Characterization

The challenge, therefore, was to identify and study an Cross sections of A-An(G) and A-An(C) pellets were
alumina-based system where complete crystallinity in the mounted in epoxy and were polished to 1-jim grade. The
intergranular glassy phase could be readily achieved, and polished sections were then removed from the mounts and ther-
to determine unambiguously whether the crystallinity of the mally etched at 1500*C for 0.5 h to reveal the microstructures.
second phase affects the mechanical properties. Note that These microstructures were then observed in the scanning
in many instances complete crystallization of the glass is electron microscope (SEM) (AUTOSCAN, Etec Corp., Hay-
often not possible, because the chemical composition of the ward, CA) in the secondary electron mode. The average grain
intergranular glass, especially for commercial materials, is size (n) was determined using the linear intercept method,28
different from that of the crystallizing phase(s). A further and the grain aspect ratio (at.) was estimated by measuring
complication which can hinder complete crystallization is the long (L) and the and the short (t) grain dimensions for
the physical constraint imposed by the surrounding alumina at least 100 random grains for each material (where, al. =
grains.25 Clearly, for the purposes of the present investigation, Lie). Specimens for TEM were prepared using the standard
the ability to tailor the glass composition is highly desirable. procedures for ceramic materials. Disks, 3 mnm in diameter and
For this reason, it was decided to study specimens processed -150-/Am thickness, were ultrasonically cut from polished
in the laboratory, rather than commercially available materials, thin sections and dimpled to a thickness of -20 14m in the
In order to minimize the physical constraint effect, I vol% center. These disks were then ion-beam-milled to perforation,
anorthite (CaO- Al203 • SiO 2) glass was chosen as the inter- and evaporation-coated with a thin layer of carbon. The TEM
granular second phase. The alumina-anorthite system seemed specimens were observed in a TEM (400T, Philips Electronic
particularly suited to this study, because previous work from Instruments, Inc., Mahwah, NJ) operated at 120 keV. The
our laboratory had already demonstrated that, because of the densities of the two materials (A-An(G) and A-An(C)) were
relatively small change in the volume associated with the measured by the Archimedes method, using deionized water
crystallization of anorthite glass,t near-100% crystallization$ as the immersion medium." The measured densities were
of the intergranular anorthite composition glass could be compared with the respective calculated theoretical densities.
achieved.27 Furthermore, the mismatch in the thermal expan- Mechanical testing of the A-An(G) and A-An(C) disk
sion coefficients between crystalline anorthite and alumina is samples was carried out using the indentation-strength
sufficiently great to induce high residual stresses (a factor of technique.-'- 2 In each case, "-40 disk specimens were machined
"-4 greater than that in single-phase alumina' 4 and a factor to a thickness of 2.5 mm and polished to l-Itm grade
of -2.5 greater than that in alumina with glassy anorthite), on the prospective tensile surface. For most of the disk
making anorthite an ideal choice in this case. specimens, a Vickers indentation was made at the center

Therefore, the purpose of the study was (i) to experimen- of the polished surface with contact loads ranging from 3
tally study the influence of crystallization of the intergranular to 300 N. Some specimens, however, were left unindented.
glass on the flaw tolerance, as measured using the indenta- These disk specimens were then broken in biaxial flexure,
tion-strength technique, of tailored alumina-I vol% anorthite using a three-point support and punch fixture in a servo-
(A-An) materials, and (ii) to apply the bridging model by hydraulic testing machine (Model 1350, Instron Corp., Canton,
Bennison and Lawn9 to deconvolute theoretical T-curves from MA). Vacuum grease was applied to the indentation site
the experimental indentation-strength data. before testing, and the failure time was maintained to be

less than 20 ms, to minimize any environmental effects. The
II. Experimental Procedure strength was determined, using the breaking load and specimen

dimensions." Great care was taken to examine the indentation
(1) Materials Processing site for each specimen after failure to ensure that the failure

Alumina specimens containing 1 vol% anorthite glass were originated from the indentation. The specimens that did not
fabricated using the following method. High-purity alumina fail from the indentation were incorporated in the data pool
powder (a-A120 3, AKP-HP (-0.5-Arm crystallites), Sumi- for unindented controls.
tomo Chemical America, New York) was mixed with I On separate polished surfaces of A-An(G) and A-An(C)
vol% anorthite glass friti and wet-ball-milled in methanol specimens, five indentations for each contact load (3 to 300
using zirconia (Y-TZP) grinding media for 24 h. The N) were made. The average size of the radial cracks emanat-
alumina-anorthite slurry was then gently stirred while drying ing from these indentations was measured, using an optical
on a hot plate. Individual powder batches (-3.5 g) were microscope.
placed in polyethylene bags, crushed between a roller and
plate assembly, and subsequently placed in a graphite die. UL Results
Approximately 80 disks (25-mm diameter X 5-mm thickness)
were fabricated by uniaxial pressing at 50 MPa. Thse disks (1) Mickrosucture
were then wet-bag iostatically pressed at 350 MPa. The green Figures l(a) and (b) show representative SEM micrographs
disks were then packed in loose alumina powder inside a of the A-An(G) and A-An(C) microstructures, respectively.
high-purity alumina crucible and calcined at 800"C for 12 h, As would be expected, given the relatively low temperature
followed by sintering at 1600"C for 1 h. Specimens subjected of the crystallization heat treatment, the'grain size distribution
only to this heat treatment will be referred to as A-An(G), and grain morphology of A-An(C) are unchanged from those
since (as will be shown later) the anorthite is in the form of an of A-An(G). Note the elongated nature of the grain structures,

which is a commonly observed characteristic of aluminas
"The densities of crystalline and glassy anorthite are 2.763 g/cm3 (Ref. 26) containing glassy phase.3" Examination of the samples in the

and 2.700 g/cm3 (Rde. 27), respectively. TEM confirmed that in A-An(G) the intergranular phase wasWe rer W the degree of crystatlinity as near- 100%" sIIe very narrow completely glassy, whereas in A-An(C), near-100% crystal-
gltass nns may be present at the alumina-anothite grain boundfiet lization of the anorthite had occurred. Representative TEM

Deuits of the experimenatal procedures for melting of the anowhite gtass
and the aubsequent comminution and clasification to produce the glass frit micrographs showing the intergranular anorthite are given
(-t.I-pam particles) have been deascribed elsewherer. in Figs. 2(a) and (b). Table I summarizes the various heat
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(a)

(a)

(b)

FI. 1. SEM secondary electron images of polished and thermallyetched sections of (a) A-An(G) and (b) A-An(C). Note the elongatedgrains in both the microalnctures

treatments and the resulting microstructures for the A-An(b
materilas. Fig. 2. TEM bright-fleldia[Zes Of (a) A-An(G), showing inter-(),Mechanical Behavior granular glassy anorthite, an b) A-An(C), showing intergranular

The plots of indentation load (P) versus strength (am) cytlieaotie
for both sets of A-An specimens are shown in Fig. 3. For relative to that of A-An(G), which is indicative of improvedreference, the theoretically calculated am(P) response for an flaw tolerance (note that an ideal P-"3 behavior indicatesequivalent grain size (1I I im) single-phase equiaxed alumina' 2  no T-curve). Thus, crystallization of the anorthite produces ahas been included as the dashed curve in Fig. 3. It can be seen strength increase at high flaw sizes, but a strength decrease atthat for A-An(C) there is a distinct flattening of the curve small flaw sizes. It is perhaps worth mentioning that the base-
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Table 1. Heat-Treatment Schedules and Resulting Microstructural Parameters for Alumina-Anorthite (A-An) Materials
Resulting microstructure

A120. Grain A12 03 aspect Intergranular Density (g/cn•i)
Material Heat treatment size, ? (/.,m) ratio, aL phase: [% theoretical]

A-An(G) 1600-C, I h 11 -2 Glassy 3.845 [96.8%]
anorthite

A-An(C) 1600"C, I h, 11 =2 Crystalline 3.850 [96.9%]
1200"C, 25 h anorthite

material A-An(G) is seen to possess marginally better flaw in the bridging elements being more tightly clamped in the
tolerance than equiaxed alumina of the same average grain matrix. Consequently, there is an increase in the frictional
size (11 pm). tractions and more energy is dissipated in the process of

In order to demonstrate the dependence of strength on the grain pullout, hence enlhancing the T-curve. It can also be
initial flaw size, Fig. 4 plots the same strength data from Fig. 3, argued that, because the second phase is distributed around
but now against indentation crack length (2c) as the abscissa the grains in A-An microstructures, the change in the nature
instead of the customary independent variable of indentation of this intergranular phase can also affect the sliding friction
load. (In this case note that an ideal (2c) - ' behavior indicates properties of the bridge-matrix interface. Furthermore, upon
no T-curve.) However, a word of caution in the interpretation comparing the OaM(P) data for A-An with that of the reference
of such plots is in order. Since initial cracks in bridged equiaxed alumina, it is suggested that the elongated nature of
ceramics undergo stable extension before failure, the system the grains, which increases the bridge pullout distance, is likely
retains no memory of the initial crack size 2c.32 Therefore, not to augment the influence of the increased residual stresses and
much significance should be attached to the initial crack size in the interfacial sliding friction.
bridged solids. However, such plots prove to be good intuitive As mentioned earlier, Bennison and Lawn9 have derived
guides to the understanding of the concept of flaw tolerance. a theoretical model describing the toughening due to grain

bridging in nontransforming ceramics. The model incorporates
several adjustable parameters which can be related to specific

IV. Discussion features of the ceramic microstructure. By allowing the pa-
The results depicted in Fig. 3 clearly demonstrate that T- rameters to vary between physically realistic boundary values,

curve behavior, as evinced by the flattening of the OM(P) it is possible to fit the model to experimental data. In this
response, is enhanced for A-An(C) by the postsintering crys- manner, Chantikul et al.'2 have obtained excellent agreement
tallization heat treatment. In addition, microstructural examina- between the model and their experimental data for single-phase
tion of the A-An(G) and A-An(C) microstructures revealed alumina of differing grain sizes. We now apply this model
that the alumina grain size and morphology were identical to our experimental data for the A-An materials to obtain
in the two samples, and that the only significant effect of (i) quantitative estimate of the bridging parameters, (ii) fit to
the heat treatment was to produce crystalline anorthite at the the experimental crm(P) data, and (iii) deconvolution of the
grain boundaries. Since the influence on the strength was not T'curves'"' 7

uniform across the range of crack sizes (as evinced by the First, consider the estimation of the bridging parameters.
"rocking" of the aOM(P) curve for A-An(C) to A-An(G)), it We began with assigning values to the microstructural pa-
cannot be argued that the change in mechanical properties was rameters which were regarded as invariant: elastic modulus
due solely to the replacement of the intergranular glass by a E - 393 GPa, Poisson's ratio v = 0.2,1 indentation flaw pa-
tougher or stronger crystalline phase. This leaves, therefore, rameter x = 0.022,.'37 crack geometry coefficient 0' = 1.24
the original premise as the most feasible explanation for the (pennylike crack),' grain aspect ratio aL - 2, grain size
observed behavior; namely, the crystallization of the intergran- e = 7.3 pm,' bridge spacing parameter aG = 1,`2 distance to
ular phase produces high internal residual stresses within the first bridge intersection d -= aGaLLe,17 and bridge perimeter
alumina-anorthite microstructure. This is believed to result factor a, - 4 (assumes rectangular bridges).' The fracture

mechanics formulations and regression procedure described
in Refs. 9 and 12 were then used to "search" for the "best
fit" bridging parameters. This involved calculation of trial

500 .................. , ......... T-curves (toughness, T, as a function of crack length, c)
followed by calculation of the corresponding aoM(P) response.
The computed tom(P) responses were then compared with the

1-/3 experimental data sets for A-An(G) and A-An(C) separately.
300 The values for the bridging parameters were adjusted, within

physically reasonable bounds, incrementally in an iterative
algorithm until a minimum variance (standard deviation) be-

4 tween the theoretical and the experimental strength values
A (ou) was obtained. The best-fit parameters for A-An(G) and

A-An(C) thus obtained are given in Table 1I, where To is the
. A-AG grain boundary toughness, p is the friction coefficient, o'R is
A A-An(C) the residual stress, and e is the strain to rupture.

W The results from modeling (Table II) are consistent with
the experimental findings in that, as expected, the magnitude1 10 100 1000 of the residual stress oa is seen to increase as a result

Indentation Load, P (N) of crystallization of the intergranular anorthite (from 250 to

ft 3. Indentation load-strength responses for A-An(G) a 400 MPa). The results also showed a marginal increase in the
A= C). Each datum point represents breaks from 4 to 5 specimens.
S re"gions to the left denote failures from natural flaws. Solid
curves are fits from the bridging model. The dashed curve represents 't - 7.3 jim was estimated from the measured values of the average grain
theoretically calculated o'm(P) response of an 11-pm grain size size e- IlIjsm and theaspect ratio aL -2, usingasimplisticassumption:
equiaxed alumina.12 C - (L + t)/2 and aL - Lie (Section 11(2)).
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Fig. 4. Ile strength data for A-An(G) and A-An(C) from Fig. 3,
now plotted against indentation crack size 2c. Thie solid lines are Fig. 5 De~convoluted T-curves (G) and (C) from the A-An(G)
empirical fits. and A-An(C) O'm(P) data sets, respectively (Fig. 3), using the

grain-bridging model. dt is the distance to the firstbidge intersection.

friction coefficient, AL. Note that the intrinsic grain boundary
toughness, To, is found to decrease for A-An(C), which have used here is based on highly simplistic bridged-interface
is a manifestation of the "crossover" of the o'm(P) curves geometry and considers only frictional bridging. In reality the
for A-An(G) and A-An(C) (Fig. 3). However, it should be crack-microstructure interactions are more complicated, and
pointed out that the bridging model predicts such a change several other types of bridging mechanisms have been put
in To only for materials whose O-M(P) curves cross over and forward.".'- Some recent in situ SEM studies of crack propa-
possess the same microstructural scale (as is the case for gation in alumina,"' in addition to confirming the existence
A-An(G) and A-An(C)). It is suggested that the decrease in of frictional bridges, have revealed that other processes such
To is possibly due to the combined effect of the increase in the as geometrical interlocking, elastic bridging, and rotational
residual stress, and the change in the crystallinity of the grain bridging may also play a role. Nonetheless, consideration of
boundary phase. However, at this stage we do not have any the frictional grain-bridging mechanism has produced good
definitive experimental evidence to support this hypothesis. correlation between theory and experiment. More importantly,

Using the best-fit parameters (Table II) in the Benni- the model based on frictional bridging allows us to predict how
son-Lawn bridging model, we obtain the theoretical crM(P) microstructural changes will affect the flaw tolerance behavior,
responses for A-An(G) and A-An(C), shown by solid curves cnabling the tailoring of ceramic microstructures for optimum
in Fig. 3. Note that these theoretical curves fit reasonably well mechanical properties.
to the experimental data and predict the crossover at about 10-
N indentation load. The theoretical T-curves for A-An(G) and
A-An(C) were also calculated, and appear in Fig. 5. Note that V. Summary
the toughness decreases with increasing crack length at small
crack sizes (c < di) in Fig. 5, which is a result of the local The results and finding of the above study can be summa-

tensile component of the residual stresses acting on the flaw rized as follows:

before bridge intersection. However, after bridge intersection (i) By fabricating LPS alumina using a tailored intergranu-

the toughness is seen to increase rapidly with the crack length. lar glass of anorthite composition, the glass can be crystallized

It is this rising part of the T-curve that essentially determines to near-100% crystallinity (with appropriate heat treatments).

the characteristics of the "tangency condition" (instability) (ii) The crystallization of the intergranular anorthite glass

and hence the strength properties.32 It was also seen that the resulted in a marked improvement in the flaw tolerance of

calculated toughness for A -An(C) assumes negative values for alumina-anorthite, indicative of enhanced R- or T-curve be-

crack lengths in the vicinity of di (Fig. 5), which represents havior.

the theoretical spontaneous microcracking limit.' 2  (iii) The frictional bridging model"' fits the flaw tolerance
At this point, it is perhaps worth emphasizing that any data well and can be used to calculate theoretical T-curves for

"goodness of fit" of the grain-bridging model to the experi- the materials studied.
mental data cannot be construed as evidence for the model's
validity. Nonetheless, it is encouraging that the theoretically
predicted increase in the residual stress was found to be con- Acknowledgments: The authors would like to thank S.J. Bennison and

B. R. Lawn for many fruitful discussions and providing us with the computer
sistent with the experimental crystallization heat treatments. programs used in the modeling aspect of this work.
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To determine the influence of volume constraint, the crystallization behavior of bulk
anorthite glass was compared with that of anorthite glass situated at intergranular pockets
in an alumina ceramic. Near-100% crystallization of the glass was obtained in both
cases. Examination of the crystallized microstructures using SEM and TEM revealed
several interesting features. The resulting microstructures, together with the very high
degree of crystallization, are discussed with reference to a thermodynamic model for the
constrained crystallization of glass.

I. INTRODUCTION complete crystallization of constrained glass. Figure 1(a)

Over a period of the last 40 years or so, the devel- shows a schematic illustration of an intergranular pocket,
opment of glass-ceramics in which select glass composi- which has been approximated by a sphere surrounded by
tions are fabricated in the glassy state and "subsequently a rigid crystalline body [Fig. 1(b)]. The essence of the
crystallized, has proven to be of great scientific and Raj-Lange model is as follows. Consider the growth
technological importance (for reviews see Refs. 1 and of a crystal nucleus within an intergranular pocket; as
2). More recently, interest has developed in the area of the glass transforms into crystalline material, its volume
crystallization of glassy phases present as intergranular decreases. Since the crystallizing phase is physically
pockets within liquid-phase-sintered (LPS) ceramics.3-1 ° bonded to the surrounding glass, strain is generated in
In both these cases, the major goal has been to achieve the glass, setting up hydrostatic tension. As the crystal
very high degrees of crystallinity. As will be seen from grows, the magnitude of the strain energy increases, thus
the following, the importance of this topic lies in the offsetting the corresponding decrease in chemical free
fact that the degree of crystallinity can have a significant energy (which is the driving force for crystal growth).
influence on the mechanical properties. At some critical crystal size, therefore, it is possible for

Silica-based oxides are used as sintering aids during a balance to occur between the opposing energy terms.
the processing of many LPS ceramics; these oxides form At this point, the crystal ceases to grow, resulting in a
a liquid at the sintering temperature, which upon cooling partially crystallized intergranular pocket. It follows that
is retained as a glassy phase at the grain boundaries."1 the actual degree of crystallinity achieved depends on
The volume percent of the residual glass may be sig- several parameters, the values of which are particular to
nificant, and can be as high as 30 vol. % in some coin- the geometry and the system in question.
mercial aluminas. The presence of such intergranular Perhaps surprisingly, there has been very little de-
residual glass is known to degrade the high temperature tailed work aimed at studying the influence of volume
cre essac of LPS alumina1 2 and silicon nitride.13  constraint on the crystallization behavior of glass. Iso-
However, crystallization of the intergranular glass (either lated observations exist on constrained crystallization
during creep or through post-sintering heat-treatments) in commercial LPS aluminas; however, in these sys-
results in improved mechanical properties at ele- terns there is the added consideration that the compo-
vated temperatures.l•,i•- 6 Unfortuately, in many glass- sition of the intergranular glass is different from that of
ceramic systems, complete crystallization of the glass the crystallizing phase.'-9' 8 This lack of control over
cannot be achieved. One explanation for this behavior the composition of the intergranular glass further corn-
lies in the volume constraint of the surrounding grains. plicates the constrained-crystallization problem, invari-

It has been known for some time that the complete ably leading to incomplete crystallization in commercial
crystallization of a glassy phase is very difficult when materials.6- 8' 1 'J A notable exception is in the case of
it is constrained within intergranular pockets surrounded silicon nitride ceramics, commonly referred to as SiIMON
by crystalline prains. Note that such glassy intergranular materials (solid-solutions), where 100% crystallization
pockets can arise during the final stages of crystalliza- of the intergranular glass has been reported.10 This has
tion of a bulk glass, as well as in LPS ceramics (as been attributed to the dissolution of the constituent
described earlier). Raj and Lange17 have proposed a oxides of the residual glass in the SiAION constraining
thermodynamlical model in order to explain the lack of grains.10
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the bulk anorthite glass is relatively well understood.
Finally, anorthite is of some practical significance in that
it has been reported to be the major crystallizing phase

Crystalline in several commercial LPS aluminas.8 '9'18 Our aim in
grains this paper, therefore, was to determine the crystallization

behavior of anorthite glass in both bulk anorthite and
alumina-anorthite, and to examine the results in the light
of the Raj-Lange model.

I1. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Materials processing

1. Bulk anorthite

pocket Reagent grade (Fisher Scientific Company) CaCO3,
A120 3, and Si0 2 were mixed in appropriate proportions
and dry-blended for 12 h. This batch was then melted at
1600 °C for 24 h in a covered platinum crucible heated

(a) by an electrical resistance furnace. The resulting glass
was then quenched, crushed, and remelted. (To ensure
good chemical homogeneity, the preceding steps were
repeated several times.) Next, the glass was cast into a

Crystalline steel mold and subsequently annealed at 800 °C for 1 h
grains and cooled very slowly. This base glass will be referred

to as specimen BULK-G (G refers to Glassy). (For a
similar melting procedure of anorthite glass the deviation
of the composition of the glass from the starting batch
was reported to be less than 0.2 wt. % of any of the

Crystallizing ! principal constituents.23) Crystallization of the bulk glass
.phase was carried out by heat-treating at 1200 °C for 30 min

in a platinum enclosure (1200 °C corresponds to the
temperature at which Klein and Uhlmann3 reported

............ !a maximum in the crystallization rate). A short heat-
treatment duration was chosen to avoid excessive grain
growth and hence prevent severe microcracking of the
crystallized specimen. This specimen will be referred to
as specimen BULK-C (C refers to Crystalline).

(b)
FG. 1. Schematic flustralto of (a) an intergranular podet contain- 2. Alumina-anorthite
ing m surrmunded by crymsneW grais and (b) spherical repre-
sentation of the above intergranular pocket. R represents the radius Some of the above glass was crushed and ball-milled
of t&e pocket and r represents th radius of the crystaiizing phase. into a glass frit (<1.0 Izm particle size as classified by
Reproduced with modifiaieons from ReE 17. sedimentation25). This glass frit was mixed with high-

purity a-alumina powder (Sumitomo Chemical Com-
The purpose of the present study was to compare pany) in the volumetric proportion of anorthite glass

the crystallization behavior of anorthite (CaO- A120 3 - fit alumina, equal to 1: 3. This mixture was then
2SiO 2), a feldspar mineral, crystallized from the same wet-ball-milled in methanol using zirconia ball-grinding
composition glass present in two different physical situa- media for 24 h. The resulting slurry was subsequently
buons, viz: (a) bulk glass and (b) glass constrained within transferred to a teflon beaker where it was continuously
intergrnular pockets of LPS alumina. Anorthite was stirred during drying and deagglomerated by crushing.
chosen for this study for the following reasons. Firstly, A disk 10 mm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness
anorthite composition glass is relatively easy to form; was fabricated from this powder by uniaxial pressing
also the glass-formation behavior, structure, and proper- at 50 MPa followed by wet-baa isostatic pressing at
ties of anorthite glass have been documented by several 350 MPa. The green disk was packed in loose alumina
researdch,°21 Anorthite-has the additional advantage powder in a high purity alumina crucible and calcined
that its nucleationz2 and crystal growth23-' behavior from at 800 *C for 12 h, followed by sintering at 1600 *C
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for 60 min. This sintered specimen will be referred a-alumina to be 2.763 g/cm3 27 and 3.987 g/cm3,
to as INTER-G (since anorthite is in the form of an respectively.28

INTERgranular Glass). Note that because of the short
sintering duration the composition of the intergranular A. Bulk anorthite
glass is assumed to be unchanged from that of anorthite. Figure 2 shows the microstructure of the specimen
A piece of the sintered specimen was heat-treated at BULK-C as seen in the SEM. The grain size distribution
200 OC for 25 h in order to crystallize the intergranular in this material was found to be very broad with grain

glass. The relatively long crystallization heat-treatment diameters ranging from 0.5 pm to 25 /m. The most
used in this case was to try to overcome any kinetic novel feature in this microstructure was the wavy and
effects. This specimen will be referred to as specimen jagged nature of the grain boundaries. Consistent with
INTER-C (C refers to Crystalline INTERgranular phase)- this was the large amount of surface relief exhibited by

the fracture surface of the BULK-C specimen (Fig. 3).
B. Materials characterization TEM examination of BULK-C showed that the degree

Specimens BULK-C and INTER-C were subjected of crystallinity was close to 100%. Furthermore, it was
to x-ray powder diffraction analysis and the product of observed that the anorthite grains were highly twinned
crystallization was confirmed to be anorthite (triclinic, (Fig. 4). It was also found that the twin density within a
space group P1, at room temperature). The densities of single grain increased with a decrease in the grain size.
all the specimens were measured using the Archimedes However, no attempt was made to establish a detailed
method with water as the immersing medium.' Sections quantitative relationship between twin density and grain
of specimens BULK-C and INTER-C were polished to size in this material.
1 am grade using standard ceramographic techniques for Figure 5 shows a high resolution TEM (HRTEM)
microstructural observations in the scanning electron mi- image of (010) twin boundaries (indicated by the ar-
croscope (SEM). The microstructures of the specimens rows) in anorthite taken from specimen BULK-C. These
were revealed by thermal etching (BULK-C at 1300 *C boundaries were confirmed to be twin boundaries by
for 30 min, and INTER-C at 1500 *C for 30 min). All optical (LASER) diffraction. No evidence of any im-
SEM specimens were sputter-coated with Au-Pd to perfections along the twin boundaries was observed.
avoid charging in the microscope. Transmission electron The inset in Fig. 5 shows the corresponding selected
microscopy (TEM) specimens were prepared from disks area electron diffraction pattern (SAEDP) ([001] beam
(diameter _3 mm, thickness ;100z m) cut ultrasoni- direction); spot splitting (indicated by the arrow) due
cally from polished sections of BULK-C and INTER- to the numerous twin planes within the selected area
C. The centers of the disks were dimpled to 20 pm, aperture is clearly visible.
followed by ion-beam milling until perforation. Prior
to examination in the TEM (Philips 400T at 120 keV, B. Alumina-anorthite
Philips 430 at 250 keV), specimens were coated with In the alumina-anorthite specimen INTER-C the
amorphous carbon. average grain size of the alumina was estimated to be

=l R5m, whereas the average size of the intergranular
111. RESULTS pockets was t1/pm. An SEM micrograph depicting

Table I gives the nomenclatures, heat treatments, the microstructure of specimen INTER-C is given in
and densities for the materials fabricated. The theoretical Fig. 6. An anorthite grain (which was identified by the
densities of the specimens were calculated taking the presence of strong Ca and Si peaks in the x-ray energy
density of anorthite glass to be 2.700 g/cm3, and dispersive spectrum) is shown situated at an alumina
the theoretical densities of crystalline anorthite and multi-grain junction. The corresponding TEM image of

TABLE L Heat-treatmezns and properties of the anorthite and alumina-anorthite materials investigated.

Measured densities Theoretical densities
Specimen Composition and heat-treatments g/cm 3  g/cmn

BULK-G Anortite composition base-glass 2.700( ...
BULK-C Crystalline anorthite crystallized at 1200 -C for 0.5 h 2.730 2-763
INT9R-G Alumina with 25 vol. % anorthite glass as the intergranular phase, 3.385 3.664

as-fired at 1600 oC for I b
ITrER-C Alumina with crystalline anorthite as the intergisnular phase, 3.387 3.680

crystallized at 1200 oC for 25 h

"A value of 2.704 g/cm3 has been reported in the literature for the .density of anorthite glass.26
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P).2. SEM seconlazy electron image of a polshed and etched
section of anotthitc (specimen BULK-C).

an intergranular pocket of crystalline anorthite is shown
in Fig. 7. The highly twinned nature of anorthite and
the near-l00% crystallinity ame clearly evident from FIG. 4. TEM brighii-field image of anothite (specmn= BULK-C).
this microgaph. The twinned phase was identified to The arrows indicate the wavy nature of the grain boundaries

be anorthite by SAEDP and x-ray energy dispersive
-spectroscopy (XEDS)-

S IV. DISCUSSION

Grain boundary waviness is clearly evident in the
SEM micrograph of bulk crystalline anorthite (Fig. 2).
Thbe distribution of the microstructural scale of the wavi-
ness (facet length) is seen to be wide, ranging from
several urn (Fig. 4) to several jrn. (Fig. 2). Such wavi-
ness is believed to be due to the intersection of the
numerous twins within each grain with the grain bound-
aries. The wide distribution of the scale of the waviness
is consistent with the variation in the width of the
twin bands. It is postulated that the existence of such
wavy grain boundaries may be partially responsible for
the excellent high temperature htardness behavior of
anorthite.9

The observation of extensive twinning in anorthite is
consistent with the results of previous workers. Anorthite
is known to twin readily during crystal growth and/or

* . ~ . mechanical deformation." ¶Winning in anorthite follows
pN the albite twinning law in which the twin operation is

given by a reflection across the (010) (twin) plane.2'
Confirmation that the twin plane in anorthite is indeed

FIG. 3. SEM mecoadaty electron image of the fracture surface of the (010) is clearly shown in Fig. 7. The aforementioned
anorthite (specime BULK-C). twinning operation is equivalent to rotation of 1800 about
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FIG. 5. HRTEM image of (010) twin boundaries in anorthite (specimen BULK-C) indicated by arrows. Inset: corresponding SAEDP ([0011
beam direction); arrows indicate streaking due to twins.

b*, the normal to (010). It is perhaps worth mentioning derived by Raj and Lange1l for the normalized free
that in anorthite, the angle, 0, between b and b* is equal energy change, Ag, during constrained crystallization is
to 3.7*, hence the deviation in crystallographic directions as follows:
across the twin boundary is relatively small."

As mentioned earlier, near-100% crystallinity occurs Ag = ap1 s + bpt2 - p3 + 3/2pop2  (1)
in specimens BULK-C and INTER-C. (It should be where a, b, p, and p0 are nondimensional parameters.
noted that we refer to degree of crystallization as "near- After substituting suitable values for the parameters
100%", since very thin glassy films may be present pertinent to the alumina-anorthite system, we can arrive
at the grain boundaries.) Such high degrees of crys- at the following expression for g (the details of the
tallinity are quite uncommon in glass-ceramics due to the calculations entailed in this analysis are deferred to the
strain energy considerations embodied in the Raj-Lange apculaioy
model mentioned in Sec. I. For an in-depth analysis
of the problem in question, the reader is referred to Ag = 0.221p' 5 + 0.083p 2 - p3 + 0.0075pe (2)
the original paper by Raj and Lange.17 Here, our aim
is simply to apply the Raj-Lange model to the prob- Figure 8 plots Ag as a function of p, where p = r/R.
lem of anorthite crystallizing from severely constrained As seen from Fig. 1(b), p is a measure of the crystal
glass in a LPS alumina. The following assumptions size relative to the pocket size. It can be seen that the
are made in this analysis: (a) the intergranular pocket minimum in this curve occurs at p = 0.97. The pre-
is spherical, (b) nucleation of the crystallizing phase diction, therefore, is that the crystallizing phase will
occurs homogeneously, (c) the constraining crystalline grow to 97% of the pocket size. This compares very
grains are rigid and chemically inert, (d) the crystallizing favorably with the experimental observations of near-
phase is also rigid, and (e) the compositions of the glass 100% crystallinity, especially given the simplifying as-
and the crystallizing phase are identical. The expression sumptions made in the analysis and the possible errors
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FIG. 8. A plot of Ag as a function of p, using Eq. (2) for different
values of WV.

FIG. 6. SEM secondary electron image of a polsed an ealecofed'
section of LPS alumina containing anorthite (specimen INTER-C).
AL repiresents alumina and AN represents anorthite. system. This is primarily because the densities of glassy

and crystalline anorthite do not differ to a great extent,
in the values of the physical parameters. It should be rendering the value of 6V to be very small (8V = 0.023).
emphasized, however, that prediction of such a high As indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 8, the Ag - p
degree of crystallinity is very specific to the anorthite function appears to be quite sensitive to 6W; thus minima

in the dashed curves for 6V = 0.05 and 0.10 occur at
0.85 and 0.74, respectively. This comparison reinforces
the argument that a small 6V value plays a significant
role in the high degree of crystallinity in anorthite.

Some other factors, again specific to the anorthite
system, may also be contributing to the high degree of
crystallinity observed. Firstly, in violation of one of the
assumptions of the Raj-Lange model, the crystallizing
phase anorthite is not perfectly rigid. As pointed out
earlier, profuse twinning has been observed in anorthite
in both specimens BULK-C and INTER-C. Although it
is not possible to distinguish between deformation twins
and growth twins purely by observation, it is reasonable
to assume that deformation twinning does occur. This
would partially relieve the elastic strain energy and
hence enhance the degree of crystallization. Next, let
us consider the assumption that the crystalline ma-
trix surrounding the intergranular pocket is completely
rigid. Clarke" has discussed the existence of very thin
intergranular glassy films in ceramics which may be
thermodynamically stable. If such films were to exist
in the alumina-anorthite, it is plausible that they would
facilitate creep of matrix grains, thus allowing accom-
modation of the volume change during crystallization.

FIG. 7. TEM bright-field image of anorthite within LPS alumina Such accommodation would be expected to lead to an
(specimen INTER-C). AL represents alumina and AN repents increase in density after crystallization. An attempt was
anorthite. made to correlate the measured densities of INTER-G
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INTER-C with their respective theoretical densities (see 11. W. D. Kingery, H. K. Bowen, and D. R. Uhlmann, Introduction to
Table I). However, due to the very small difference in Ceramics (John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1976).
the densities of glassy and crystalline anorthite, and the 12. S. M. Wiederhorn, B.J. Hockey, and R. F. Krause, Jr., Ceramic
large fcon of porosity in the bulk alumina specimen, Miostcis '86, edited by J. Pask and A. G. Evans (Plenum

Press, New York, 1988), p. 795.
the results were inconclusive. 13. F. F. Lange, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 61, 53 (1978).

Finally, we wish to emphasize that achieving a 14. R.A. Page and K.S. Chan, J. Mater. Sci. Lea. 8, 938 (1989).
high degree of crystallinity in glass-ceramics and LPS 15. A. Tsuge, K. Nashida, and M. Komatsu, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 67,
ceramics is of great technological value in terms of their 323(1984).
imprved physical properties. Our study of the anorthite 16. D.S. Wilkinson, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 71, 562 (1988).17. I. Raj and F. F. Lange, Acta Metall. 29, 1993 (1981).
system has clearly shown that near-100% crystallinity I&. Y. Yeshunin, 7. Rosenberg, NJ. A. Travitzky, and D. G. Brandon,
can be achieved in both bulk anorthite and alumina- Mater. ScL Eng. 71, 71 (1985).
anorthite. Further, the applicability of existing models 19. CA. Powell-Dolan and A. H. Heuer, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 73,
for constrained crystallization to real systems has been 3684 (1990).
demonstrated. 20. M. Culderman and D. R. UhImann, J. Geophys. Res. 78, 4920

(1973).
21. M. Yamane and M. Okuyama, J. Non-Cryst. Solids 52, 217

V. CONCLUSIONS (1982).
22. D. Cramner, R. Salomaa, H. Yinnon. and D. R. Uhlmann,

It can be concluded that near-100% crystallinity can J. Non-Cyst. Solids 45, 127 (1981).
be achieved when anorthite is crystallized from the same 23. L Klein and D. R. Uhlmann, J. Geophys. Res. 79, 4869 (1974).
composition glass in (a) bulk form and (b) situated in 24. KLS.Y. Bhatty, J.A. Gard, and F.P. Glasser, Miner. Mag. 37,
an intergranular pocket constrained by four 'or more 78s. ee to P1ri,,e of Ceris Prcsn

re 25 .S. Reed, introduction t rnoe j eatc rcsbalumina grains in a LPS alumina. Such a high degree of (John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1988).
crystallinity can be attributed to the following reasons: 26. N. Bansal and IL H. Doremus, Handbook of Glss Properties
(i) the composition of the glass was the same as the crys- (Academic Press, Orlando, FL, 1986).
tallizing phase and (h') the density of crystalline anorthite 27. W. F. Cole, H. Sorum, and W. H. Taylor, Acta Cryst. 4,20 (1951).

is very close to that of glassy anorthite. Other reasons 28. National Bureau of Standards Circular 3, 1 (1959).
29 J. V. Smith and W. L Brown, Feldspar Minerals (Springer-Verlag,that also possibly contributed are strain energy relief due Berlin, 1988), Vol. 1.

to twinning of anorthite, and creep of the constraining 30. D.R. Clarke, 1. Am. Ceram. Soc. 70, 15 (1987).
matrix (anorthite grains in BULK-C and alumina grains 31. D. Tumbull, Solid State Physics (Academic Press, New York,
in INTER-C) at the crystallization temperature. 1956), Vol. 3.

32. J. Hoffman, J. Chem. Phys. 29, 1192 (1958).
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(3) a is a measure of the strain energy per unit volume where AHf is the heat of fusion per unit volume
in the crystallizing phase relative to the chemical free of the crystallizing phase, T is the crystallization
energy during the transformation, and is given by: temperature, T" is the equilibrium melting temperature

of the crystallizing phase, and AT is the undercool-
a = 6V2 Kc/2 A• () ing (T. - T).32 Taking T. = 1826 K,29 T = 1473 K

where 6V is the change in the volume during transfor- (AT = 353 K) and AHf = 1.04 x 109 J/m 3,23 we ob-

mation per unit volume of the crystal and K, is the bulk tain AG, = 1.62 x 108 J/m 3. Using this value of AG,

modulus of the crystallizing phase. and _y = 0.19 J/m 2 22 we obtain ro = 2.3 x 10-9 m

(4) b is a measure of the strain energy per unit volume (23 A) [Eq. (A4)]. Taking R = 0.5 x 10- m (--1 /Am

in the glass phase relative to the chemical free energy pocket size) we may now.obtain p0 = 0.005 [Eq. (A3)].
during the transformation, and is given by- From values for the density of anorthite composition

glass and the theoretical density of crystalline anorthite,

b = 6V2K,/2 AG,, (A6) we obtain 6V = 0.023. Finally, taking values from
the literature for the bulk moduli (K, = 139 GPa,29

where K, is the bulk modulus of the glass. Ks = 52 GPa26) and substituting in Eqs. (AS) and
By substituting reasonable values for the aforemen- (A6), respectively, we obtain a = 0.221 and b = 0.083.

tioned variables, we may now obtain Ag(p). The value Equation (Al) can now be rewritten as:
of AG, can be estimated using the following relation: Ag = 0.221p15 + 0.083p1 2 _ p3 + 0.0075p2  (AS)

AG,, = AHf (AT. T/T,) (A7)
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Objective Evaluation of Short-Crack Toughness Curves Using
Indentation Flaws: Case Study on Alumina-Based Ceramics

Linda M. Braun,**' Stephen J. Bennison,*' and Brian P, Lawn*

Materials Science and Engineering Laboratory, National Institute of Standards and Technology,
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

An objective methodology is developed for evaluating tures from this relation. Specifically, as the T-curve becomes
toughness curves (T-curves) of ceramics using indentation more pronounced the strength-tends to a weaker dependence on
flaws. Two experimental routes are considered: (I) conven- indentation load, and thence on initial flaw size."" This quality
tional measurement of inert strength as a function of inden- of flaw tolerance is attributed to stabilization of crack growth
tation load; (i) in situ measurement of crack size as a from a shielding K-field that increases with crack extension'
function of applied stress. Central to the procedure is a (or, alternatively, an anti-shielding K-field that decreases with
proper calibration of the indentation coefficients that extension"'), and is a desirable end result in structural design.
determine the K-field of indentation cracks in combined A second form of the indentation method entails piecewise
residual-contact and applied-stress loading, using data on measurement of radial crack extension under monotonically
an appropriate base material with single-valued toughness. increasing applied loading, in much the same way as indicated
Tests on a fine-grain alumina serve to demonstrate the above for natural flaws. This approach derives from early work
approach. A key constraint in the coefficient evaluation on materials with single-valued toughness, notably soda-lime
is an observed satisfaction of the classical indentation glass," aimed at quantifying the stabilizing role of residual con-
strength-load)- I relation for such materials, implying an tact stresses in the fracture mechanics. With the indentation
esultial geometrical similarity in the crack configurations K-field thus calibrated one should, in principle, be able to
at failure. T-curves for any alumina-based ceramic wilkout evaluate any K-field increment (or decrement) due to micro-
sigle-valued toughness can then be generated objectively structural shielding. This approach has recently been used
from inert-strength or in situ crack-size data. The method- to generate T-curves for certain alumina," inhomogeneous
ology thereby circumvents the need for any preconceived (elongated grain) silicon nitride,'" and zirconia ceramics."
model of toughening, or for any prescribed analytical rep- The indentation technique has not been without detractors.
resentation of the T-curve function. Data on coarse-grained The most critical suggest that the presumed flaw tolerance in
almuminas and alumina-matrix material with aluminum the measured strength-load response is not due to an intrinsic
titamate second-phase particles are used in an illustrative T-curve at all, but is an artifact of the technique. A common
case study. argument is that the tendency for the strength to indentation-

size independence simply denotes a natural flaw "cutoff" at
1. Introduction low loads. This is despite meticulous attempts to confirm that

the failures occur from indentation sites." Another school
O1Puo IHNFSS curves or resistance curves (T-curves, KR- points out that artifacts in both indentation-strength and
curves, R-curves), which describe a functional dependence applied-stress/crack-extension data can arise from crack-size

of toughness on crack size, are now known to have a profound variations in the two coefficients that determine the combined
influence on the mechanical properties of ceramics."- Tradi- applied-stress plus residual-contact indentation K-field.`2".
tional T-curve measurements are made with long cracks in Improper specification of those coefficients can result in appar-
notched specimens. However, some of the most important ent T-curves in materials which are unquestionably single-
mechanical properties, notably strength, are determined in the valued in toughness, including glass.'2 Yet other critics
ie'nain of short cracks, i.e., cracks on a scale comparable with acknowledge the association of indentation-strength data with
that of the microstructure. As intimated in measurements of an underlying T-curve, but question the curve-fitting proce-
crack extension from natural'- and controlled' 7 surface flaws dures used in quantitative deconvolutions of the latter from the
in several ceramics, the critical short-crack region of interest former. Analyses based on specific microstructural shielding
lies below the lower limits of valid extrapolation from long- models,'0 ."1s-.' regardless of how well they might be substanti-
crack data. ated by physical observation,"'7 typically require the specifi-

It is in this context that radial cracks from Vickers indenta- cation of several adjustable microstructural parameters, some
tions have been widely used as a means for evaluating tough- of which can be determined only from elaborate data fits. Slight
ness properties in the short-crack region. In the most practical variations in these adjustable parameters can significantly alter
form of the method, inert strength is measured as a function of the characteristics of the deconvoluted T-curve. Conversely,
indentation load."-9 Materials with single-valued toughness are procedures that represent the T-curve by simplistic empirical
characterized by a classical indentation strength-(load)- ,3 rela- functions"' are open to objection for inconsistencies with
tion,' the existence of a T-curve may then be inferred by depar- physical reality. All such criticisms must be answered if inden-

tation-strength is to be retained as a viable means of T-curve
evaluation.

K. T. faber-.cotriibuting editor In light of this background, we endeavor here to establish a
sound scheme for evaluating T-curves of ceramics objectively
from indentation-strength and/or applied-stress/crack-exten-

I t No. 194065. Received January 8. 1992. approved June 24, 1992. sion data. We illustrate with results from previous indentation-
toheby de U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research. U.S. Office of

Nd E. 1. do Poen de Neumm and Co.. Inc. strength studies on alumina-based ceramics, one on monophase
Menmber. At••smc Camic Society. aluminas covering a wide range of grain sizes' and the other on

'Guu soi Iat fron the DeptAt of Maserials Siewnce ad an alumina-matrix composite with aluminum titanate second-
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fracture-mechanics grain-grain bridging model" was used to dKl(c)Idc = dT(c)Mdc (4)
deconvolute the T-curves. Those T-curves were found to devi-
ate negligibly from the baseline toughness of alumina at the n E. (2).2
finest grain size (2.5 l.m), but became progressively more pro- Since the explicit mathematical form of T(c) is not specified

nounced with increasing coarsening. Here, we devise a much a priori here, analytical solutions of the strength function cr(P)

simpler methodology for generating the T-curves, without any for materials with T-curves are not generally obtainable from

need for specific models of the underlying shielding mechanism Eq. (3). (In fact, analytical solutions are not guaranteed even

or for parametric deconvolutions. Our evaluation centers when the form of T(c) is specifiable.) On the other hand, if the

around an appropriate determination of the two coefficients that coefficients * and X can be properly calibrated from a'A(c) data

quantify the indentation K-field. We ensure self-consistency in on a control material with single-valued toughness, the T-curve

this determination by noting that the ideal indentation strength- should, in principle, be calculable directly from Eq. (2).

(load)- " relation is well satisfied for the finest grain-size (con-
trol) alumina, and use this relation to constrain the two coeffi- III. Experimental Procedure
cients. An integral part of our strategy is the use of in situ
observations of crack growth during stressing to failure, to The basis of the expermentI T-curve determinations is the
obtain essential information on the indentation-crack dimen- analysis of inert strength data for specimens with indentation

sions. These in situ observations reinforce our previous con- flaws, in combination with in situ measurements of the flaw

tention that failure does indeed occur from indentation sites, evolution to failure. Here we use strength data from earlier

enable explicit calibration of the indentation coefficients, and studies,"-' but include a brief description of the test procedure
(in favorable cases) provide an alternative route to evaluation of for completeness. A description of the in situ crack-extension
the T-curves. measurements is given in more detail.

(1) Maerias
ff. The Problem of Analytically Deconvoluting Alumina was chosen as a base for this study because of its

T-Curves from Indentation Data extensive adoption as a model polycrystalline material in sev-

Let us consider how one might objectively determine the eral previous indentation studies, as well as its common use as a

T-curve from indentation-strength and applied-stress/crack- practical ceramic. The starting material was a high-purity (500

extension data. Begin with the general relation fotr the -crack- at. ppm Mg/AI) alumina with equiaxed grains of mean grain

tip" K-field as a function of radial crack size c relative to the size 2.5 p.m.Y At this fine grain size, alumina has a negligible

contact center for equilibrium indentation cracks with residual T-curve," and so serves as a convenient control for the materi-

deformation fields in a material with T-curve behavior.,1'2
.1 als described below. Specimens were machined into disks of

thickness 3 mm.
K.(c) = KA + Kt + K, Aluminas with significant T-curves were produced by heat-

1treating batches of the starting material to produce microstruc-
+xPIc K(c) =(Ia) tures with enlarged grain sizes.' Here we consider grain sizes

KA is the stress-intensity factor associated with the applied 15, 35, and 80 pim.
stress oA, KR with the residual contact field at indentation load An alumina-matrix composite with especially pronounced
P, and K, with microstructural shielding (the source of the flaw toleranceP was also investigated. This composite contains
T-curve); * is a geometrical coefficent that characterizes the 20 vol% aluminum titanate as a second phase. Preparation was
pennylike crack configuration; 2 X o I (OH)" is a coefucient, by sintering, via a conventional powder processing route."-' 7

ideally independent of c, that charatierizes the intensity of the The mean size of the matrix alumina and aluminum titanate
residual field in terms of indentation hardness H and Young's grains was 6 Itm, but with occasional agglomerates of the latter
modulus E;'2 3 To is a baseline toughness, monocrystal for of 5 to 10 grains." Specimens of this material were cut into
transgranular fracture and grain boundary for intergranular disks 5 mm thick.
fracture. Equation (la) may be normalized to All specimens were polished on one side to remove spurious

machining stresses, and to observe ensuing indentation cracks
=/TO = (*1TO)orAc' 4 + (XITO)PIc-' + K.fro = I (lb) with minimum surface obstruction.

For materials with no T-curve, K. = 0. For materials with (2) Indentado-Sfmngth Tests
T-curve, K,, 0 0, but in this study we make absolutely no state- Vickers indentations at specified loads were made in the cen-
meat as to what explicit functional form K,(c) might. take. ter of each polished surface. The disks were broken in biaxial
Equation (Ma) may be transposed into a form appropriate to a flexure, indentations centered on the tensile side, with 6-mm-
"global" K-field diameter flat loading on three-ball support." These tests were

K,'(c) = *ac 11a + XPICM conducted with a drop of oil on the indentation site and broken
in fast loading (within 10 ms), to maintain "inert" conditions.

- To - K.(c) = To + T.(c) = Alc) (2) Stresses at the indentation site were calculated from the applied

wheeK(c) is an effective applied ntensty factor, load using thin plate theory.2 Post-mortem examinations were
where-- K,(c) is an effective applierm, and-t e fines fator, made of all polished specimens to confirm failure initiationTec) - - K4( c) is a shiteldfing toughness term, and T( c) defines from the indentation sites.

the T-curve for the material.ji

Equation (2) may be solved for the applied stress as a func- Soe comparative tests were made on specimens with

tioai of equilibrium crack size: annealed indentations, to remove the crack-stabilizing influ-
ence of the contact field."

orA(c) =f (lINc"T(c) - XPIc"'1 (3) (3) In Situ Observatios of Crack Extension

Generally, because of the stabilizing influence of Kt(c) and In situ observations of indentation-crack growth to failure
K1(c) in Eq. (1), the newly formed indentation cracks will were made using a custom-built biaxial flexure fixture for
extend stably prior to crack failure, so the critical failure con- placement on an optical microscope or in an SEM. A schematic
figuration does not identify with spontaneous propagation from is shown in Fig. i. A piezoelectric translator was used to apply
the initial crack size, ca. "1 The inert strength identifies with the a load to the biaxial flexure specimen. Stable growth of the sur-
critical configuration (A - orM,,c c = c, > co, at which qA(c) face radial cracks could then be followed directly as a function
passes through a dominant maximum, corresponding to a "tan- of monotonically increasing load, measured using a load cell.
gency condition" Quantitative tests were carried out exclusively on the optical
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Fig. 2. Plot of ar.(P) inert strength data for control alumina, grain
size 2.5 ptm. with Vickers indentation flaws (closed symbols). Data

Mcroscope ffrom Ref. 22. Additional results from current individual in situ runs
(open symbols). Solid straight-line fit of (slope)-' (logarithmic coor-

rig. 1. Schematic of fixture for viewing indentation crack growth in dinates) allows detminationof(T0A*)(TdX' 3 in Eq. (6b) for alumina.

situ during stressing to failure. Load is delivered to a biaxial flexure
specimen by a piezoelectric translator and is measured by a load cell.
The fixture can Pe located on the stage of an optical microscope or in an prediction for a material with single-valued toughness (Section
SEM. IV(2)). This last fit is reproduced in Fig. 3 (dashed lines) as a

reference baseline for evaluating flaw tolerance in the coarser
aluminas.

microscope. Indentation sites were again covered with oil to Figure 4 is a plot of corresponding inert strength vs indenta-
reduce the influence of moisture, and covered with a glass cover tion load results for the as-indented alumina-matrix/aluminum
slide to facilitate microscopic observation. In our tests a typical titanate composite. 2- In this case data points with error bars are
run to failure took 1 1-2 h. Crack sizes were measured at each means and standard deviations for 4-10 specimens at each pre-
stage of loading from video recordings of the crack evolution scribed load. Again, the dashed line is reproduced from Fig. 2
after failure was complete. Subsidiary observations were made as a reference baseline.
in the SEM on the alumina-matrix composite to examine the The results in Figs. 3 and 4 indicate large matrix grains and
crack-face morphology, second-phase particles as important microstructural elements

The immediate postindentation crack patterns in the fine- contributing to high flaw tolerance.-" We note the especially
grain control alumina and the alumina-matrix composite were low sensitivity of the data to indentation load for the composite
observed to be "well-developed," i.e., four radial arms material in Fig. 4, i.e., enhanced strength at large P
extending symmetrically from the indentation comers, with (approaching the long-crack region), counterbalanced by
each arm of length more than twice the Vickers impression diminished strength at small P (short-crack region).
half-diagonal. 2' Such was not the case for the coarsest alumi- (2) In Situ Measurements of Crack Growth in Control
nas, where the cracks deflected abruptly along local crack grain Fine-Grain Alunina
boundary facets in a more irregular fashion. In situ observa- As indicated earlier, the 2.5-1Lm-grain-size alumina was used

tions on the coarse aluminas were accordingly confined to sem- as a control material for calibrating indentation coefficients.
iquantitative estimates of the net crack extension to failure.' The indentations in this material were characterized by a well-
(4) Hardness and Modulus formed radial crack system at each of the indentation loads PA

The indentation hardness (load/projected contact area) was with all four radial arms from the indentation corners equal in
evaluated directly from the impression diagonals of the Vickers length to within 10% and with the radial surface traces
indentations for each material. Young's modulus for the alu- exceeding twice the indentation half-diagonals (conditions for
mina was taken from a previous estimate, " and for the compos- well-developed" radial cracks"). The fracture was predomi-
ite material determined by an independent acoustic technique." nantly intergranular.

On application of an applied flexural stress a, the radial
cracks in the as-indented (x 0) specimens began to extend

IV. Reults and Analysis stably, but with discrete jumps in increments of one to three
grains. Some persistent slow crack growth was observed at sus-

(1) i•ltadas -Strengh Data tamined stress after such jumps. After each such jump the load
Figure 2 is a plot of inert strength vs indentation load results was ramped up until the next jump occurred. This piecewise

for our as-indented 2.5-pm-grain-size control alumina, from an extension proceeded relatively uniformly in all four radial
earier study. Figure 3 is a plot of corresponding results for 15, directions until, at -80% of the failure stress, one pair of
35, and 80 pmn for the coarse-grain test aluminas, from the cracks began to develop at the expense of the othe. Radial
same data source. All data points with error bars are means and crack sizes 2c were measured at initial and final extremities of
standard deviations (logarithmic coordinates) for a minimum of this dominant pair at each abrupt jump-arrest point. Figure 5 is
four specimens at each prescribed load. These points exclu- a plot of the trA(c) data for several values of P. Such precursor
sively represent confirmed failures from indentation sites. Any stable growth has been well documented in silicate glasses,'
beaks away from indentations are included in a data pool for homogeneous silicon nitride, 2 and other fine-grain ceramics.
natural flaws, indicated at left by the shaded regions. Included Let us now examine orA(c) in Eq. (3) for the special case of a
in the plot for the control material in Fig. 2 are some additional single-valued toughness, T = To. For inert environment it is
individual results from the in situ runs (see Section IV(2)). The readily shown' for this case that the crack begins stable growth
solid line in Fig. 2 is a least-squares data fit, in accordance with from its immediate postindentation configuration at
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GrA = 0 (5a) Thus we have a stable branch of relative size c/lco = 4 =

C =C = VIPTO), (5b) 2.52. Constancy of the experimental quantity o'mP"3 implies
invariance in the compound parameter 4#,Xl with P at failure;

to instability at the maximum (derA/dc = 0) similarly, constancy in CP- 3 implies invariance in X. Using
a, and cm in Eq. (6) as normalizing parameters, Eq. (3) may be

orA = m. = (3To/4*)(To/4XP)"- (6a) reduced to the universal function

c = (4xPITodV3  (6b) rAlaM = (113)(cm1c)" 2[4 - (CM/C)V] (7)
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Fig. 3. Plot ofrM/P) inert strength data for coamc-grain test aluminas with Vickers indentation flaws.Y Grain size: (A) 15, (B) 35, and (C) 80 pum.
Ft to control data in Fig. 2 is reproduced as the dashed lines. Note higher flaw tolerance at larger grain size.
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Fig. S. Plot of in situ Vickers radial crack growth oA(c) data (logs-

FI& 4. Plot of omJP) inert strength data for aluminum titanate/ rithmic coordinates) for 2.5-pro-grain-size alumina control, at speci-
alwmia-mirx composite with Vicken indentation flaws. Dashed line fled values of P Solid curves are fit to Eq. (3) at T = T. using
is fit to 2.5-1am alumina contrl from Fig. 2. calibrated coefficients from Section IV(3).
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Fig. 6. Universal o'A(c) diagram (linear coordinates) for alumina
control, Eq. (7), using collapsed data from Fig. 5. Fit allows determi- Fig. 8. SEM micrograph showing bridging in alumina-matrix corn-
nation of (rM and c, at each load P. posite. Aluminum titanate is light phase. B marks grin-grain bridge

sites.

for materials with single-valued toughness. Toux = 36.0 ± 3.6 MPa-m"- (9a)

In Fig. 6 we fit the data from Fig. 5 to this universal function ToAli = 3.68 ± 0.34 MPa-m"2  (9b)
by least-squares best-fitting values of orm and cm at each load P.
Note that this procedure makes full use of all the orA(c) data, which, once T. is specified, provides us with "calibrated"
and does not rely exclusively on estimates of the actual maxi- indentation coefficients x and 41 for our alumina.
mum coiguration. Results from comparative tests on postindentation-annealed

(x = 0) control alumina specimens aliow a check on this cali-
(3) Calibration of Indentation Coefficientsfor bration. In those tests failure occurred spontaneously from the
Alumina-B sedSystems initial flaws. Inserting rA = ao,, c = c, into Eq. (3) at T = T,

The quantities or and CM in Eq. (6) for as-indented speci- we obtain the critical stress
mens are most conveniently represented as functions of the aA = r,, = (TAdC,)"2  (10)
independent test variable P The o(P) evaluations from Fig. 6
are included in Fig. 2, to demonstrate overlap with the earlier Measurements of c, and c,, from 13 specimens over the indenta-
inert strength results for the control alumina. In accordance tion load range P = 0.2 to 200 N give cr'c,,"2 = 1.77 ± 0.22

with Eq. (6a), a best-fit to the data in Fig. 2 yields MPa-m"2 , corresponding to T,,/# = 2.82 ± 0.36 MPa-m" 2.
This value is somewhat lower than that in Eq. (9b), suggesting

crmP"3 - 572.5 ± 49.0 MPa-N"3  (8a) that *, while invariant with P at the critical configuration (as
implied by the strength--(load)''; fit in Fig. 2), may well be a

Similarly, Fig. 7 is a plot of cM(P), and a best-fit to Eq. (6b) diminishing function of c in its evolution to failure.
yields (4) In Situ Observations of Crack Growth in Coarse-Grain

cmP-P = 23.1 ± 2.3 pIm-N-11 (8b) Aluminas amd Alumina-MatrixlAluminum Titanate
Composite

Inserting the values from Eq. (8) back into Eq. (6), we evaluate As indicated in Section 111(3). the indentations in the coarse-
grain monophase aluminas showed considerably more irregular
geometry than in the fine-grain control alumina. Explicit deter-
mination of oA(c) curves of the kind plotted in Fig. 5 was there-
fore not undertaken for the coarse-grain aluminas. On the other

, I I I I , oil ,hand, in line with previous observations," the extent of stable
Control A1203 (2.5 gm) crack growth prior to failure was observed to be substantially

greater than the factor c,1co = 2.52 from Eqs. (5b) and (6b) for
10_0 material of single-valued toughness, indicative of a shielding

K-field.
-U For alumina-matrix/aluminum titanate composite, the rela-

tively fine grain size produced reasonably well-defined radial
"300) crack patterns. Even so, some of the radial crack arms were

larger than their neighbors. Especially strong deflections, pre-
sumably enhanced by strong tensile thermal expansion mis-

100 match stresses,' occurred at alumina-matrix/aluminum titanate
interphase boundaries (Fig. 8). The presumption of such tensile
stresses was reinforced by the appearance of sporadic micro-
cracking through the bulk of the composite material.-' 3 '

30 fil I, ,I I I I fill I I, , Countervailing compressive stresses at adjacent interphase fac-
10 30 100 300 ets augment frictional grain-grain contacts at the separating

Indentation Load P (N) crack walls, thereby creating effective bridges and contributing
to a shielding K-field. 6.-'1

Ig. 7. Plot of c. vs Pa, for alumina control. Fit allows determina- Quantitative in situ measurements of crack size as a function
don of x1 . in Eq. (6b). of applied stress were thereby made on composite specimens
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Fig. 9. Plot of oA(c) in situ crack growth data for the aluminum Fig. 10. T-curve diagram for fine-grain control alumina, grain size
titanateialumina-matrix composite, at P = 10, 30, 100, 200, 300 N. 2.5 pun. Left axis normalized TMTo, right axis absolute T using T. =
Comparison with data for alumina fine-grain control at same loads 2.75 MPa-m- as grain boundary toughness. Solid curves are plots of
(Fig. 5) shows much enhanced stable growth to failure in the compos- K,(c) in Eq. (2) using alumina inert strengths cr. at indentation loads P
ite, indicating an additional shielding K-field term. from Fig. 2. Data points are from in situ observations ofoA(c) in Fig. 5

at same loads. Shaded band is fitted T-curve at T = To.

indented at loads P = 10, 30, 100, 200, and 300 N. Crack
extension was more erratic than in the fine-grain alumina con- situ vA(c) data in Fig. 5. These points, representing equilibrium
trol, with jumps of several grain dimensions during steady load- states in the growth evolution, are a direct measure of T(c).
ing. Persistent slow growth after such jumps was noticeably Their tendency to fall below the dashed T = T, line may reflect
more pronounced than in the control alumina. Where the crack the influence of slow crack growth, in addition to measurement
pattern was asymmetrical, the longer of the two pairs of radial uncertainties in the crack lengths. Notwithstanding such depar-
arms was measured. Figure 9 shows the ensuing o^(c) data. tures, the data substantiate the presumed invariance of tough-

It is instructive to compare the data sets for the composite in ness in the control alumina.
Fig. 9 with those for the fine-grain alumina control material in Figure I I generates similar tangency constructions for the
Fig. 5. Observe first that the strength of the composite is alimina test materials of grain sizes 15,35, and 80 tpm from the
relatively insensitive to indentation load, in accordance with o.(P) data sets in Fig. 3. Note that the T(c) envelopes fall
Figs. 4 and 2. At the same time, the crack extension to failure at below the line T = To at short crack sizes (c < 400 jun. approx-
any given load is strongly enhanced. Such departures from the imately), and rise above this line at long crack sizes (c > 400
classical (Griffith) flaw response are indicative of a substantial p.m), reflecting the crossover in curves in Fig. 3. The steepness
stabilizing contribution to the K-field from the second phase. of the T-curve increases with grain size, again signifying a
(5) omicrostructural scaling effect in the shielding term. We note the

(5) ModalusHardness Ratio absence of any firm indication that the toughness level has
The modulus/hardness ratio for the base alumina material reached an upper plateau over the crack-size data range covered

was determined as EIH = (395 4- 10 GPa)/([18.6 ± 1.0 GPa) in these experiments.
= 21.3 ±t 1.7, independent of grain size. The corresponding Figure 12 is the T-curve construction for the alumina-matrix/
ratio for the alumina-matrix/aluminum titanate composite was aluminum titanate composite, generated from both inert
FJH = (300 t 25 GPa)/(13.2 t 1.5 GPa) = 22.7 4- 4.5. strength (Fig. 4) and in situ (Fig. 9) data. Again, the data points
Hence, within the experimental scatter, the indentation coeffi- from the in situ measurements are systematically displaced
cient X c (EIH)w (Section !1) may be considered essentially below and to the right of the K,(c) inert-strength envelope, in
unchanged by addition of the second phase. keeping with the enhanced crack growth observed in this mate-

Accordingly, we may retain the calibrated parameters in Eq. rial. Nevertheless, the existence of a particularly steep T-curve
(10) for our evaluations of the normalized T.curve in Eq. (lb) for this material is manifest. An independent estimate of the
for the alumina-matrix composite material. Extension to evalu- long-crack toughness on a comparable composite material, 3

ations of the absolite T-curve in Eq. (la) is contingent on plotted as the upper dashed line at T - 3To (- 8 MPa-m"i ) in
whether or not deflections along the interphase boundaries in Fig. 12, signifies that the cumulative effect of bridging is
the composite significantly alter the value of To. incomplete over >2 mm crack growth in our experiments. We

(6) T-Cawu CeOarwmcvioea point out that a crack size of 2 nun represents an appreciable

"lhe calibration from the previous subsection allows us to fraction of the thickness of the composite disks (5 nun) so, by
construct 7Xc) diagrams for our materials from indentation- virtue of specimen geometry effects in the K-field relations,6
strength and in situ alis scrack-size data. any extrapolation of the data at extreme right in Fig. 12

We begin with the alumina control, as a check on the becomes subject to considerable uncertainty.
assumption T = To implicit in Eqs. (5)-(7). The family of solid
curves in Fig. 10 represents generations of the normalized func- V. Discussion
tics K,,(c)/T, in Eq. (lb) (left ordinate) using inert strengths

-A - am at each load P from Fig. 2, and corresponding abso- The present study offers an entirely objective strategy for
/ate function KA(c) in Eq. (la) (right ordinate) assuming To = evaluating short-crack T-curves from indentation-strength
2.75 MPam'2 (grain boundary toughness"). The T-curve is the data. Underlying our evaluation for alumina-based ceramics is
locs of tangency points to these curves, as defined by a proper calibration of the indentation-strength K-field coeffi-
dKA(cydc - dT(c)/dc in Eq. (4). This locus effectively coin- cients for a fine-grain matrix material with negligible T-curve.
cides with the horizontal line T(c) = To, as required for a mate- With this calibration one may determine the T-curves from the
rial with uingle-valued toughness. The individual points in K-field relation Eq. (2) in conjunction with the instability rela-
Fig. 10 ate similar generations of K,(c)/To or KA(c) from the in tion Eq. (4 ):111 (i) by generating families of K;,(c) curves for
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Fig. 11. T-curves for coarse-grain aluminas. grain sizes (A) 15. (B) 35, and (C) 80 pan. Left axis normalized TIT. , right axis absolute T using T. =
2.75 MPa-m' as grain boundary toughness. Solid curves are plots of KA(c) in Eq. (2) using alumina inert strengths o, at indentation loads P from
Fig. 3. Shaded bands are arbitrarily fitted T-curves.

inert strengths oa at given indentation loads P, and fitting an
envelope of tangency points to these curves; (ii) by generating
K;.(c) data sets directly from in situ or,(c) data. The 71c) evalu-
ations are limited only by restrictions in the crack-size range

4 10 over which the indentations remain well-behaved,- ,-50 pim to3V300 N 2 nun in Figs. 10-12.
Our strategy removes all the objections to the indentation

o 6 S" methodology stated in Section 1. In situ observations confirm
3 failures from indentation sites, with distinctive stable crack

- growth prior to failure, so the observed flaw tolerance evident
S. for the materials in Figs. 3 and 4 cannot be dismissed as
" strength cutoffs from natural flaws. No preconceptions con-

S! . cerning the analytical form of T(c) are implied in our evalua-
. .tions. It is not even necessary to identify a priori specific

0.7- "-3N 0 2 t shielding mechanisms. The key to our calibration of the inden-
tation coefficients is the invariance of orP'0 over the load range

Q A120 3/A12 103 for the control material, as in the inert indentation-strength data
A _ I filua for the fine-grain alumina in Fig. 2. This corresponds to an

30 100 300 1000 3000 equivalent load invariance in the compound coefficient 4w)(1 in
Radial Crack Size. c (jun) Eq. (6a), implying self similarity in the radial crack configura-

tions at failure. Within this constraint, uncertainties in absolute
SI12. T-curve for alumina-marix/aluninum titanate composite. determinations of the individual parameters * and X simply
Left axis normalized T/'., right axis absolute T using T, = 2.75 compress or expand the KA(c) curves in Fig. 10 along the
MhPs'mas btinbmady toughness Solid CurvesIatplots e K ',(c) c-axis, affecting the steepness but not the existence of the
in Eq. (2) using inestr engtus a, at indentation loads P from Fig. 4.
Data poits am frm in situ observatious of vA(C) at same loads. Upper T-curve. Without this constraint, independent calibrations of
hozomtal dashed line is independent memesrement of long-crack and x can lead to artificial T-curves, even in materials like sili-
01ug1ess using a cXn'cI te!smio specimmen. Shaded bond is arbi- cate glass where none exist.' Such inadmissible results have
rawily fitted T-curve. prompted some workers to adopt ad hoc calibration procedures:

so
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e.g., fixing X at its ideal theoretical value while force-fitting glasses"' and phase-transforming zirconias,4 2 where the rela-
%Kc) to match the requirement T = To;,-' 2 or alternatively, fixing tion X o (EIH)" may be modified.'
4s while force-fitting X(c)." A predisposition of 40 and X to It is appropriate to weigh the advantages and limitations of
dependency on c during the evolution to failure has been the two variants of the indentation methodology advocated here
acknowledged in our present evaluations of the former coeffi- for evaluating T-curves. Consider first the indentation-strength
cient from Eq. (10) for annealed indentations, as well as in route, based on urM(P) data for both test and control materials.
evaluations from earlier studies.'-` This potential complication The procedure is routine, fast, and free of potential complica-
is circumvented in the present procedure by the self similarity tions from slow crack growth. However, several specimens
of the inert strength configurations implicit in Fig. 2. (typically, a minimum of four) are required at each load over a

The authenticity of the T-curves in Figs. I I and 12 is sup- wide range of indentation loads to generate an adequate data
ported by a weight of independent evidence. Experimental con- set. In addition, a complete calibration of the indentation coef-
firmation of a microstructural K-field shielding term, from ficients requires some measurements of critical crack sizes,
frictional grain-grain bridging at the crack interface, has been c,(P), on a representative number of control specimens. Here
documented in earlier microscopic studies on coarse aluminas in situ observations on fine-grain alumina were used (Figs. 4
and other ceramics. "-" In addition, direct measurements of the and 5) to determine cM(P). In principle, one could use the sim-
crack-opening profiles indicate a strong closure effect from the pier "dummy" indentation technique-' to measure c, values,
bridging tractions.' The trend to a steepening T-curve with but at considerable potential sacrifice in certainty.'
increasing grain size in Fig. I I reflects that reported by Kne- With the alternative route, the roles are reversed. In situ,
hans and Steinbrech"1 for long-crack tests in alumina. This (r(C) measurements on the actual test specimens then consti-
same trend was also noted in deconvolutions of the inert tute the core of the T-curve evaluation--inert-strength data are
strength data in Fig. I I using a grain bridging fracture mechan- needed only on the control material. From a quantitative stand-
ics model with several adjustable parameters.'6 Quantitative point, this route is not so practical for those materials that do
comparisons with alternative T-curve evaluations are more ten- not form well-defined indentation patterns, such as our coars-
uous, because of strong sensitivities to small errors in crack est-grain aluminas (Section IV(4)). Also, as noted ft r the com-
measurements (both technique- and material-related) and speci- posite material in Fig. 12 (and to a lesser extent for the control
men geometry effects in the underlying fracture mechanics alumina in Fig. 10), the data are susceptible to slow crack
relations. growth. In relation to Eq. (2), such enhanced extension dis-

It is interesting to examine how the present calibration values places the data to the right (enhanced crack size c) and down-
of the KA and KR coefficients *s and X compare with previous ward (diminished KA at prescribed applied stress oA and
estimates. Indentation flaws (and most natural flaws for that indentation load P) relative to the equilibrium T-curve. On the
matter) tend to pennylike geometry.2- In the ideal case of a sin- other hand, the in situ procedure enables direct confirmation of
gle embedded penny crack in an infinite solid with axial sym- failure from the indentations, and demonstrates enhancement of
metry, * = 2/1rv` = 1.27.1 Vickers radial cracks, however, precursor stable growth in the more strongly bridged materials.
depart from such ideal geometry in several ways, all of which It is this enhanced stabilization that is responsible for the flaw
may be expected to affect 4#. They are characterized by mutual tolerance demonstrated in indentation-strength tests: the
intersections with the specimen free surface and orthogonal strength is no longer dependent on initial flaw size, but rather
radial and lateral crack systems." They tend also to an elliptical on some critical (history-independent) extended crack length to
front, the more so as they extend through a greater fraction of an instability (tangency) configuration.'"--t1.31" The KR-field
the specimen thickness, and are annular about the deformation from the residual contact stresses in as-indented specimens aug-
zone rather than center-point loaded.' For our as-indented base ments this stability, and thereby extends the range of crack sizes
alumina, with To = 2.75 MPa-m'a (Section IV(6)), Eq. (9b) over which useful T(c) data may be accumulated. Finally, in
yields * - 0.77. A determination from the strength/crack-size situ observations are able to provide clues to the underlying
measurements on postindentation-annealed specimens using microstructural shielding processes (in our case, bridging)
Eq. (10) in Section IV(3) gives to = 0.96 for the same alumina; responsible for the T-curve behavior.
an analogous determination from an earlier study on glass gave The indentation methodology proposed here for evaluating
* = 0.89." The lower value for as-indented specimens is not toughness properties of ceramics is pertinent to short-crack
inconsistent with a diminishing function %Kc) between co and properties, clearly to strength but also to spontaneous micro-
Chi"'"' On the other hand, a previous calibration, using a cracking, wear, thermal shock, and damage accumulation.
"dummy" indentation technique to determine the critical crack
size cM on several ceramics and invoking ocma = 3TO/4* from Acknowledgments: We acknowledge stimulatingidiscussions with R. F
Eq. (6),4 gave* = 1.24." Cook. E. R. Fuller, Jr., C. W. Ui, D. B. Marshall. N. P Padturc. R. 0. Scat-

Again using To = 2.75 MPa-m"' for our base alumina, Eq. tergood and S. M. Smith, and assistance with the design of the in situ crack
(9a) yieldsX = 0.076. This valuecompares withX = 0.071 grow device in Fig. I fromD. T. Smth.

from measurements of immediate postindentation crack sizes in
a fine-grain alumina," but conasts strongly with an earlier Rderences
estimate X - 0.018" based on the dummy indentation method ,y.-w. Mai and B. R. Lawn, 'Crack Stability and Toughness Chaacaeristics

in Brittle Materials," Anna. Rev. Maier. Scd., 16, 415-39 (1986).just mentioned (i.e., using = 1.24 in Eq. (6a)). As with *, X B. R. Lawn, Fracture of Brink Solids. 2nded. Cambridge University Press.may be susceptible to relaxation with extending crack size. Chmbridge, U.K., in press.
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The microstructures of alumina-aluminum titanate (A-AT) desirable property of "flaw tolerance," in which the strength is
composites have been tailored with the intent of altering insensitive to the initial -haw size or subsequent in-service
their crack-resistance (R- or T-curve) behavior and damage."
resulting flaw tolerance. Specifically, two microstructural Theoretical modeling of the bridging process has identified
parameters which influence grain-localized crack bridging, two important microstructural variables that influence the
viz., 0) internal residual stresses and (ii) microstructural T-curve characteristics of alumina-based ceramics," viz., (i)
coarseness, have been investigated. Particulate aluminum grain size and (ii) internal residual stresses. The grain size con-
titanate was added to alumina to induce intense internal trols the bridge pullout distance, which in turn determines the
residual stresses from extreme thermal expansion mis- energy dissipated as frictional heating during pullout, and
match. It was found that A-AT composites with uniformly hence governs the length of the bridging zone. The magnitude
distributed 20-30 vol% aluminum titanate ("duplex") of internal residual stresses from thermal expansion anisotropy
showed significantly improved flaw tolerance over single- or mismatch influences the intensity of the bridge-clamping
phase alumina. Coarsening of the duplex microstructure stress which also plays a key role in determining the frictional
via grain growth scaling was relatively ineffective in dissipation of energy. This microstructural dependence of the
improving the flaw tolerance further. Onset of spontaneous T-curve characteristics and the resulting mechanical properties
microcracking precluded further exploitation of this scaling gives us the opportunity to tailor the microstructures of a
approach. Therefore, an alternative approach to coarsen- ceramic component for optimum structural performance. '
ing was developed, in which a uniform distribution of large The influence of grain size on the T-curve behavior of alumi-
alumina grains was incorporated within a fine-grain A-AT na-based ceramics has been investigated by several researchers.
matrix ("duplex-bimodal"), via a powder processing route. Direct measurements of the T-curve using long-crack testing
The duplex-bimodal composites yielded excellent flaw geometries (crack size >> microstructural scale) have shown
tolerance with steady-state toughness of -S MPa-ml. A that increasing the grain size enhances the T-curve." Indenta-
qualitative model for microstructure development in these tion-strength measurements have demonstrated that increasing
duplex-bimodal composites is presented. grain size imparts improved flaw tolerance to alumina as

expected from an enhanced T-curve. -3.13 The influence of
1. Introduction increased internal residual stresses on the T-curve characteris-

tics and flaw tolerance has also been studied to some extent in

0 vER the past decade or so it has been convincingly demon- two-phase ceramics.' Enhanced T-curve and improved flaw tol-
strated that the macroscopic toughness of alumina-based erance have beer. observed in alumina matrix (and other ceram-

ceramics increases with crack extension.'`2 Such T-curve or ics) where internal residual stresses are intensified by deliberate
R-curve behaviori arises from crack tip shielding due to grain- addition of a second phase (distributed as an intergranular
localized crack bridging.2"' In this mechanism, intact micro- phase""' or as discrete particles""').
structural units pull out in the crack wake during propagation, In the present work we have systematically tailored both (i)
providing frictional closure tractions across the crack walls. internal residual stresses and (ii) microstructural coarseness in
One of the most important manifestations of strong rising two-phase alumina-aluminum titanate (A-AT) composites.
T-curves behavior is the stabilization of crack growth during The internal residual stresses are adjusted by addition of uni-
external loading, in which an initial flaw undergoes equilibrium formly distributed aluminum titanate particles to alumina. Aiu-
stable extension several times its original size en route to fail- minum titanate is chosen as the second phase because its
ure.3 This stabilization imparts the ceramic with the highly thermal expansion coefficients both are extremely anisotropic

and show large mismatch with alumina.' In addition, aluminum

R. Cok--con ibiageditor titanate and alumina can coexist as two distinct stable phases
with limited solid solubility at the firing temperature
employed."' Microstructural coarseness was adjusted by both

Maauaerie No. 195911. Received May 21. 199"2 approved December 7.1992. (a) uniform coarsening (scaling in the classic sense to produce
Pa athe 94th Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society. Minne-'Iis. MN. Aoill14. 1992 (S mpsi in onTailoringof Melfiphan:eoramics for self-similar microstructures) via grain growth beat treatments

oi. c hanMic .tofopeMtiuC)o (referred to as "duplex") and (b) nonuniform coarsening via an

Sapponed by the U.S. Air Face Offce of(Scientikc Research. E.I.du otd alternative powder processing route (referred to as 1duplex-
Ne -w & Co.. and the National Institute of Standards and Technology. atraiepwe rcsigrue(eerdt s"ulx

Nmbw. AmericonanCamicuSociety.a. bimodal"), as illustrated in Fig. I. Individual and combined

LA*tio h UniTa tynow at the Materials Science and Engineering M aoratod influences of the above two microstructural variables on flawSlanitueof~andgdsad~nhnolgy.aithrebrg. aryand20899.

"NOIS: gumscientist on leave from the Department of Mtierials Science a tolerance of tailored A-AT composites were then investigated
Engineering. Lehigh Universiky. Bethlehem. Pennsylvania 18015. Now with the
Central Rueacah and Development Experimental Station. E. I. du Pont dc
Neaonra& Co. Inc.. Wilmington. Delaware 1980-0356

'Lahigh University.
"T. in the T-curve. refers to the toughness (stress intensity), and R. in the R- 'In single-phase ceramics the magnitude of the internal residual stresses. for a

curve. rerers1 W the fracture resistance (energy release rate). These two terms are given heat treatment, is limited by the thermal expansion aniso Therefore. in
uaed interchangeably in this pape. They are related through R - T-IE', where E' order to obtain further increase in the residual stresses one has to resort to two-
ia theelastic modulua(plate straine . phasc or polyphase ceramics for such studies.
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using the indentation-strength technique.'12- In some instances
direct T-curve (long-crack) measurements were also care (a) Alunu r.wu amlt- ie-tCtn
out. Powde -1

11. Experimental Procedure WtBl-On

(1) Processing
(A) Powder Preparation: Commercially available alu- StirringD•.yng

mina (A) (a-AI20,. -0.5 jun crystallites, AKP-HP, Sumitomo
Chemical, New York, NY) and aluminum titanate (AT)
(fý-Al 2TiO, -1.0 pm crystallites, Trans-Tech, Adamstown, (Powder for"lex'
MD) powders were used as raw materials. These powders were
mixed in volumetric proportions of 8OA:20AT (one batch) and
70A:3OAT (four batches) in methanol. Individual powder (b uumi itanate
batches were blended intimately by ball-milling using zirconia
(Y-=72) balls in polyethylene bottles for 24 h and the resulting
slurries poured into Teflon beakers. Spray-dried alumina pow-
der (a-A-M 3, -0.5 prm crystallites, -'100 tun agglomerates,
14-3-85. GTE, Waltham, MA) was added to three of the WeWWBAing

70A:30AT slurries in the following proportions: 20, 30, and 50
vol%. All individual slurries were then gently stined while dry- Sp. a lkid

ing on a hot-plate. The resulting powder cakes were partially
deagglomerated by crushing and stored. The three powder Su
blends containing spray-dried agglomerates were used for pro-
cessing duplex-bimodal composites. The rest were used for
duplex composites. Flow charts in Fig. 2 outline the powder Powder for "Duplea.DimoWl")
preparation procedures.

The entire powder processing was carried out in a laminar- Fig. 2. Flow charts outlining powder processing procedures used for
flow hood within a class A-100 clean room. The following (a) duplex composites and (b) duplex-bimodal composites.
density values were used to calculate the volumetric pro-
portions of the powders: cc-Al0 = 3.987 g/cm" (Ref. 21) and
l-Al2TiO5 = 3.700 g/cm3 (Ref. 22). die. Cylindrical pellets (2.5-mm diameter x 5-rm thickness)

(B) Powder Consolidation: Individual powder batches were fabricated by uniaxial pressing at 50 to 63 MPa. Several
(-3.5 g) were placed in polyethylene bags, crushed between a larger pellets (60-mm diameter x 5-mm thickness, "-30 g
roller and plate assembly, and subsequently placed in a graphite powder per pellet) were also pressed using the procedure

described. The uniaxially pressed pellets were placed in latex
bags which were then sealed, evacuated, and subsequently
isostatically pressed at 350 MPa. Isostatic pressing was carried
out to remove any textural defects associated with the uniaxial
pressing.

(C) Calcination and Sintering: Green pellets were
L L packed in loose alumina powder in high-purity alumina cruci-

bles and calcined in air using an electrical resistance-heated
furnace at 1050*C for 12 h; a heating rate of I'C min and a
cooling rate of ",,30C/min were employed. These calcined
pellets (packed in loose alumina powder in high-purity alumina
crucibles) were pressureless sintered in air at temperatures in
the range 1550W to 1600°C for times 5 to 1170 min with a
heating rate of C/rmin and a cooling rate of -30"/inn.

The powder compositions and heat treatments for the eight
different materials processed in the present work are listed in
Table 1. The following scheme for material nomenclature is
adopted: the number before AT refers to the volume percent of
aluminum titanate in the A-AT mixture; D or DB in parenthe-
ses refer to duplex or duplex-bimodal, respectively; the letter
after (D) refers to the grain size, S small, M medium, L large;
the number after (DB) refers to the volume percent of Wpay-
dried alumina agglomerates (relative to the A-AT mixture) in

I . the starting powder. For example, for A-30AT(DB)-50, the
matrix composition is 30 vol% aluminum titanate, and the

(a) (b) composite is duplex-bimodal and contains 50 vol% alumina
agglomerates.

U1 u~t,•(2) Characerization
0Iaa+ LJmS' Cross sections of as-sintered specimens were ground and
E U uim •Thaara polished to I-jum grade using routine ceramographic tech-

I 1. Schematic diagan contrasting ft two differt a s niques. These sections were thermally etched at 1500I C in air

of mi.rostructure coaien ing: (a) duplex microsdfctures-runiform for 30 min, and subsequently sputter-coated with Au or Au-Pd.
cmning via grain-growth heat treatments (scaling in the classic The microstructures were observed in an SEM (AUTOSCAN,
seMne), and (b)duplex-bimodal microstmuctures--nonuniform coarsen- Etec Corp., Hayward, CA; Model 1830, Amray Inc., Bedford,
ing via powder processing. MA) using secondary and backscattered electrons.
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Table i. Compositions, Processing Parameters, and Microstructural Parameters of A-AT Composites
Powder Composition Now Resulting micnos*uctufe

Matrix G -itin size (Ltm)

Fine Finre di Matnrix Density Wg-)')
MatetmialA AI.O, AI:Ti AIO, Scrng Mheat meoment AI.•O/AlTiO, A (% toecal]

A-20AT(D)-S 80 20 1550*C, 2.5 h 4.0 3.896 99.2%'
A-20AT(D)-M 80 20 15500C, 17.5 h 6.4 3.888 '99.0%'
A-20AT(D)-L 80 20 15500C, 19.5 h 6.6 3.825 '97.4%'
A-30AT(D)-S 70 30 1600°C, 0.08 h 2.5 3.814 [97.8%,
A-30AT(D)-L 70 30 16000C, I h 8.0 3.788 '97. 1%'
A-30AT(DB)-20 70 30 20 1600(C, I h '-4 '-20 3.835 [97.9%'
A-30AT(DB)-30 70 30 30 1600WC, I h '=4 '-24 3.858 [98.2%'
A-30AT(DB)-50 70 30 50 16000C, I h '-5 '-25 3.883 [98.5%]

OThe numer bekfo AT .e sto dhe volume percent of aluminum diamnae in dhe A-AT mixture; D ar DB in parentheses refer toduplex erduplex-bimodal. `vely; the lefter
after(D) rfers to the grain s. S nmaill. M - medium. L = hingre the numnberafler(DBI) refers to de volume peren ofspray-dried alumina agglomerates (melativ so tde A-AT
mixlure) in the straing powder.

The grain size of the duplex microstructures was measured T-curve for clw values ranging from 0.2 to 0.35, where w is the
using a linear-intercept method" on representative SEM micro- distance between the loading axis and the rear of the specimen.
graphs, where the average value for the grain size included both All the T-curve measurement experiments were carried out at
alumina and aluminum titanate grains. In the case of duplex- room temperature in laboratory air ('-55% relative humidity).
bimodal microstructures, the grain sizes of the A-AT matrix Similar compact tension specimens (1.2-mm thickness) were
and the large alumina grains were evaluated separately. loaded in a miniaturized loading device" housed in the SEM

The bulk densities of all the materials were measured using (Model 1830, Amray Inc., Bedford, MA) for in situ observa-
the Archimedes method, with deionized water as the immersion tions. All such specimens were polished on one side, thermally
medium.' The measured densities were then compared with etched, and sputter-coated with Au prior to the in situ SEM
the theoretically calculated values. The elastic moduli of some experiments. Loading of the specimen was achieved by
of the A-AT composites were measured using an acoustic activating the piezoelectric translator in the loading device from
technique (Ultran Laboratories, State College, PA). outside the SEM chamber. Events occurring at the bridging
(3) Mechanical Testg sites during crack propagation were monitored and recorded on

film and/or video tape, in both secondary and backscattered
(A) Indentation-Strength: As-sintered disk specimens electron modes.

('-23-mm diameter x '-3.5-mm thickness) were ground to
'-2.5 mm thickness and polished to I p&m grade (-,40
specimens per material). The centers of the polished side of III. Results
most of the disks were indented with a Vickers diamond at
contact loads P ranging from 3 to 300 N. Some disks were left (1) Processing and Characterization
unindented as controls. The indented specimens were allowed (A) Microstructures: Figure 3 shows representative
to sit in air for 10 min before a drop of dry silicone oil was microstructures of small- and large-grain duplex materials.
placed on the indentation site. Note that the aluminum titanate grains are distributed uniformly

The specimens were broken at room temperature in biaxial within the microstructure. Isolated spontaneous microcracks
flexure using a three-point support and circular-flat fixture with were observed in the finer-grain materials; however, in the
the indentation side in tension using a universal testing machine coarser-grain materials profuse spontaneous microcracking was
(Models 1350 and 1122, Instron, Canton, MA). To avoid any observed as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 3(b). Table I
environmental effects the failure times were maintained below outlines the results from the microstructural characterization of
20 ms. Strengths, arm, were calculated from the failure loads the five different duplex materials. The grain sizes reported in
and the specimen dimensions using thin plate and beam Table I are those of the bulk microstructure (i.e., alumina and
formulas. Care was taken to examine the broken specimens to aluminum titanate grains combined). It was observed that the
ensure that failure originated from the indentation. Those mean grain size of aluminum titanate was approximately half of
specimens that did not fail from the indentation were included that of alumina in each of these materials. As seen from Table I
in the data pool for unindented controls (see Refs. 12 and 13 and Fig. 3 the densities of all these materials were found to be
for details). high, in excess of -97% of the theoretical limit (porosity

(B) Long-Crack T-Curve: Large disks ('-50-amm diame- visible in the micrographs is predominantly due to grain pullout
ter x '-3.5-mm thickness) were ground to 2-amm thickness and visiblishing).
one side was polished to I-prm grade. The polished disks were during polishing).
machined into compact-tension specimens according to ASTM Figure 4 shows representative mic of the three
E-399 specifications.3 A through-thickness sharp (rack(300 duplex-bimodal materials. The bimodal nature of the grain
pam in length) ahead of a 7-mm-long notch was generated using size, and the uniformity of the distribution of the large alumina
a p•ectacking pnrcedue."-' The total crack length, c (ditance grains, are clearly evident from these micrographs. Note also
from the loading axis to the crack tip), and the crack extension, the successive increase in the relative number of large alumina
Ac (distance between the notch tip and the crack tip), were grais (commensurate with the relative amounts of spray-dried
measured (± 10 pam) using an optical microscope. A clip strain agglomerates in the starting powders) in Figs. 4(a) to (c).
gauge was attached to the mouth of the notch, and the specimen Figure 5 is a backscattered-electron SEM image of the
was loaded in tension using a servo-hydraulic testing machine microstructure of an A-30AT(DB)-30 specimen, showing
(Model 8502, Instron). The load, the crack opening large alumina grains embedded within a fine-grain A-AT
displacement from the strain gauge, and the location of the matrix. Table I outlines the results from the microstncturtal
crack tip were monitored continuously. In the event of any characterization of the three duplex-bimodal mateiials.
visible crack growth the specimen was unloaded. The Because of the bimodal nature of the microstructures, the grain
toughness, T, was then calculated using the K-field solution sizes of the large alumina grains measured for these composites
from the ASTM E-399 standard. 6 The specimen was removed should be regarded only as approximate values. Again the
from the Instron machine and the new crack length measured, densities of all the materials were found to be in excess of
This entire procedure was repeated several times to obtain a '-97% of the theoretical limit.
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Fig. 3. Microstructures of duplex composites as seen in the SEM: (a)
A-20AT(D)-S using backscattered electrons (gray phase is alumina.
the white phase is aluminum titanate, and the dark regions represent
porosity or grain pullout), and (b) A-30AT(D)-L using secondary elec-
trons (arrows indicate spontaneous microcracks).

(B) In Situ SEM Observations. Now we examine some of
the observations made during the in situ SEM crack growth
experiments on the duplex-bimodal composites. Figures 6 and
7 are sequences taken with loads increasing between a and b
(note the increase in the crack openings). In these two figures Fig. 4. Microstructures of duplex-bimodal composites as seen in the
the load was applied in mode I tension horizontally and the SEM using secondary electrons: (a) A-3OAT(DB)-20, (b) A-3OAT
direction of crack propagation is from top to bottom. Figure 6 (DB)-30. and (c) A-3OAT(DB)-50. Note the increasing number of
shows a sequence for an A-30AT(DB)-30 specimen using large alumina grains from (a) to (c).

secondary electrons in the SEM. Observe the alumina grains,
both small and large, acting as bridges in this material, exerting
frictional tractions at points P. Q, and R. On several occasions often observed to open immediately ahead of the tip causing the
"clusters" of several grains (alumina and aluminum titanate) primary crack to deflect into the microcrack and thus setting up
were also found to be active bridges. Figure 7 shows such an a potential frictional bridging unit.
example in an A-30AT(DB)-50 specimen.

The density of bridging elements, comprising individual (2) MechanicelProperties
large alumina, small alumina/aluminum titanate grains, and (A) Indentation-Strength: The indentation load-strength,
"grain clusters," in the duplex-bimodal composites was found cA(P), responses of the duplex A-2OAT composites are plotted
to be greater than single-phase alumina, approximately every in Fig. 8. The or,(P) response of a 6-ijam-grain-size single-
three to four grains apart. It was also observed that the propa- phase alumina. has been included in Fig. 8 for comparison.
gating crack tip was attracted toward the alumina/aluminum (Note that the strength of the 6-ptm alumina shows close to
titanate interfaces. It is perhaps worth mentioning that within P- "'' dependence, i.e., little T-curve behavior.*-" Within experi-
the limits of the resolution of our in situ experiments, no direct mental enror, the crm(P) responses for single-phase aluminas of
evidence of a stress-induced microcrack cloud ahead of the grain sizes 5 to 7 ;Lm fall on the same curve.13 The A-
crack tip and in the wake was observed, in either the duplex or 20AT(D)-S material possesses improved flaw tolerance over the
duplex-bimodal material. However. solitary microcracks were single-phase alumina. It is also seen that uniform coarsening of
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Fig. S. Microstructure of nmaterial A-.30AT(D)B-.3( as seen in the -

SEM using hatkscautec.d electrons. Observe the, duplex nature of 1he
matrix (e.g.. region on the top left) and the renmnants cir theqsray-dried
alumina agglomecrates- in the form of large alumina grains (bimodal
nature or the entire microstnseturci. (Phase denotation is samec a% in
Fig. 3.)

the microstructure over 4 to 6 pun does not lead to further
significant improvement in the flaw tolerance of A-2OAT(D)ý-M.
On the other hand. additional increase in. the grain size
fA-2OAT(D)-L) is seen to result in a relatively weak material.
A dramatic decrease in strength ("'9074) is seen to occur over

FiX. 7. Sequence of microg-raphs ol a brndging site takcnen inshu in
the SliM (backscaiiered clecirons) during crack propagation in a
A-.IOAT(DB)-3() specimen sho~win-e a cluster of grains acting a% a
bridging unit (ern'ws indicate a friction lpoint). (Phase denotation is
same as in Fig. 3.)

an extremely narrow grain size window (-3%A increase in
grain size).

Consider now the or,,(P) response of the duplex A-30AT-
(D)-S material (Fig.. 9). The A-30AT(D)-S material also shows

5001

CL300.-

0 A-20AT(D)-S -

10 N A-2OAT(D)-M --

100 A-20AT(D)-L

301
1 10 100 1000

Indentation Load, P (N)

Fig. S. Indentation load-strength response% of materials: A-2OAT-
tDI-S. A-20AT(Dj-M. and A-20AT(D)-L. The solid lines are empiri-
cal fits to the data. The dashed line is a (it to the 6q~am single-phase alu-
mina data after Ref'. 310. (For Fig%. 8 to 10. each datum point represents

Fig. 6. Seqluence ofmicrograpissof a bridging site taken insisim in breaks from four to live specimens. shaded region to the left denotes
the SEM (secondary electrons) during crack propagation in a failures from natural flaws: error bars are - 1.5 times the size of the
A-30AT(DB)-30 specimen. P. Q. and R denote friction point%, symbols. and are omitted for clarity.)
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500 *. ........ ........ (B) Long-Crack T-Curve: Figure II plots result frome "direct T-curve measurements on A-3OAT(DB)-30 and A-
i4 30AT(DB)-50 specimens. It can be seen that the T-curves for

9 %both of these materials are similar, with high steady-state"" 300 toughness values of up to -8 MPa-m"1. T-curves for A-
b 30AT(D)-S and A-30AT(DB)-20 could not be measured

because of the inability to obtain a stable through-thickness

t: 0 h-3OAT(D)-S , estimated during the precracking step has been included in Fig.Tt r&A-3OAT(DDB)-20 11i which serves as a baseline toughness for the A-3OAT
*A-3SOAT(DB)-30 ", matrix. The T-curve for a single-phase alumina with an average

r 0' A-30AT(DB)-50 % grain size of -20 pIm (wide grain size distribution), measured
100..................... ...... .using a compact tension specimen,' is included in Fig. I I for

too1 10 100 1000 comparison. (Alumina with grain size 4 ptm, corresponding to
Indentation Load, P (N) the grain size of the A-30AT matrix, has a constant toughness

of -4 MPa-m"- measured using-a compact-tension specimen.")
Fig. 9. indentation load--sength responses of materials: A-30AT-
(D)-S, A-3OAT(DB)-20, A-30AT(DB)-30. and A-30AT(DB)-s0. IV. Discussion
Empirical fits (solid lines) only for the A-30AT(D)-S and
A-30AT(DB)-30 data have been included for clarity. The dashed line
is a fit to the 2.5-pun single-phase alumina data after Ref. 13. (1) Processing wad Characterization

Consider first the results from processing and microstructure
characterization of the duplex A-AT composites (Table I and

improved flaw tolerance over the same grain size alumina Fig. 3). It is clear that duplex A-AT composites attain high
(dashed curve). The a•(P) responses of A-20AT(D)-S and A- densities and have well-controlled microstructures with uni-
30AT(D)-S materials were observed to be similar (Figs. 8 and form distributions of the aluminum titanate phase. It appears
9). Upon uniform coarsening of the microstructures, a dramatic that the aluminum titanate second phase retards grain growth in
decrease in the strength, similar to that in A-20AT(D)-L mate- alumina by a "pinning" mechanism, also found in other two-
rial, was observed in the A-30AT(D)-L material (data not phase ceramics,"-m 2 and is responsible for the well-controlled
included in Fig. 9). morphology of these microstructures. It has also been sug-

The m(P) responses of the duplex-bimodal composites are gested that grain growth in the A-AT system is prevented by the
also plotted in Fig. 9. It is seen that the A-30AT(DB)-20 mate- lack of pore-grain boundary sa ti erefore, densifi-
rial has marginally better flaw tolerance over the base material, cation, which competes with grain growth during sintering," is
A-30AT(D)-S. However, further additions of large alumina favored. The densification process is believed to be further
grains are seen to result in a distinct improvement in the flaw enhanced by dissolution of trace titania from the aluminum
tolerance of the A-30AT(DB)-30 material, while maintaining a titanate in alumina, in a manner similar to that reported by Bag-
higher plateau strength level, in excess of 210 MPa. Still fur- ley el al."The bluish color of the as-sintered A-AT specimens.
ther additions of large alumina grains in material A- believed to be due to color centers,-'-' provides circumstantial
30AT(DB)-50, in spite of maintaining good flaw tolerance, evidence for the dissolution of titania in alumina.
reduced the overall strengths at high indentation loads. Figure It was noted in Table I and Figs. 4 and 5 that duplex-bimodal
10rcmpes the OrM(P) resgohses for duplex-bimodal compos- composites possess high densities and well-controlled graini0es with sthe of single-phase aluminas of grain sizes corre- structures. In order to explain the formation of the well-con-

sponding to that of the A-AT matrix (4 jLm), and the large alu- trolled duplex-bimodal microstructures we propose the follow-
mina grains (25 pim). ' Note that the flaw-tolerance behavior of ing phenomenological model. Recall from Section !I(I XA) and
all of the duplex-bimodal composites is more pronounced Fig. 2(b) that the powder blends used for the processing of
(albeit different degrees) than either of the single-phase alumi- duplex-bimodal composites consisted of spray-dried alumina

ina (4 and 25 sun). Note also that the om(P) response of the
A-30AT(DB)-50 material is seen to be the closest to that of the
25-sn single-phase alumina. '10

500
at-

""300 4 4* -g *
b N.

S*2 A-$OAT(DB)-30
0 A-30)T(DD)-50

a A-30AT(DD)-20 ~

DA-SAT(D)-0 ACrack Extension, Ac (mm)

100. . ........................ " Fig. 11. Long-crack T-curves of materials: A-30AT(DB)-30 and
1 10 100 1000 A-30AT(DB)-50. measured using ASTM E-399 compact tension

Indentation Load, P (N) specimen geometry. (Estimated error in the T measurement is ±0.25
MPa&ml 2.) The solid curve is an empirical fit to the A-30AT(DB)-30

g10. Indentation lad-strength responses of materials: A-30AT- data. The filled symbol represents an estimated toughness value for
(DB)-20. A-3OAT(DB)-30, nd A-30AT(DB)-50 from Fig. 9, now material A-30AT(D)-S (baseline toughness for the A-30AT matrix).
plotaed to coparnp with the theoretically calculated a,,(P) responses T-curve for a 20-sIm (wide grain size distribution) single-phase alu-
of 4-gm (A) and 25-sun (A') single-phase aluminas (dashed curves mina after Ref. 6. represented by the dashed curve, included for
aftr Ref. 13). comparison.
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powder added to a mixture of fine-alumina and fine-aluminum residual stresses play an important role in the process of bridge
titanate powders. Figure 12(a) is a schematic illustration of a formation in the A-AT composites. Deflection of the primary
green compact made up of such a powder blend. Note the three crack into solitary microcracks in close proximity to the tip,
different kinds of powder particles in the hypothetical compact, and attendant formation of frictional interlocking points, are
and the absence of aluminum titanate powder particles in the strongly influenced by intense residual stresses. 3' The lack of
agglometes- It is believed that because of the relatively corn- evidence for an extensive stress-induced microcrack cloud
pliant nature of the Spray-dried alumina agglomerates, efficient ahead of the crack tip from our in situ SEM experiments sug-
powder packing can be achieved in these compacts during con- gests that this mechanism does not play a significant role in the
solidation.3' The ensuing microstructure, shown schematically toughening of our A-AT composites.
in Fig. 12(b), consists of large alumina grains embedded within
a fine-grain A-AT matrix. It is suggested that upon sintering, (2) MechanicalProperfies
the spray-dried powder agglomerates produce the large alumina At this point it is worth reiterating the interpretation of the
grains in Fig. 12(b). It is postulated that the A-AT matrix and indentation load-strength (o,(P)) plots. A P-1,3 dependence of
the spray-dried agglomerates sinter at approximately the same the strength, am, indicates single-valued toughness (i.e., no
rate, thereby avoiding defects associated with differential sin- T-curve). On the other hand, a decreasing dependence of the
tering (e.g., constrained sintering). Grain growth can occur strength on the indentatiqnt load P indicates T-curve behavior.12

within the agglomerate because of the lack of a grain-growth- (A) Duplexr Compare the rm(P) responses of A-20AT-
inhibiting second phase. However, the matrix remains rela- (D)-S and 6-ptn single-phase alumina in Fig. 8, and A-30AT-
tively fine-grained because of grain-boundary -pinning" by the (D)-S and 2.5-pum single-phase alumina in Fig. 9. it is observed
aluminum titanate second phase, and thus avoiding the micro- that addition of aluminum titanate to alumina results in better
cracking problem. The result is the duplex-bimodal microstruc- flaw-tolerance properties. Since aluminum titanate is weaker
tures seen in Figs. 4 and 5.** than alumina," it cannot be argued that the improvement in the

Consider now the interaction of cracks with the microstruc- flaw tolerance is a "rule-of-mixtures" effect. It is believed that
tures in A-AT composites observed in situ in the SEM. Figures the high level of residual stresses due to the presence of alumi-
6 and 7 provide evidence of grain-localized crack bridging in num titanate is responsible for enhancing the closure stresses
duplex-bimodal composites. A high number density of the during bridge pullout in the A-20AT(D)-S material. This was,
bridging sites, and the large dimensions of the bridging ele- in fact, the original rationale behind adding aluminum titanate
merts (relative to the crack opening displacements), are dem- to alumina.
onstated. The in situ observations also suggest that high Now consider the influence of microstructural scaling of the

A-AT composites on the flaw tolerance. From Fig. 8 it is

"nIrofically. grain growth within agglomerated iscmaias during the sintcring seen that, within experimental error, the aM(P) responses of
o10wo-Pift hetkswasmga daa' pwaesngprobln. A-20AT(D)-S and A-20AT(D)-M materials are the same. A

likely explanation is that the increase in the grain size from
A-20AT(D)-S to A-20AT(D)-M is relatively small (Table 1),(a) and not sufficient to alter the T-curve behavior significantly
despite the high level of residual stresses. Note that in single-
phase aluminas the microstructural scale must be increased by
an order of magnitude to observe an appreciable effect on the
flaw tolerance.'" Upon further scaling of the microstructure a
dramatic decrease in strength is observed (see behavior of
A-20AT(D)-L in Fig. 8). This is attributed to profuse spontane-
ous microcracking as a result of high residual stresses and rela-
tively large grain size. A similar strength drop was also
observed in the A-30AT(D)-L composite. The micrograph in
Fig. 3(b) presents direct evidence for the presence of spontane-
ous microcracks. The low elastic modulus (m 100 GPa) for this
weak A-AT material compared to a value of -. 300 GPa for the
fine-grain A-AT material further supports the microcracking
argument. Note that the window of grain size over which the
strength drop occurred is extremely narrow (Table 1) and results

b) in the existence of a spontaneous microcracking limit in terms
of a critical grain size.4

The xm(P) responses of A-20AT(D)-S and A-30AT(D)-S
were observed to be similar. Note that the grain sizes of these
two materials are slightly different (Table I). But as we saw
from Fig. 9, slight differences in the grain sizes of nonmicro-
cracked A-AT materials do not significantly influence their
o'.(P) responses. This implies that the volume percent of the

S(b) aluminum titanate has a relatively small effect on the T-curve
behavior of duplex A-AT composites in the microstructural and
volume percent range investigated. At this juncture we do not
have a definite explanation for this observation. Howevei vol-
ume percent does determine the inter-aluminum titanate parti-
cle distance, thereby influencing the critical grain size
governing the onset of spontaneous microcracking.4

C] Alustima * Ahmuu m Tieaate The above discussion demonstrates the limit to which the
scaling approach can be exploited. This was the reason that we

g 12.I Schemtric illustration of the model for duplex-bimodal resorted to nonuniform coarsening in the duplex-bimodal
n sNu: (a) green compact (ame the absence of second phase A-AT composites.
pmlicles within dhe agglomerates), md (b) simered body showing large (8) Duplex-Bimodal: Consider the or((P) responses of
alumina grains embedded within a duplex matrix, the duplex-bimodal composites in Fig. 9. The A-30AT(DB)-30
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material is seen to exhibit the best flaw-tolerance property, indi- investigate T-curve behavior. The indentation-strength tech-
cating enhanced T-curve behavior. Comparison of the oaM(P) nique probes the toughness characteristics of short and interme-
responses of the A-30AT(D)-S and A-30AT(DB)-30 materials diate pennylike cracks whereas the direct T-curve measurement
suggests that the improved flaw tolerance can be attributed to technique pertains to through-thickness cracks on a scale large
the presence of large alumina grains in the A-3OAT(DB)-30 compared to the microstructure. Such crack systems show dis-
microstructure (Fig. 4(b)). In situ SEM observations of such parate behavior due in part to fundamental differences in their
large alumina grains (Fig. 6) and "grain clusters" (Fig. 7) acting intrinsic crack profile characteristics."' Resolution of this issue
as bridging units in the A-30AT(DB)-30 material support this awaits further T-curve determination in the short and intermedi-
argument. From Table I we note that the grain sizes of ate crack size domains.
A-3OAT(D)-S and the matrix of A-30AT(DB)-30 are slightly As a final point it is worth noting that our philosophy of
different. However, scaling in duplex A-AT composites does deliberately introducing heterogeneities to ceramic microstruc-
not affect their o,(P) responses appreciably (Section tures is in direct contrast to the processing strategies based on
IV(2XA)). Therefore, it cannot be argued that such improve- the premise that flaws must be eliminated. In our scheme it is
ment in the flaw tolerance of A-30AT(DB)-30 is due to the dif- accepted that processing flaws exist and further damage is
ference in the matrix grain sizes. Further confirmation of likely to be introduced during service. The aim, therefore,
enhanced T-curve in A-30AT(DB)-30 material over its duplex becomes one of stabilizing thM growth of these preexisting flaws
counterpart A-30AT(D)-S comes from the direct T-curve mea- by introducing a strong T-curve in the material, and not that of
surements (Fig. II). striving to eliminate them. We have demonstrated the effective-

Compare now the Ou(P) responses of the A-3OAT(DB)-30 ness of this strategy by fabricating composites with strong ris-
material and those of the single-phase aluminas (Fig. 10). It is ing T-curve and impressive flaw tolerance through judicious but
evident that the duplex-bimodal material exhibits improved less exacting ceramics processing. Remaining challenges
flaw-tolerance properties over both of the single-phase alumina include the stabilization of multiple damage"0 and improvement
materials. The improvement over the 25-ILm alumina is attrib- of the strength properties of these flaw-tolerant ceramics.
uted to the enhanced efficacy of bridging in A-30AT(DB)-30 as
a result of high internal residual stresses (due to AT in the V. Conclusions
matrix) on the frictional closure force coupled with enhanced
bridge formation. On the other hand, the improvement over the The major findings and conclusions from our study of the
4-lam alumina is attributed to the combined influences of high alumina-aluminum titanate (A-AT) composites can be summa-
residual stresses and large alumina grains on bridging in the rized as follows:
duplex-bimodal material. From Fig. 11 improved T-curve (a) Composites with microstructures containing (i) uni-
behavior of the duplex-bimodal material over the coarse-grain formly distributed 20-30 vol% aluminum titanate in alumina
single-phase alumina is evident. (duplex), and (ii) large alumina grains embedded within a fine-

At this point we do not know why the A-30AT(DB)-20 grain A-AT matrix (duplex-bimodal), can be tailored to high
material, in spite of containing large alumina grains (Fig. 4(a)), densities using conventional ceramics processing. A proposed
exhibits only a marginal improvement in flaw tolerance over its phenomenological model accounts for the processing of the
duplex counterpart A-30AT(D)-S (Fig. 9). A possible explana- duplex-bimodal microstructures.
bion might be that the number density of large alumina grains (b) For both duplex-bimodal and duplex composites, in
intersected by a crack in the A-30AT(DB)-20 is not sufficient situ SEM observation of crack growth provides direct evidence
to cause significant improvement in its T-curve behavior, for grain-localized bridging in the crack wake.

Still further addition of large alumina grains (A-30AT(DB)- (c) Addition of aluminum titanate to alumina results in an
50), in spite of maintaining good flaw tolerance, was seen to improvement in flaw tolerance of the duplex A-AT composites
degrade the strength properties somewhat (Fig. 9). However, over single-phase aluminas, indicative of a strong T-curve. In
its long-crack T-curve was seen to be similar to that of the the A-AT composites the combined influence of intense ther-
A-30AT(DB)-30 material (Fig. Ii). The good flaw-tolerance mal-expansion-mismatch-induced internal residual stresses on
properties and high toughness values of the A-3OAT(DB)-50 both the bridge-clamping stress and bridge formation is respon-
material can be rationalized using the same arguments of sible for the enhanced T-curve behavior. Coarsening of duplex
mcrostructurl coarsening and residual stresses used to explain A-AT microstructures by grain growth scaling results in a neg-
the mechanical behavior of the A-30AT(DB)-30 material. ligible effect on the flaw tolerance in the microstructural range

Finally, we come to the question, Why do A-30AT(DB)-30 investigated. However, further microstructural scaling results
and A-30AT(DB)-50 materials show the same plateau tough- in a relatively weak material due to profuse spontaneous
ness (Fig. 1I) but different cr(P) responses (Figs. 9 and 10)? microcracking.
The reason for similar T-curves for these two materials is possi- (d) Composites with duplex-bimodal microstructures
bly due to a tradeoff between (i) the area fraction of bridges exhibit impressive flaw tolerance and T-curve properties. The
which increases with an increase in the number of large alumina improved mechanical behavior is attributed to the combined
grains and (ii) residual stresses which are postulated to decrease influences of increased internal residual stresses (due to the
with an increase in the number of large alumina grains. This presence of aluminum titanate in the matrix) and increased
trade-off argument is consistent with the T-curve predictions microstuctural coarseness due to the presence of the large alu-
from a theoretical fracture mechanics model for grain-localized mina grains.
crack bridging in materials with bimodal microstructures.a-"

To explain the qM(P) responses of the two materials we take Wts: we diank M. P Harmer and B. R. Lawn for Many
a darner look at the microstructure of A-30AT(DB)-50 material 5tiumUling discusions. Experimental asistance from S. Dawby, J. IR•del. J. L.
in Fig. 4(c). It is seen front this micrgraph that the large alu- oRunyan, and L M. Braun at NIST, ad J. D. French and C. J. Ruso at Lehigh

mina grains in the microstructur of A-30AT(DB)-50 are well- UIvefy, i gratefuly acknowledged.
interonnected; this nakes it difficult to tell whether the matrix
is cmposed of large alumina grains or the A-AT mixture. References
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Vickers indentation sites in ceramics have been examined after specimen failure from
median/radial indentation cracks. Evolution of a new cracking pattern of "ortho-lateral"
cracks, originating at the intact comers of the Vickers indentation and running orthogonal
to the classic-lateral cracks and parallel to the new fracture surface, has been observed.
In some instances postfailure extension of the classic-lateral cracks toward the surface
was also observed. Enhanced residual tensile stress from relaxation of constraints on the
indentation-plastic cavity by the generation of a fracture surface is postulated to drive the
subsidiary cracking. A simple qualitative model to explain this phenomenon is presented.
Possible implications of such postfailure subsidiary cracking on residual-stress-driven
flaws, postmortem fractography, and wear in ceramics are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION lie subsurface, their detection is limited only to light

It is now well known that indentation of brittle solids optical inspection in transparent or highly translucent

by sharp indenters (such as Vickers) gives rise to the for- materials.

mation of cracks, in addition to the plastically deformed In this paper we report a modification of the classi-
hardness impression. The recoverable (elastic) and the cal cracking pattern associated with indentations which
unrecoverable (residual) stress fields generated during occurs after stressing of indented specimens to failure.
the loading-unloading of the indenter are responsible for New cracks were observed to originate from the intact
the ensuing cracking. In most brittle solids, the cracks, comers of the Vickers indentation and run somewhat
which are driven by the residual component of the stress parallel to the new fracture surface and orthogonal to
field, develop during the unloading of the indenter. The both the specimen surface and classic laterals. This
resulting cracking patterns are broadly classified into ra- new cracking pattern was found to closely resemble the
dial and lateral. (For a detailed description of indentation cross-sectional view of classic laterals." Therefore, we
fracture, see reviews by Lawn and Wilshawl,2 and Cook call these cracks "ortho-laterals". It appears that similar
and Phanr3 and references therein.) forces drive both ortho- and classic-lateral cracks.

In this paper we focus our attention on the lateral Ortho-lateral cracking has certain implications in the

cracking pattern when the indenter is fully withdrawn. postfailure role of residual-stress-driven flaws in ceram-

According to the elastic/plastic expanding-cavity model ics and postmortem fractography. Also, in view of the

for indentation, the stress-free specimen surface relieves great significance of lateral cracking in material removal

constraint on the indentation-induced plastic deformation in the erosion12 and wear 13 of ceramic surfaces, study

zone giving rise to a residual tensile stress normal to of ortho-lateral cracks might prove to be potentially

the specimen surface.4-5 This residual stress provides useful in the understanding of general lateral fracture

the driving force for classic laterals.ýS The residual in optically opaque ceramics.
stress reaches its maximum value at full contact load
and persists at a constant value or, as the indenter II. EXPERIMENTAL
is unloaded." In most brittle solids classic laterals Bars (3 X 3 X 15 mm) made of soda-lime-silica
have been observed to initiate during the unloading Bar (3 commera l shee of sa-pire
cycle at the base of the plastic deformation zone below glass (pre-annealed commercial sheet glass), sapphire
the contact and extend laterally on a plane closely (Adolf Meller Co., Providence, RI), polycrystalline alu-
parallel to the specimen surface.1,7-10 Since these cracks mina (grain size 2.5 Am),"' and polycrystalline MgO

(grain size 20 itm; Ozark Technical Ceramics, Webb
City, MO) were polished on one face and sputter-coated

aket scieatist on leave from the Deptment of Matenia with gold. (Use of any products in this work does not
Sciewe and Engineering. Lehigh Univerity, Bethlehem, Penmyl- imply their endorsement by the National Institutes of
vul 18015. Standards and Technology.) The polycrystalline speci-
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mens, prior to gold-coating, were thermally etched classic laterals to the surface. Partial closure of the
(A12 0 3 -1500 "C for 0.5 h; MgO-1200 'C for 1.0 h). radials was also observed as the ortho-laterals extended
Centers of the prospective tensile polished faces were [compare Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) with Fig. 1(d)], suggesting
indented with a Vickers diamond using contact loads a decay in the component of the residual stress driving
ranging from 3 to 100 N. Care was taken to align the the radials. The cracking sequence observed in Figs. 1(a)
pyramidal edges with the longitudinal axis of the bar to 1(d) is typical of -20 glass specimens tested in our
specimens. In most specimens indentation was carried laboratory.
out in the presence of dry silicone oil with the intent Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show a typical example of a
of reducing environmental effects on fracture. A few pre- and postfailure indentation site in glass, in which
indented glass specimens were annealed at 530 "C for the specimen was annealed after indentation. Note the
1 h followed by furnace cooling in order to remove absence of any subsidiary cracking in Fig. 2(b).
the indentation-residual-contact field. The bar specimens Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show a typical example of an
were then broken in uniaxial flexure using a four-point indentation site in sapphire before and after failure, in
bend fixture. In some cases centers of the prospective which the specimen was broken in biaxial flexure. In
tensile faces of disk (25 mm diameter X 2 mm thick- sapphire the postfailure cracking was found to be pre-
ness) specimens were indented and broken in biaxial dominantly in the form of extended laterals. Figures 4(a)
flexure using a flat punch on a three-ball-support fix- and 4(b) are pre- and postfailure SEM micrographs of
ture. For each of the materials investigated in this work, an indentation site in fine-grain polycrystalline A12 0 3 ,

between 5 and 20 specimens were broken and examined showing evidence of ortho-lateral cracking. Partial do-
for subsidiary cracking. sure of the radials was also observed in the case of

Two halves of the broken specimens. were quickly polycrystalline A12 0 3 [Fig. 4(b)]. Pre- and postfailure
removed from the testing fixture and carefully placed optical micrographs of an indentation site in polycrys-
on a glass coverslip without damaging the indentation talline MgO appear in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). No evidence
sites. Evolution of subsidiary crack growth (environ- of postfailure subsidiary cracking was observed in MgO.
mentally assisted) from the indentation sites was then (Table I summarizes all the results from the present
observed under an optical microscope (Nikon Diaphot, study.)
New Haven, CT). In some instances fracture surfaces
of the broken specimens were sputter-coated with gold
and indentation sites observed in a scanning electron IV. DISCUSSION

microscope (SEM) (Amray Inc., Bedford, MA). Consider the expanding-cavity model for indentation
in which a spherical cavity under pressure produces
a spherical plastic zone embedded within an elastic

II. RESULTS continuum.5 Creation of a zero-stress plane (free sur-
Figure 1(a) shows a Vickers indentation site before face S) in this system relaxes the constraint on the plastic

failure in a soda-lime-silica glass specimen. Figures 1(b) zone, resulting in a tensile stress o, at full indenter
to 1(d) are a sequence of micrographs recorded after unload acting normal to the free surface [see Fig. 6(a)].'
failure of the same specimen from the indentation, where This residual tensile stress provides a driving force for
indentation and subsequent bending tests were carried classic-lateral cracking. Consider now the creation of a
out in the presence of dry silicone oil. For specimens new stress-free plane (fracture surface S') orthogonal to
broken without oil, the subsidiary cracks were found to the plane S. This new fracture surface further removes
develop fully within 1 min after failure, preventing us the constraint on the plastic zone, and results in a
form following the evolution of the cracking pattern. residual tensile stress o-,, acting normal to the plane
"The use of oil did not eliminate environmentally as- S' [Fig. 6(b)]. It is postulated that some complex stress
sisted crack growth, but significantly reduced the crack field produced by the combination of tensile stresses o',
velocity,'5 enabling us to observe the evolution of sub- and a,' drives the ortho-lateral (OL) and the extended-
sidlay acraks over a period of hours. The new cracks lateral (EL) cracks. Lack of any postfailure subsidiary
seen in Fig. 1(d) are classified as ortho-laterals (OL) and cracking in indented glass specimens with the residual
exteNaded laterals (EL), based on their origins. Ortho- contact field removed by annealing [Fig. 2(b)] supports
lateral cracks can be observed from Figs. 1(b) to 1(d) to this argument It is also suggested that this cracking
initiate at the indentation corners and subsequently run problem may not be confined to a mode I loading and
somewhat parallel to the fracture surface and orthogonal may well be a complex mixed-mode problem, 16 which
to both the specimen surface and classic laterals. On is beyond the scope of this paper.
the other hand, extended-lateral cracks, from subsurface Possibility of postfailure subsidiary cracking arising
observation using transmitted light (not shown here), from any iesting artifacts was ruled out by testing spec-
were found to result from the upward extension of the imens in both four-point bend and biaxial flexure (see
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FI.1. Reffecwd-gh ucrogvapbs showing the evolution of ortho-lateral (OL) and extended-lateral (EL) cracks after failure from a 20 N
indentation in a sods-lime-silica glass bar specimen: (a) as-indented, (b) 2 min after failure in four-point bend, (c) 30 min, and (d) 24 h.
Indentation and subsequent bending tests were carried out in the presence of dry silicone oil.
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FIG. 2. Reftcd-fiht mnigts of annealed 20 N indentation in a FIG. 3I Rfectd-light micrographs of a 30 N indentation in a sap-
soda-lime-silica glass bar spechim: (a) as-annealed and (b) 24 h after phire disk specimen: (a) as-indented and (b) 24 h after failure in bi-
failure in four-point bend. axial flexure.

Table I). Comparative experiments with A120 3 (single- polycrystalline MgO is rather surprising. At this juncture
crystal and polycrystalline), which have a relatively we do not have a definite answer as to why this is so
higher elastic modulus to hardness ratio (E/H) and thus a in the case of MgG. A possible explanation may lie
greater magnitude of the indentation-contact-field stress,4  in the fact that indentations in MgO do not produce
suggest that the phenomenon of ortho-lateral cracking is well-behaved cracks; cracks forming at various angles
not limited to glass (see Table I). to the indentation diagonals are evident from Fig. 5(a).

On the other hand, in spite of an even higher E/H Also, the cracks were observed to interact with the
value, lack of any postfailure subsidiary cracking in microstructure due to the coarse-grained nature of the
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A. -

FIG. 4. Secondary electron SEM micrographs of a 50 N indentation FIG. 5. Reflected-light micrographs of a 50 N indentation in a pol-
in a polished and etched polycrystalline A1203 bar specimen: (a) as- ished and etched polycrystalline MgO bar specimen: (a) as-indented
indented and (b) 24 h after failure in a four-point-bend. Ortho- and (b) 24 h after failure in four-point bend. Note the irregular crack-
latra cracks ams denoted by OL ing pattern around the indentation in (a).

MgO, precluding a clear picture of the cracking pattern microfracture from those contact-damage Sites .2 Re-
(see also e.g., Cook and Liniger11). peated sliding is quite likely to result in the fracture

Now we discuss some implications of postfailure of the previous contact-damage sites leading to sub-
subsidiary cracking in brittle solids: (a) Flaws in ce- sidiary cracking, thereby further degrading wear proper-
ramics due to second-phase inclusions2,lS and contact ties. (d) In view of the great significance of classic-lateral
damage (e.g., indentation)4 are usually accompanied by cracking in erosion and wear, model experiments have
residual tensile stresses. The observation of postfail- been carried out to understand fracture behavior of
ure subsidiary cracking from indentations suggests that classic laterals from indentations.6' 9 However, classic-
residual-stress-driven flaws may remain active even after lateral cracking occurs subsurface, limiting these studies
specimen failure from those flaws. (b) Our observation only to transparent or highly translucent ceramics. On
of the evolution of the subsidiary cracks from indenta- the other hand, ortho-laterals can be easily observed in
tions beginning immediately after specimen-failure has opaque ceramics, and their fracture behavior appears to
led us to the conclusion that such a phenomenon is truly be quite similar to that of classic laterals. Therefore, the
postfailww. Since the subsidiary cracks fully develop potential now exists to investigate the phenomenon of
soon after specimen-failure, fractography of such failure- general lateral fracture in opaque brittle solids, which
origin sites in ceramics long after failure is likely to form the majority of technologically important ceramics.
lead to erroneous conclusions. There is a real danger of
associating the subsidiary cracking from residual-stress- V. SUMMARY
driven flaws with the propagation of the primary crack In summary, evolution of a new cracking pattern
to failure, e.g., microcracking close to the fracture sur- of "ortho-lateral" cracks which originate at the intact
face in two-phase ceramics. (c) Sliding contact with corners of the Vickers indentation after specimen-failure
brittle surfaces can cause severe damage and result in in brittle materials has been observed. In some instances
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TABLE L Summary of postfailure observations of subsidiary cracking of any postfailure subsidiary cracking from annealed
in some brittle solids, indentation sites in glass supports this modeL Postfailure

subsidiary cracking has some implications concerning

Material E/H OL and EL.cracking residual-stress-driven flaws, postmortem fractography,
and wear in ceramics.
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Model for Toughness Curves in Two-Phase Ceramics: I,
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A fracture mechanics model is presented for the toughening Additions of a second phase can augment the T-curve behav-
of ceramics by bridging from second-phase particles, ior, well beyond any "law of mixtures," by enhancing the effec-
resulting in toughness curve (T-curve) behavior. It is tiveness and density of bridges. This is the underlying
assumed that the second-phase particles are in a state of philosophy of reinforced composites. An important element in
residual thermal expansion dilatational mismatch relative the materials design is the control of volume fraction and parti-
to the matrix. In the long-crack region, these stresses aug- cle size, as well as internal residual stress. Increasing the vol-
ment frictional sliding stresses at the interphase boundaries, ume fraction enhances the density of active bridges; increasing
enhancing the crack resistance; in the short-crack region, the particle size enhances the scale of these bridges. It follows
the same stresses drive the crack, diminishing the crack that, with a proper understanding of these factors, one may bet-
resistance. The principal manifestation of these countervail- ter tailor microstructures for specified structural applications.
ing influences is a reduced sensitivity of strength to initial In the present study we extend the theory of grain bridging
flaw size, i.e., an increased flaw tolerance. In seeking to from monophase ceramics to two-phase ceramics, with special
incorporate these key physical elements, our model opts for reference to alumina-matrix composites containing aluminum
mathematical simplicity by assuming uniformly distributed titanate particulate reinforcement"'6 Aluminum titanate is
stresses in two bridging domains: in the first, at small crack- chosen as a second phase because of its large thermal expansion
wall separations, a constant opening stress; in the second, at mismatch relative to alumina, so as to maximize the intensity of
larger separations, a constant dosing stress. The uniform internal residual stresses at the bridge sites. Our endeavor is to
crack-plane distributions allow for simple dosed-form solu- establish a simple fracture mechanics model for the T-curve in
tions of the crack K-field equations, and thence an analytical this class of ceramic. In emphasizing simplicity, we are pre-
formulation for the T-curve. Indentation-strength data on a pared to sacrifice mathematical rigor in the model, but not at the
"reference" AIIO/AI 2TiO5 ceramic composite are used to expense of physical essentials. Thus, we retain our capacity to
demonstrate the main theoretical predictions and to cali- incorporate basic microstructural elements, volume fraction,
brate essential parameters in the T-curve formulation. The particle size, and residual stress, as governing microstructural
utility of the model as a route to microstructural design is variables in the description. Experimental indentation-strength
addressed in Part EL data on the composite materials will be used to illustrate the

versatility of the model, most notably in the short-crack region.
L Introduction The study is presented in two parts. In Part I we outline the

basic theory and analyze the principal features of the T-curve
T IS now acknowledged that the toughness of monophase for our composite material. In Part II we investigate the effects
ceramics can exhibit a crack-size dependence, the so-called of microstructural variables on the T-curve and associated flaw

toughness curve (T-curve) or resistance curve (R-curve).-17 In tolerance, with consideration of restrictions imposed by bulknontransforming ceramics the T-curve is attributable princi- microcracking limits.
pally to a mechanism of "bridging" by frictional grain slideout,
greatly enhanced in noncubic materials by thermal expansion 11. Theoretical K-Field Analysis
anisotropy stresses.' A characteristic of such ceramics is "flaw
tolerance"-"•' 7 i.e., a diminished dependence of strength a,. We begin by deriving K-field relations for cracks in an other-
on initial flaw size cf, relative to traditional "Griffith" behavior wise homogeneous ceramic matrix with bridging second-phase
(a, oc c- n'). Flaw tolerance in monophase ceramics may be particles. In developing these relations we shall borrow from
enhanced by scaling up the grain size.' Beyond a limiting grain earlier theoretical treatments for monophase ceramics' 3 andsize, however, microcracking occurs spontaneously through the fiber-reinforced composites,' but with the simplification of
bulk material, with a consequent degradation of strength. These continuous and uniformly distributed (Barenblatt-Dugdale)
characteristics imply an element of compromise in materials bridging stresses over the crack interface. The analysis will be
design, e.g., increased strength in the long-crack region at the used to determine T-curve and strength formalisms for materi-
potential expense of bulk microcracking and reduced wear als with indentation short cracks.
resistance in the short-crack region." (1) Stress-Separation Function

Consider two surfaces bridged by second-phase particles
over a separation 2u (Fig. 1). We concern ourselves with crack

D. K. Show-. gbn edtr areas large relative to that occupied by a single particle, so that
a distribution of discrete force-separation functions may be
replaced by a continuous stress-separation function, s(u), say.

No. 2195174. Received Octoby27 1992. i M 1993. We shall regard s(u) as a positive quantity (shielding) when it
Supm ytbeU.S.Ak Fame Office o1 $cienifc Reaeagh ad E. 1. duPont acts to close the interface; this convention is consistent with an

SMan Cami scety. enhanced long-crack toughness. At the same time, we recognize
'Guest scienti tm Deplumwet of Materials $ciene and Engineering. Lehigh the need to allow for the possibility of negative s(u) (anti-UnhWKYes•,ldOie, PA 18015.NowEft, Soi E L D Nmotn 2M Company, WilminPton, shielding) at small separations, so as to allow for microcracking
D E 1900-036 in the short-crack region.
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(A) _

co

Fig. 1. Schematic diagramn depicting interaction of second-phase par- Wall-Wall Displacement, 2u
tcies with separating matrix Walls (A) Crack olpening at WSmaH sepira-
irOns due to residual outward pressure from compresed paiticles. (B) Fig 2. Stress-separation function s(u). for systemn in Fig. 1. Shaded
Bridging at large separations, from frictional traction at sliding grain- areas indicate approximaitious; Of uniformsu s = +p and s = -q
muatix inteaphase boundaries, in the two domnains. (Positive sign denotes closure bridging stress.)

We therefore assumne the bridging particles to exist in a state
of residual compressive stres at the uncracked interface, SO that with conjugate size-independent strain terms
they uuitially exert opening stresses on the matrix walk. As the (awall separate, these opening stresses relax. At the same time, =8I(a

the particles debond from the matrix. At large separations the
particles begin to slide out of the constraining matrix but are = J./ (3b)
restrained at those interphase boundary facets where the ther-
mal expansion mismatch stresses are compressive. Resistance (2) K-Fkild wad T-Cwwe
to sliding pullout then arises principally from Coulombic fric- Now consider the stress-separation function of Eq. (2) in the
tional tractionS.13 For Simplicity, We assume that the transitionl context of pennylike short cracks. to simulate the evolution of
to frictional sliding occurs when the precompressed springs flaws (natural or artificially induced) under the acton of an
are just relaxed, and neglect any resistance stresses due to externally applied tensile stres. We assume that in their critical
debonding. rwhsae ofiuetecrcstaes ag ubrO

The uncions~u atsmal uis hendetrmied s te Oen- particles, so that we may be justified in using the continuousing stress exerted on the matrix over the section area of a single sumes function s(u) to describe the ensuing strength characteris-particle, relative to the interface area occupied by that particle: tics. (Thbis assumption will be examined when we compute the

s(u) = -V,(l - Vr)(l - 2u/8)cr, (0 '- 2u :5 8) (la) cohesion-zone dimensions for our composite material later.)
Accordingly, the Stres distribution along the Coordinate r ofWhere V, is the Volume fraction, CFR is the thermal expansion a penny crack (Fig. 3) is

mismatch stres at the interphase boundary, and 8 is the separa-
tio at which the residual elastic stresses are relaxed. (The fac-
tor I - V is to allow for areduction in available matrx volume
at increasing V~, with V, < 0.5.) Similady, ANu) at large u is
determined as the closing stres exerted on the matrix Over the
interphase frictional contact area of the particle, again relative C
to the fractional interace area 13

S(u) - +Vf(l - V1)(l - 2u/CYqtIArt/I A )L----4

the particle disengages (8 << , usuafly). The composite S(") +Pfunctioof Eq. (1) is plotted in Fig-I
While acknowledging the physca sensibility of the linear

('til) strese in the S(a) function,w1 it is nevertheles mathe-
matically expedient to replace these by umfonn stresses over
the pertinent bridging Zones, as indicated in Fig. 1. LAt US there-
fore &efine "averaed values P and q Over the two bridginig
Zones: -

s(u) - -q - -!V,(l - V,)or. (0O5 US 8) (2a) r -

s -) +P - rl~(fl-Vf)a.a (8 :9 2m :5 t) (2b) Flg. 3. Equivalentstress distribution, s(r), forbridged crack-
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s(r) = -q (c - X < r5 -c) (4a) (3) Indentation-Strength
SOr) = p (c -- A - k r c - X) (4b) Now let us extend the analysis to Vickers indentation flaws,

A - )so that we may use indentation-strength data to evaluate the

with c the crack radius. The bridging zone dimensions X and A T-curve parameters in Eqs. (8-10) objectively for our test mate-
scale with the crack-opening displacements 8 and 4 of Fig. I via rial (SecL II).
some crack profile relation (with L << A, usually). In part I, It is necessary now to include one further term in our formu-
the need for knowledge of the profile may be avoided, by sim- lation, to allow for the residual K-field associated with the irre-
plistically tearing A, and A as adjustable parameters; this will versible contact defonnation at indentation load P. The
not be so in Part I, when weconsider the role of microstructural equilibrium crack-tip K-field relation of Eq. (5) is modified
variables. to 132

The "crack-tip" K-field, K., for an equilibrium crack under
applied stress A in a bridgig material contains a microstruc- K.(c) = *oAc + XP/c" + K,(c) = To (11)
tural component, K-•rualcmponent, K.: O + )=( corresponding to a global K-fieldK.(c) = 4#cr,, + K.(c) = To (5) .

with T, the intrinsic toughness of the matuix material (grain KA(c) = t*UYc + xPIc*

boundary toughness in the case of intergranular fracture). Put- To - K.(c) To + T.(c) T(c) (12)
ring -K,4 = T,, (so that a true shielding term appears as a posi-
tire contribution to the toughness), we may write the "global" The residual-contact term provides additional stabilization to
K-field as the crack. The inert strength for indentation flaws is the config-

KA(c) = *ac = To - K,(c) uration c. = r.,c = c. at which the transposed function

= To + T,ý(c) = T(c) (6) aA(c) = (1/c%)[T(c) - xPIc"2] (13)

which defines the toughness curve, or T-curve, T(c). from Eq. (12) satisfies the requirement d&r(c)/dc = 0 for a
To determine T.(c), we integrate the bridging stesses of Eq. maximum, corresponding to the "tangency condition"

(4) over the entire crack area, using the convenmonal Green's dK..(c)Idc = dT(c)Idc (14)
function expression for pennylike cracks:d

in a conventional T-curve constructionm
T.(c) = 2c/(ffc)Y'frs(r)dr/(c2 - r2)W (7) Equation (13) is not readily solved analytically for am, c,

0 using the general T.(c) relations in Eqs. (6) and (8). However,
an exact solution is obtainable in the region X << c5 A + X,

where a is a geometrical coefficient to allow for interactions using Eq. (9). If we write or, = c^ - p, T' = To - *(p +
with Specimen and crack-neighbor free surfaces. For indenta- q)(2X) -, Eq. (11) then reduces to the exact same form as the
tion radial cracks, one generally defines a coefficient * = 2a/ standard relation for materials with single-valued toughness,'3'
wrm, to allow for half-penny geometry, any ensuing distortions
into elliptical fronts, and perturbations from orthogonal radial K,(c) = q*(crc"' + xP/c' = TO, (15)
and lateral cracks. Integration within three different regions of
crack size gives the nmirostructural function Solving for the instability configuration in Eq. (14), or by direct

inspection of the standard solutions for such homogeneous
T,(c) = - Wiqc'n (0 s c 5 X) (8a) materials,' one obtains

T,(c) = 4sqcm(I -_1 - (I - X/c) 2]t21 cm = (4xPI[To - 40(p + q)(2k)121]}2 (16a)

- *qc2([l - (1 - XIc)2]" Om = p + 3[To - *I(p + q)(2X)W]1/4*(4xP)W (16b)

(X-- c: 5 A + X) (8b) We shall assert that, because of the long precursor extensions
from initial size co to final size c. for indentation cracks, the

T,,(c) - *pc2{[l -- (I - A/c - X/c)2]m specificationX << cs A + Xposesnosevererestrictiontothe
validity of Eq. (16). Note that for large P the smength is

- [1 - (1 - X/c)2]wI enhanced relative to the homogeneous matrix material (p =
0 = q), because of the lower-limiting stress p; at small P the

- *qcw[1 - (1 - X/c)Z]w strength is reduced, because of the diminished effective tough-
ness TO (square bracket term). Hence, the formalism embodies

(A + ~c) (8~) the essential quality offlaw tolerance.
"1Te ensuing T(c) function in Eq. (6) may be usefully simpli-

flied in certain regi of c by maing some reasonable approxi- UL lits to Data for o-Phm AIM,1/A12TOs Composite
madim. In the limit of a very small tensile zone, X becomes
i n of c ("nal-zone." or "B latt." approxima-
tion), and Eq. 8(b) results in a T-curve that is linear in c (1) Bie me d

We illustrate the above formulation with indentation-
T(c) - To - u(Vp + q)(2U)u + 4upc"2 strength data from a fine-grain alumina matrix reinforced by

(K<<« S A + X) (9) homogeneously distributed aluminum titanate particles (AI2 0•/

Al2TiOs). The fabrication procedure for this composite material
In the limit of very long cracks, Eq. (8c) results in has been described elsewhere." -" Mterials were fabricated

S- To - *(p + q)(2k` + * 12with a starting grain size <2 tun, and the particles subsequently
T(c) -grown by a prescribed aging heat treatmonnL 2 ' Densities were

(A +X<<c) (10) measured using the Archimedes method, >98% in all cases,
and the particle size by a lineal intercept method.2' In Part I we

coresponding to the plateau toughness. focus on a reference composition with volume fraction V, =
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0.20 and mean second-phase particle size I = 4.0 pm. The alu- 500
mina grain size is <7 lim, so that there is negligible contribu-
tion to the T-curve from the matrix itself." A micrograph of the 400
microstructure is shown in-Fig. 4.

Additional batches of the alumina-matrix material were also
fabricated with different values of V, and 1, for consideration in CO 300
the scond part of this study (see Part II).

Specimens for strength testing were prepared as disks,
20-mm diameter and 2.5-mm thickness, with one surface pol- .•
ished to better than I ptm. A Vickers indentation was made at 200-

the center of each polished surface, at prescribed load P, and g
covered with a drop of silicone oiL The disks were then broken Vf = 0.20
in biaxial flexure, indentations on the tensile side, with 4-mm- 1 = 4.0 pm
diameter fiat loading on a 15-mm-diameter three-ball support.
These tests were run in "fast" loading (<10 mns failure time), to
ensure "inert" conditions. Post-nortem examinations were 100

made of all broken specimens to confirm failure initiation from 100 16' 102 102

the indentation sites. Indentation Load, P (N)
The indentation-strength, ou(P), results are plotted as the

data points in Fig. 5. Error bars are standard deviation bounds Fig. S. Indentation-strength plot for reference A120,3/AI2TiO, coMn-
for 4-6 tests at each indentation load. posite (V, = 0.20,1 = 4.0 pm). Data points are means and standard

deviations of 4-6 tests per load. Solid curve is generated theoretically
(2) Eabl in of T-Curve Paruaersfrom Iidentation- from the condition dcA(c)/dc = 0 in Eq. (13) (using microsructural
Strength Data parameters evaluated from the T-curve fit in Fig. 6). Dashed curve is

Our approach is to evaluate the short-crack T-curve for our "plateau" approximation from Eq. (16b). Shaded line of slope - /3
alumina-based composite fromthe a(P) data in Fig. 5, follow- represents indentaion-strength results for base fine-grain matrix

ing a procedure developed in an earlier study.' Using coeffi- alumina.

cients * = 0.77 and X = 0.076 calibrated on a fine-grain
alumina reference material in that earlier study, we first gener-
ate K,(c) functions (Eq. (12)) for each of the cur(P) data points. Recall from Eq. (9) that these parameters completely determine

The T(c) function is then determined as the "envelope of tan- an approximate "linear" T-c'n representation of T(c), with

gency points" (Eqs. (12) and (14)) fitted to the family of K,(c) slope p and T-axis intercept To - t(p + q)(2k)"2; this repre-

functions, inserting a calibrated value of T. = 2.75 MPa-m"W sentation is included as the inclined dashed curve in Fig. 6.

from the earlier study in Eq. (6) and adjusting the microstruc- Observe the continuous rollover in the complete T(c) function

rural parameters in Eq. (8). to saturation at c >> A + X, as the fully developed bridging

We do this in Fig. 6, as toughness T against crack-size quan- zone begins to translate with the crack.

tity c'n. In this plot the K•(c) functions are shown as the Since the strength data in Fig. 6 do not extend down into the
inverted solid curves. The heavy curve is a fit of the T(c) func- region c < X, we need additional information to determine theinveted olidfull set of microstructural parameters in the T-curve function.
tion in Eqs. (6) and (8). To obtain this fit, we first used a least- fulliset of the remai parameters are n ction.

squares procedure to evaluate the following parameters for the Precise values of the remaining parameters are not crucial to

"reference state" at V, = 0.20,1 = 4.0 pm: our treatment at this juncture, so we take

p = 325 MPa (17a) X=7.0 m (18a)

(p + q)(2k)"2 = 3.51 MPa-m" 2  (17b) q = 613 MPa (18b)

to match estimates of the short-crack size (c - 2k) at first
A = 180 jun (17c) microcracking in A1203 AI2TiO, composites with scaled-up

microstructures (see Pait II). Observe also the minimum at

6

4

. - - ....4
to --- T

2 V( 0.20 -

. ." , 1= 4.0pm

0 10 20 30 40

Crack Size, c112 (pimnl/)

Fig. 6. T-curve consanctions for reference Ai 2O,/Al2TiO5 composite.
f. 4. Scaming electro micrgrap showing A2TiO particles Family of inverted curves represents K,(c) functions in Eq. (12) evalu-
(V, - 0.20, white phase) in A120 3 Maix (dark phase), for reference ated for (amP) data points in Fig. 5. Shaded curve is fitted envelope
composite. T(c) function from Eqs. (6) and (8).
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small c. signifying a degradation in toughness at c < 2X from XP/c" in Eq. (11)), in response to an applied stress OaA. The
the initial crack-opening action of second-phase particles, appropriate KA,(c) function is a straight line through the origin

With the estimates -n 4 (rectangular or circular cross-sec- of a T-c'12 plot, with slope tlscA. For the particular A1203,/
tion particle) and e 0.050 (Sect. M1(l)), we may use Eq. (2) Alj'iO. composite in Fig. 6, the intercept of the extrapolated
to evaluate the composite material quantities "linear" T(c) function on the T-axis, To - *j(p + q)(2k)Lw in

oa- 7.7 GWa (19a) Eq. (9), is positive. Hence in Fig. 6 the KA(c) line must always
intersect the T(c) curve with a slope dKAld(cw) > dT/d(c"w).

I w2.7 (19b) Under these conditions there is no T-curve "tangency- condi-
tion. This means that, whereas indentation flaws in our material

Given the microstructural T-curve parameters in Eqs. (17) show substantial precursor crack extension in a strenth test. by
and (18), complete theoretical indentation-strenigth, orm(P), virtue of the additional stabilizing influence of the residual con-
culrves may now be regenerated by seeking extremnum solutions tact K-field, natural flaws should propagate spontaneously to
of Eq. (13). Figure 5 includes curves thus regenerated, uig the failure at their initial size, c = cf ("Griffith failure"). Our
full T(c) function in Eqs. (6) and (8) (solid curve) and the "lin- T-curve material in Fig. 6 does nevertheless exhibit a degree of
ear" T-Clfz approximation in Eq. (9) (dashed curve). The inter- flaw tolerance: the sensitivity of the strength or for unindented
section of the solid curve through the data reinforces th specimens to c, is manifestly reduced relative to a matrix base
validity of our fitting procedureC in Fig. 6. material at T = T,-"- Note that contrary to common practice

T(c) cannot, even in its oversimplified form of Eq. (9), be repre-
IV. .Discussion seated as a pure power law; the intercept term in the T-cuirve

Theaboe aalyis llos u toanayzethe T-curve response function is vital in determining the nature of the flaw response,
oftw-heaboe anarysics alown u toe ashotca rego Thn idnis last point will be made even more compellingly when

oftwon-pstent ceaLAmics r in treo the sotc ac ayiki t regiotisng e we examine the effect of microstructural variations in Part IL
onsi rengt hus dalta.Ahaorg featureofthemiranucualy isptsraeltier The real power of the present model is that, once the controlling

a usedpliniy Thusin atho ughderlying brtiding tres-i eal i microstnuctural parameters for a given material system have
ar ued L (1) defnd thee u ndverynbridgings sbetoressseara tion e airtei h anr fSc.M2, n a sh

functbiogn, Eq res.)ad2,es ar c neveutheledssrablted tlonrgar the frC aliurae d mcains thpediiict~ hof Shet flaw tolrne hmayuethe-
same bridangE.() sThes asscontionuousl dirstributed alo hng ifracture mechanc toe piredircturhoWte wilflaw toleancte Taracer
thrack in pla ne s q (4)g. The d ) ssuptons fof unalyc strese wthns intrcep referwith theaboverostdepressWed wilvlufin thact te-axns
ofthe bridn zontesFgs.rand 2)uallows. foeexrcs analyeby patical soutosintr ep refer redoaboed uismdepressedcsolmengneaction &and
ofdce the K-fieldhintgrali eutions. Theexercise isckprb thereby particersize are incireasedpltximael beomin negfawsativeiand

lem. Moreover, by calibrating X and A in Eqs. (8-10) directly
from experimental data, our solutions can be determined with- Acknowledgments: The authors acknowledige stimulating disussons,
out at this stage specibfing any crack-opening displacement with H. Cai. E. R. Fuller. Jr.. and J. L Runyan.
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Model for Toughness Curves in Two-Phase Ceramics: II,
Microstructural Variables
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The fracture mechanics analysis of Part I is here extended coalescence. Indentation-strength tests on Al.O./AITiO, corn-
to consider the effects of volume fraction and scale of posites with different volume fractions and particle sizes are
second-phase particles on the toughness-curve properties of used to validate these predictibns.
ceramic-matrix composites. Increasing these variables The model will be discussed in special relation to microstruc-
enhances the flaw tolerance of the material, but only up to tural strategies for optimum toughness characteristics, in terms
certain limits, beyond which bulk microcracking occurs, of a simple design diagram.
These limits define domains of damage accumulation and
potential strength degradation by microcrackco c II. Effect of Microstructural Variables on
In the familiar approximation of elliptical crack-wall pro- TI. and Stru nt h
files, we show that the principal effects of increasing volume Toughness and Strength
fraction (or expansion mismatch) and particle size is to Using the "calibrated" T-curve, T(c), function for the refer-
enhance the slope and scale of the T-curve, respectively. We ence composite material of Pan I, we set out to predict the
also derive expressions for the microcracking limits and use influence of two major microstructural variables, volume frac-
these expressions to construct a simple design diagram for tion V, and particle diameter I, on the indentation-strength char-
characterizing the effects of microstructural variation on acteristics. Internal residual stress at is also a parameter of
mechanical behavior. Indentation-strength data on AI,O/ potential interest, but that quantity is invariant for a given
AI2TiO. composites over a range of volume fractions and matrix-particle composite system. We again address the spe-
particles sizes are used to demonstrate the severe loss in cific configuration of a half-penny crack in a semi-infinite
mechanical integrity that can be suffered on entering the medium.
microcracking domains.

(I) Microstructure Parametric Relations

I. Introduction In this subsection we seek relations between V, and I and the
controlling microstructural parameters in the T(c) formalism of

N PART I' we developed a simplified fracture mechanics Section 11, Part I: i.e., shielding stresses p and q, and bridging
.toughness-curve (T-curve) model for two-phase ceramics, zone dimensions X and A.
Experimental indentation-strength data on an alumina-matrix/ The microstructural dependence of the shi-lding stresses is
aluminum titanate (AI,03/AI2TiO.) particle-reinforced corn- given by Eqs. (2) and (3), Part I:
posite were used to confirm the essential features of the model
and to calibrate controlling microstructural parameters for the I
T-curve. We are now placed to predict the effects of specified q = 1V9(l - Vl)aR (0 - 2u:5 F,!) (Ia)
microstructural change on the toughness and strength properties
of that composite system. I

Accordingly, in Part 1I we investigate the predictive capacity p =qp,%VAI - V,)(rR (E1 - 2u - e1) (1b)

of the model by analyzing the effects of v'olume fraction V9 and
particle size I of the second phase, in addition to matrix/particle with q a microstructural geometry parameter, IL a friction coef-
expansion mismatch stress t,, on the toughness. We shall show ficient, and es and e size-independent strains at which the
that increasing Vr (or crt) and I, respectively, enhances the slope bridging particle relaxes its elastic crack-opening stresses and
and scaling characteristics of the T-curve, with profound conse- disengages from the matrix, respectively. Eqs. (I a) and (1b) are
quences concerning crack stability. Beyond critical composi- basic microstructural stress relations for the T-curve. Observe
tions the material is able to sustain multiple flaw extension prior that p and q depend on V, (and ar), but not on L
to failure. This is the domain of microcrack damage accumula- Analogous microstructural dependencies of X and A can be
tion ard nonlinear stress-strain response. At even higher V, and obtained from Eq. (3). Part I, but less directly, requiring rela-
I. the strength is severely degraded, indicative of microcrack tions between X and 8, A and k. It is now necessary to introduce

appropriate crack-opening displacement relations. To maintain
an equilibrium state, these relations must be solved simultane-
ously and self-consistently with the K-field condition KA(c) =

D. IC. Sbdi--.cbaidamr eT(c) in Eq. (6) of Part I, using Eq. (8) in Part I to evaluate T(c)
in the appropriate crack-size domains. Generally, such crack-
opening displacement relations are couched in a nonlinear inte-

MmaP t No. 19"173. Raeceived Octber 27. 12app9ov May28. 1993. gral equation formalism. 2 ' In the present study, in the interest
Sm by t• Ai Force Office ofSieiRarchWAE.&duPont of inaintaining simplicity, we use first-order solutions for

oy. Inc.
I mer. Armiconevmic Soet strictly uniform stresses over the entire crack plane, i.e., ellip-

"•oue Siembt, from Dqtuauatv of Materials Scime wd SEa•ghuing. LWeh tical profiles,' giving
Uay. Iulehan, PA 18015.
Now at School of Matmials Engineering. Georgia Insitute ofTechnology. Atlas = (2uTo/E' )(2' (2a)

GA 30337
'Now at pexmua Station. E. . duPom Nemours and Comrny. Wilmington,

DE 19810-356. = (2*T0/E')(2A)'n (X << A) (2b)
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with E' = E(1 - v2), E Young's modulus and v Poisson's ratio, (A) Positive intercept. No Microcracking: For a material
and T, the matrix (grain boundary) toughness, again regarding K with positive intercept, such as our reference material in Fig. 6
and A as constants for a given microstuture. of Part I, the equilibrium configuration K. = 'N,^crn = T cor-

Of course, the actual internal stress distribution over the responds to a slope dKA/d(c"2 ) > dTId(cul). Failure then
crack plane in Fig. 3, Part L is highly nonuniform, with discon- occurs abruptly and unstably from a single critical flaw at c =
tinuities in stress and stress gradient at r = k. In reality, relative c, Nevertheless, the material shows flaw tolerance, because the
to the profile solutions of Eq. (2), the walls will bulge open in toughness Tat failure effectively increases with cf. For systems
the opening-stress domain c - k :- r 5 c immediately behind just at the transition in Fig. 1, the strength becomes altogether
the tip and, conversely, pinch down in the more remote closure- independent of c,; i.e., the equilibrium is neutral. The applied
sess domain c - A - X - r % c - K.3 Under such condi- stress-strain response is linear in this region.
tions, neither k nor A will be strictly independent of p and q (B) Negative Intercept, Activated Microcracking: For a
(hence V), or even of c (until one satisfies the requirements of material with negative intercept the condition K = T at c = cf
the "small-zone" approximation K << A << c). Here, even corresponds to a slope dKA/d(c ) < dTId(c1 '). The flaw then
though the displacement field equations are actually integrable undergoes a precursor stage of stable extension with increasing
for the stresses shown in Fig. 3 of Part ,1,37 we choose to avoid cA, until a tangency condition dKAId(c"') = dT/d(c"') is met.
such complexities in order to bring out the essential microstruc- The strength oa, for breaks from natural flaws is now altogether
tural dependence of the T-curve more clearly, independent of cr. In this region, even though failure still occurs

Inversion of Eq. (2), in conjunction with Eq. (3) of Part 1, from a single critical flaw, other flaws may nevertheless
yields relations undergo significant prefailure extension. This can result in

accumulation of microcrack damage through the material prior

X = I(E/2*To):212(3a) to failure, the more so as the negative intercept increases. The
X V2 T applied stress-strain response of the material now becomes

nonlinear.

A) 2
12 (k « A) (C) Negative Intercept. SpontaneousMicrocracking: With

2 ) (still further depression of the negative intercept, such that the
which (glecting minimum in the T-curve falls below the c-axis, the system
whic(ndeglendntg any influence of the second phase onE') ae enters a severe-damage domain in which flaw pop-in can occurindependent of Vr (and also at) and c, but scale with 1. qua-ocu(and also3a) and (3)arebasic c buct scalewith Iqa in the absence of applied stress, increasing the density of .table
fin the and (3b) are basic microstuctua scaling relations flaws and further enhancing the stress-strain nonlnearity.
for the T-curve. Note that A/K ff (E.,)2 = constant, indepen- The configuration of Fig. I delineating the transition between
dent of Vr (and tr) and 1; i.e., A and K scale similarly with any states (A) and (B) above corresponds to a critical volume frac-
change in the particle size. tion VT (or residual stress o*,) at fixed 1, or to a critical particle

(2) Damage Accumulation by GeneralMicrocracking size I* at fixed V1. This critical condition may be formalized by

In our concluding remarks to Part I we alluded to a potential requiring T = 0 at c = 0 in the T(c) function of Eq. (9) in Part I,

transtion in flaw stability, depending on whether the extrapo- yielding

lated intercept of the "linear" T-c' function (Eq. (9), Part I) on [(p + q)(2\)'fJ* = To/* (4)
the T-axis is positive or negative. The critical, zero-intercept
transition condition is illustrated in the schematic of Fig. 1, Invoking Eqs. (1) and (3) above allows us to express Eq. (4) in
where T(c) is plotted as the solid curve. Let us consider intrinsic terms of microstructural variables,
flaws that are free of spurious residual stresses (i.e., X = 0 in [14(1 - Vf)laR]* = 4T•I(i + ¶llpc)&sE' (5)
Eq. (11), Part I), and that have evolved fully through the bridg-
ing field from iception. Then the origin of the KA(c) function, Hence, damage accumulation may be promoted by increasing
K= - KA = 4 OAc'n in Eq. (12), Part L plotted as the shaded line the volume fraction (or residual internal stress) or scaling up the
in Fig. 1, coincides with that of the linear T-c ' function. Using particle size.
this critical transition configuration as a reference state, and An analogous condition for spontaneous microcracking may
supposing the material to contain at least a proportion of flaws be obtained by requiring the minimum in the T(c) function to
of initial size c = c, within the two vertical dashed lines in Fig. intersect the c-axis. Approximating this minimum as the inter-
1, we may usefully delineate the following regions of stability: section point of the T-c I functions in Eqs. (8a) and (9) in Part

I, i.e., T = 0 at c 2k, we have

[q(2A)'n** = T.14 (6)

Again invoking Eqs. (1) and (3), we obtain

Ad KA(c) J[VI( -. V,)Ir.]** = 4rVeE' (7)

grwthi , which is 8Feater thani [V,(l - Vf)kr-]* in Eq. (5) by a factor
reoon 1 + -qpxt, (neglecting any reduction in E' from the microcrack-I 2) ing). The latte factor therefore defines a "window" of activated

SIn the nonlinear region lower-bounded by Eq. (5), the pros-pect exists for coalescence of the stable microcracks, with atten-.

S... - TO dant strength --de ion. Coalescence is a "many-body"
problem, depending on the characteristic spacing between
neighboring, interactive microcrack sources in an actively
evolving population. There is therefore a stochastic element in
the mechanics of damage accumulation. Here we simply note"

Crck Size, Cm that if the source-source spacing is less than the fully extended

.L Schematic diagram showing T-curve construction at limit of flaw size at the critical tangency condition, the strength drop

bulk miciocrack activation. Solid curve is T(c) at critical nditiori will tend to be immediate. If the sources are more distantly
given by Eq. (6). shaded line is K. - 4I47cAC. Any flaw of initial size spaced, the drop-off will be more gradual. Any remainig
within die two vertical dashed lines will extend stably along the strength after coalescence will depend on the variability in the
T-acue to failure at the extreme right dashed line. spatial distribution of the sources.
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UIL Microcracking Limits of AIO/A,12 TO. Composites: falloff, indicated by the left-hand vertical dashed lines in the
Analysis Using Indentation-Strength Data plots. The falloff condition for the reference state at V. = 0.20

may be used to evaluate the parameters K and q (foreshadowed
(1) ExperimentalProcedure in Eq. (18), Part 1), as follows. InsertingA = 180ptmatl = 4.0

We now investigate the predictions of the T-curve analysis pam (Eq. (17c), Part I) into Eq. (3b), we obtain e1 = 0.067.
using indentation-strength data for AI20 3/AI2TiOs composites Inserting r into Eq. (5), along with -q = 4 and I. = 2.7 (Sect.
of different volume fraction and particle size of the Al2TiO5  HI(2), Part I), plus aft = 7.7 GPa (Eq. (19a), Part I) and E' =
phase- 300 GPa'2 for our reference material, yields e, = 0.013. Then

Materials were prepared as described in Section 1Il(l) of Part from Eq. (3a) (again neglecting any variation in E' with V,) we
I. Batches of material were fabricated with volume fractions have X/1P = 0.44 pm•', which enables us to determine X, and
V, = 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, and 0.40, by altering the starting powder thence q (Eq. 17b), Part I), for each prescribed L
composition. Specimens from each batch were then heat-treated With this parameter calibration, it is one further step to evalu-
over a range of aging times' to grow the AI2TiOs particles from ate the limiting particle sizes ** for spontaneous microcracking
their initial size, I < 2 pm, over a range of sizes up to a maxi- limits from Eq. (7). These limits are included as the right-hand
mum I = 12 pxm. The matrix grains were observed to scale sim- vertical dashed lines for each Vf in Fig. 2.
ilarly, but remained within a range of negligible influence on
the T-curve.'" IV. Implications Concerning Microstructurnl Design of

Strength tests were carried out as in Part I. Disks for strength Two-Phase Ceramics
testing were polished, then indented with a Vickers diamond
at a prescribed load P = 5 N. This load is close to the inter-
section point of data sets for the reference composite and base (1) Effect of Microstructural Variables on Touglues

alumina in Fig. 5 of Part I, i.e., in a region where the strength is Curves
relatively material-insensitive. The disks were then broken in It is apparent from the results in Sect. Il of Part I and Sect. III
biaxial flexure to obtain inert strength data. Post-mortem exam- above that incorporation of a second phase is an effective route
inations were again made of all broken specimens to confirm to the control of toughness-curve behavior in ceramic compos-
failure initiation from the indentation sites. Means and standard ites. Using a reference composition to calibrate key crack bridg-
deviations in strengths were evaluated from 4-6 tests at each ing parameters in the T-curve relations, one may predict the
value of V, and 1, where possible; beyond the strength falloff effects of microstructural changes on the strength properties of
limits (Sect. II1(2)), the success rate for breaks atindentations a given material system. Here, we illustrate specifically with
diminished rapidly, and the data were most often restricted to computed T-curves for a range of hypothetical volume fractions
individual breaks. Vt and particle sizes I for our A120 3/AI2TiO5 system. However,

Some of the specimen surfaces were examined for evidence the generality of the theoretical analysis extends to potential
of microcracking, both before and after strength testing. variations in the internal mismatch stress oat (as modified, for

(2) Influence of Volume Frctdon and Partle Size on instance, by incorporating a different second phase, or even

Microcracking Limis changing the matrix).
(A) Volume Fraction (or Residual Stress): Consider first

Figure 2 plots the indentation-strength data as a function of the influence of volume fraction (r (Or or) on the T-curve. In

particle size, cM(l), at each of the volume fractions V, = 0.10. Fig.inweuenee o c cures (Eqs. (6) and (8) Part!) b v

0.20,0.30,0.40. We see that, generally, OM falls off with 1, ini- Fig. 4 we generate T(c) curves (Eqs. (6) and (8), Part d) by eval-

tially slowly and thereafter, beyond a cutoff, precipitously. uatingpandq forV, = 0.10, 0.20,030, and 0.40 in accordance
Increasing V, shifts the "cliff" progressively to the left of the with Eq. (1) above, keeping X and A in Eq. (3) constant at the

plots, values determined for I = 4.0 ptm (Eqs. (17c) and (18a), Part
Surface examinations of the specimens showed a correlation I). We see that the slope and upper plateau of the curves are

between position on the strength plots in Fig. 2 and the inci- enhanced, and the minimum simultaneously depressed, with
dence of microcracking. At the top of the cliff, the specimens increasing V,. At the same time, the range of crack sizes over
gave no indication of multiple flaw extension. In this region the which T(c) varies remains essentially constant. A conspicuous
applied load-displacement curve remained essentially linear. manifestation of this fixed range is the crossover of all curves
Over the edge of the cliff, sporadic microcracking could be through a common intersection point at c = c, = 1100 pin,
detected in the broken specimens using scanning electron T = To = 2.75 MPa.m"2. Note that on substituting T = T, into
micsopy. At the bottomof th cliff,microcrackingwasmore Eq. (9) of Part I we obtain c, = 2(1 + q/p) 2k = 2(1 +
prevalent, and the applied load-displacement curve showed I/qp•)29, which is indeed independent of V1.

na -in this domain the material may be considered to Now suppose a proportion of the natural flaw population
be "overaged". An example of spontaneous microcracking in a to have initial sizes c = cf to the right of the minimum of
heavily overaged material is shown in Fig. 3. Materials sub- any given curve in Fig. 4. The stability of such flaws under
jected to even more overaging were so heavily microcracked an applied stress orA is then determined by the disposition of
that, on prolonged exposure (i.e., several days) to moist atmo- KA(c) = *CrAc'2 relative to the shaded line passing tlhough
spheres, they began to crumble, with virtually total loss of both the common intersection point (c = c,, T = T,) and the
stngth. origin (cf. Fig. 1). This "transition" line coresponds to a critical

The solid curves at left in each plot are calculated from the volume fraction Vr = V* = 0.21 (1 = 4.0 pim) in the zero-
theoretical indentation-strength analysis (Sect. 11(3), Part I). intercept linear T-c"2 function in Eq. (9) of Part I. In keeping
or these calculations, we use the previosldy defined indenta. with the description in Sect. 11(2), we distinguish two regions of

tion coefficients = 0.77 and x - 0.076, and alumina matrix material response:
toughness T. - 2.75 MPa.mw (Ref. 11) (Sect.flM(2), Par 1). (i) At 0 < V, < V'f, the equilibrium configuration
We also use the micromutural praametersp - 325 MPa, (p + KA = 4Oc"2 = T is unstable; failure occurs from a single,
q)(2k)" - 3.51 MPa.mm and A = 180 pjn (Eq. (17), Part 1) critical flaw. Note, however, that as V, approaches V* the
defined for our reference composite (V1 = 0.20,1= 4.0 ptm); strength becomes increasingly insensitive to c,.
Eq. (l) is then invoked to scale the bridging stresses p and q for (ii) At V*<Vf, the equilibrium at KA = T,c = cr is stable,
each new V., and Eq. (3) to scale bridging zone dimensions X and extension proceeds up the T-curve with increasing stress
and A for each new 1. until the tangency condition dKA/d(c ') = dTId(c "') is met. As

Beyond a critical particle size 1* at each V,, evaluated by set- V, increases further beyond V* the potential increases for multi-
ting V,(! - V,)1* - 0.672 pin in accordance with Eq. (5), we pie flaw extension and coalescence, with consequent strength
approximate the strength degradation as an infinitely abrupt degradation.'
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Fig. 2. Strength as function of particle size I for AiO,,/AlTiO. composite, for volume fractions (A) V, = 0.10, (B) V, = 0.20, (C) Vf = 0.30.
(D) Vf = 0.40, at fixed indentaion load P = 5 N. Error bars on datum points are standard deviations; datum points without error bars am individual
results. Solid curves are generated from theoretical analysis in Part 1. Vertical dashed curves indicate limiting particle sizes I* and I** evaluated from
Eqs. (5) and (7).

(A) (B)
&Ig.3 SEM microapl showing bulk microcracking damage in AIOAITiOcomposite. V, =0.30.1 5.0 pm (cf. Fig. 2(CQ). Micrograph (B)

is enarnemta of potion of(A).
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Fig. 4. Predicted T-curves for A I203A2'TiO, composites, for speci- Fig. 6. Predicted T-curves for A1203/AI2TiOs composites, for speci-
fied volume fractions Vst fixed particle size 1 4.0 pm. Shaded line is fled particle sizes I at fixed volume fraction V, = 0.20. Shaded line is
&A-feldat c = c,,T = T.. &-fieldatc = c, r T= To.

Note that none of the curves for the 1 4.0 pm material in upper plateau toughness is enhanced by increasing the particle
Fig. 4 intersec the c-axis, nor is there much scope for further size. Most rsgnificandy, the linear region of the curve translates
increase in volume fraction. Thus, whereas activated micro- to the right of the diagram and extends over a greater range of
cracking occurs at V, > 0.21, spontaneous microcracking crack sizes, as I (thus X and A) increases.
strictly should not occur in the material at this particle size. Suppose again that a proportion of the population of natural
However, as indicated in Sect. 111(2) above, some premature flaws had initial size c = c, to the right of the minimum of the
flaw pop-in may be induced at the higher volume fractions by pertinent curve in Fig. 6. The flaw stability is determined by the
prolonged exposure to moisture. disposition of KA(c) relative to the shaded line at a critical parti-

The flaw tolerance characteristics implied in Fig. 4 are more cle size I = i* = 4.2 jam (V, = 0.20). Again, we distinguish
clearly demonstrated by calculating strength as a function of two regions of material response relative to this tansition line:
initial flaw size, aF(c,), using the conventional strength formal- (i) At 0 < I < /*, the equilibrium is unstable, and failure
ism for natural flaws (i.e., Eqs. (13) and (14), Part I, at X = 0) occurs from a single flaw. The strength becomes increasingly
within the domain 0 < V, < V*. Figure 5 shows the results of insensitive to initial flaw size cs as t approaches 1i.
such calculations for specified values of V, (I = 4.0 pun). Con- (ii) At l* < s, the equilibrium is stable, ard the flaws extend
sistent with the T-curve description, enlarging V, enhances the
"plateau", without affecting the extreme long-crack or s at increasing stress up the T-curve to failure at the tangency
crack strengths , point Several flaw sources may be activated. As I increases fur-

(B) Particle Size: Now consider the effect of particle size ther, toward and beyond l**, the flaws ultimately coalesce, and

I on T(c). In Fig. 6 we generate T(c) fuinctions by adjusting X strength is degraded.
and A for I = 2, 4, 6, and 8 ptm using Eq. (3) above, keeping p Figure 7 shows calculated strength as a function of natural
and q constant at the values determined for V, = 0.20 (Eqs. flaw size, op(c,), for specified values of I within 0 < I < /*
(17a) and (18b), Part I). Observe that the slope of the "linear" (Vi = 0.20). Enlarging I depresses the strength plateau, but this
region of the T --cL plot is now invariant, reflecting the indepen- is compensated by expansion of the "plateau" range, with atten-
deace of p and q in Eq. (9) of Part I on L On the other hand, the dant enhancement of the long-crack strength. A similar tradeoff

40 0 ' 
8 0 0' ,
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,s evident in an earlier study of the effect of grain size on Again, in the presence of moisture, this state may develop pre-
strength in base alumina.' maturely (Sect. 111(2)).

(2) Microcracking Liuits and Design Criteria To illustrate the design utility of Fig. 8, let us consider varia-
tions in microstructural states along the two shaded lines. These

In noting how key microstructural parameters enhance cer- two shaded lines correspond to the two principal microstruc-
tain characteristics of the T-curve, let us recall an interesting tural modifications considered in this study: along the vertical
dichotomy foreshadowed in Sect. 11(1): an increased volume line, to volume fraction V, (or residual stress oR), as envisaged
fraction Vf (or residual stress or) enhances the slope, but not the in Fig. 4; along the horizontal line, to particle size 1, as envis-
scale (Fig. 4); an increased particle size I enhances the scale, but aged in Fig. 6. In both cases, translation along the line away
not the slope (Fig. 6). We also recall that excessive increases from the axes corresponds to increased flaw tolerance, limited
can lead to bulk microcracking and ultimate strength degrada- first by activated then spontaneous microcracking damage as
tion. It follows that control of these vital microstructural param- one intersects the two curves. There is a tradeoff here: increas-
eters should be an important element in materials design. ing V, (or cr.) progressively restricts the range of I over which

In this context, it is useful to consider the design diagram in flaw tolerance may be achieved, and vice versa.
Fig. 8, plotted as V((I - Vf)(IR (governed by stresses p and q) vs This latter tradeoff is implicit in the strength vs flaw-size
I (governed by dimensions X and A). Accordingly, the ordinate plots for our AI20•/AI 2TiO5 composites in Figs. 5 and 7. There,
measures the slope of the T-curve, the abscissa the scale. The we have achieved a degree of flaw tolerance by increasing Vr

curves represent the simple inverse relations Eqs. (5) (inner and w , but the relatively high value of fa for this material
curve) and 7 (outer curve). This diagram may be usefully con- restricts the relawize s alis over whc the pateau

sidered in relation to the three domains of material behavior restricts the range of flaw sizes axis over which the "plateau"
identified in Sect. fl(2). strength can be sustained without microcracking.

(A) No Microcracking (NM): Within the subcritical
domain V, < V*, I </* in Figs. 4 and 6, failure is unstable from V. Discussion
a single flaw at c = cr. However, the traditional "Griffith"cnitngle Raw a c cfis va lonlvfr terial w iths The simplistic model presented in Parts I and II of this studycondition crF CC f is valid ony for materials with single-
valued toughness, corresponding to the fine-grain matrix provides us with a physical basis for predicting the influence of
material at V, = 0 in Fig. 5 and I = 0 in Fig. 7. A true Griffith important microstructural variables, notably volume fraction Vr,
response is therefore realized only at the origin of Fig. 8. As V, particle size 1, and thermal expansion mismatch stress or, on
and I grow larger, the material becomes more flaw-tolerant, in toughness-curve and strength properties of two-phase ceramics
the manner of Figs. 5 and 7, and the composite material that exhibit grain-sliding bridging. Especially insightful is the
migrates away from the origin along an appropriate configura- distinction made between the influences of V, (and aR) on the
tional path in Fig. 8. slope characteristics (Fig. 4) and I on the scale characteristics

(B) Activated Microcracking (AM): For systems just at (Figs. 6 and 7) of the T-curve. This dichotomy may be usefully
the critical condition Vf = V*, I = 1* on the inner curve in Fig. applied in the microstructural tailoring of optimal flaw-tolerant
8, the equilibrium is neutral and the critical flaw undergoes pre- ceramics for specific structural applications, accordingly to
cursor extension along the linear portion of the T-c'a curve, to whether the principal requirement is for preservation of plateau
ultimate failure at c = A + A (cf. Fig. 1). Now cr, is altogether strength level (increased V, Fig. 5) or enhancement of plateau
independent of cf. As one progresses further beyond the inner range (increased 1, Fig. 7).
curve and toward the second curve the equilibrium becomes The analysis also imposes limits on the potential benefits of
stable, promoting the incidence of multiple flaw extensions, compositional tailoring by the onset of bulk microcracking.
Sr•ruth oF remains independent of c, but is compromised by These limits arise naturally in the model from the central role of
any coalescence. This is the domain of stress-induced damage internal residual mismatch stresses in the bridging micromecha-
accumulation. nics. They are most usefully demonstrated in the design dia-

(C) Spontaneous Microcracking (SM): At Vf > V**, I > gram construction of Fig. 8. In that diagram, the neutral
/**, small flaw sources may pop-in spontaneously from the left equilibrium state defined by the inner curve represents a locus
unstable branch to the right stable branch of the T-curve (e.g., at of optimum flaw tolerance. Beyond that limit, flaw tolerance is
I = 8 pin for the Vf = 0.2 material in Fig. 6). Damage is there- retained and damage can accumulate; but strength may be lost,
fore accumulated even in the absence of an external stress. from activation and ultimate coalescence of multiple micro-

crack sources. Beyond the outer curve in Fig. 8, bulk micro-
cracking occurs spontaneously, and loss of structural integrity
may be severe. This takes us into the province of refractories,
where the characteristics of individual microcracks (as intro-
duced for example in thermal shock) become subsidiary to
those of the integrated, interactive population. There, the sto-
chastics of microcrack sources and mechanisms of coalescence
are governing factors.' '.1 In these microcracking domains, theS.M. tendency to enhanced local microcracking can be highly delete-

rious to microfracture-induced wear resistance."
The quantitative capacity of our fracture mechanics model as

A.M. a predictive tool is limited by approximations in the starting
,quations. We have mentioned that the elliptical-Crack profile

- - relations in Eq. (3) are not self-consistent with the K-field solu-
C,' tions of Sect. re(l) in Part L A self-consistent solution to the

N.M. • nonlinear displacement-field integral equations? could indeed
be obtained by direct integration over the constant bt lging
stress domains of Fig. 3 in Part I, but at the sacrifice of physical

Scale Parameter, I insight. Such a solution will inevitably lead to relations for X
Fig. & "Euip diag ."- Cwves awe loci of Eqs. (5) and (7). delin.- and A that depend on Vt as well as on i. Under such conditions
&W# .pan r of w aiomracking (N.M.), activated microcmbng slope and scale characteristics of the T-curve may no longer be

(AM.K, md *w us mioncracking (S.M.). Horizontal shaded line varied independently via respective adjustments to volume
is iom a e" ie V Icroi ,,d resideal mess line; vetical shaded line fraction and particle size (as implied, for instance, in Figs. 4
is smuw inzide mm liner and 6).
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50 111111C ~ grain sizes above -10 urn.' 0 It has in fact been demonstrated
elsewhere that deliberate incorporation of coarse matrix grains

400- into A1203/AI2Tio, composites can produce further (multiplica-
tive) enhancements of the T-curve."' Inhomogeneous distribu-

300- - tions of the second phase, e.g., by agglomeration of the
- ., aluminum titanate particles, can also enhance the toughness and

*flaw-tolerance properties. This latter is seen in Fig. 9.9*" Such
t? spatial variability in microstructural characteristics might prove

200 03 to be of even greater importance than variability in flaw size in
N accounting for observed scatter in strength data in flaw-tolerant

N ceramics, and thus become a critical issue in the processing of
GON ceramic components for increased reliability.'
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Indentation fatigue

A simple cyclic Hertzian test for measuring
damage accumulation in polycrystalline ceramics
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ABSTRACT
A simple Hertzian contact procedure for investigating cyclic fatigue damage in

brittle polycrystalline ceramics is described. Repeat loading of a spherical indenter
on a coarse alumina ceramic produces cumulative mechanical damage. The mode of
damage is one of deformation-induced intergranular microfracture, leading ulti-
mately at large numbers of cycles and high contact pressures to severe grain
dislodgement. In contrast to the classical Hertzian cone cracks that form in more
homogeneous materials in the regions of tensile stress outside the contact circle, the
damage in the coarse-grain alumina develops in a zone of high shear stress and
hydrostatic compression beneath the contact circle. The fatigue damage is evident in
inert environments, confirming the mechanical nature of the process, although
exposure to moisture accelerates the effect. The relatively modest degradation in
failure stress with number of repeat contacts for indented flexure specimens suggests
that conventional strength and toughness testing procedures may not always
provide sensitive indications of the extent of damage that can be incurred in
concentrated loading.

§ 1. INTRODUCTION

Strength and toughness properties in monotonic loading have been extensively
investigated in ceramics. Special interest has recently been shown in polycrystalline
materials with enhanced toughening from crack bridging, including various types of
monophase and multi-phase composites (Knehans and Steinbrech 1983, Swanson,
Fairbanks, Lawn, Mai and Hockey 1987, Bennison and Lawn 1989a, b, Chantikul,
Bennison and Lawn 1990, Bennison, R6del, Lathabai, Chantikul and Lawn 1991,
Padture et al. 1991, Braun, Bennison and Lawn 1992a, b). Bridging leads to toughness-
curve (T-curve, or R-curve) behaviour, with desirable long-crack flaw tolerance. It is
enhanced by internal stres-,s, e.g. from thermal expansion anisotropy (TEA) mismatch,
and is more pronounced in coarser grain microstructures.

However, the same internal stresses responsible for enhanced bridging in the long-
crack domain can lead to deleterious short-crack properties, because of premature
grain boundary cr.ci ing at tensile facets. Wear studies afford an illustrative precedent

tGuest Scientist, from Departamento de Fisica, Universidad de Extremadura, 06071-
Badajoz, Spain.

SGuest Scientist, from Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18015, USA.
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In alumina, increasing the grain size increases the long-crack toughness (Chantikul

et aL 1990), but reduces the resistance to microfracture-assisted wear from multi-pass
sliding contacts (Cho, Hockey, Lawn and Bennison 1989, Cho, Moon, Hockey and Hsu
1992). The mechanism of material degradation is an abrupt rise in grain boundary
microfracture after an incubation wear period, from the steady augmentation of
internal stresses by deformation-accumulation stresses (Ajayi and Ludema 1988, Cho
et al. 1989). It is not just fracture mechanics, but also precursor damage mechanics, that
govern 'failure' events.

These remarks are particularly relevant to the potential response of tough ceramics
in repeated loading, i.e. cyclic fatigue (Ritchie 1988, Suresh 1991). Traditional cyclic
fatigue tests are conducted on specimens with long cracks. Such tests are expensive,
difficult, and labour intensive. They require testing machines with demanding load
control over extended periods. An even more compelling criticism is that it is not
generally valid to extrapolate long-crack results back to the short-crack region, where
strength is determined, since for a given material the extreme-region toughness values
are often inversely related-i.e. the toughness curves for different grain sizes tend to
cross each other (Chantikul et al. 1990). This last point is especially pertinent in view of
the fact that many ceramic components in service experience concentrated contact
stresses (Lawn and Wilshaw 1975) at the microstructural level, rather than macroscopi-
cally distributed stresses of the type simulated in conventional crack propagation and
strength tests. Questions then arise as to the mechanics of 'failure' in such concentrated
loading conditions, and their relevance to fatigue properties.

In this study we propose a simple new procedure for studying the fatigue properties
of brittle polycrystalline ceramics. We use an indenter to apply a concentrated load on
flat alumina surfaces, and examine the ensuing damage patterns as a function of
number of cycles. Some contact damage studies on polycrystalline ceramics have
previously been made with 'sharp' fixed-profile indenters (Lawn and Wilshaw 1975)
(e.g. Vickers or Knoop pyramids, or Rockwell cones) where the contact pressure (i.e. the
'hardness') is effectively independent of load (Sperisen, Carry and Mocellin 1986,
Makino, Kamiya and Wada 1988, 1991, Howes 1990, Reece and Guiu 1991). However,
although sharp indenters usefully reveal the microstructural nature of the damage
process, they produce virtually 'saturated' deformation at first contact, and are
therefore not ideally suited for examining damage evolution. Where they have been used
in repeated loading (Howes 1990, Reece and Guiu 199 1), such indentation experiments
reveal only slight fatigue tendencies.

Accordingly, in the present study we use the spherical indenter configuration of fig.
1, where the contact pressure increases monotonically with load from zero at first
contact. In its initial stages of loading the stress field is purely elastic, i.e. the classical
Hertzian stress field (Hertz 1896, Johnson 1985); the indentation is said to be blunt
(Lawn and Wilshaw 1975). Beyond a critical load the material undergoes irreversible
deformation and/or fracture. In well-behaved, highly brittle materials like silicate
glasses, single crystals, and ultra-fine-grain polycrystals a well-defined cone-shaped
crack, the Hertzian fracture, runs around the contact circle and spreads downward and
outward into the material. This kind of fracture has received extensive attention in the
literature (Frank and Lawn 1967, Lawn 1968, Langitan and Lawn 1969, Lawn and
Wilshaw 1975, Lawn and Marshall 1978). In softer, less brittle materials like most
metals (Tabor 1951) and lithium fluoride monocrystals (Swain and Lawn 1969) the
material deforms plastically beyond the elastic limit, cracks, when they do ultimately
develop, take on more of the form of the radial and lateral geometries characteristic of
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Schematic diagram of indentation with hard elastic sphere of radius r, load P, on flat brittle
surface. Loads are made in single (static test) or multiple (fatigue test) cycles.

sharp indenters (Lawn and Swain 1975, Lawn and Wilshaw 1975). This latter kind of
deformation-initiated fracture can also be generated in more brittle materials by using
indenters of smaller radius (Swain and Hagan 1976)-there is a 'size effect' in the
contact process, in which the pattern undergoes a transition from 'blunt' to 'sharp' as
the sphere radius is diminished (Lawn and Wilshaw 1975, Lawn 1993).

We shall see that in the tougher, coarser polycrystalline bridging ceramics of
interest to us here the fracture pattern is more complex than those discussed above,
involving deformation and fracture at the microstructural level. We shall also
demonstrate that the spherical-indenter test provides a useful and uncommonly
sensitive tool for investigating such damage.

§2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The material chosen for the main focus of the present study was a high-purity

commercial alumina with grain size 23 pnm.t This is sufficiently coarse that the material
has a significant toughness-curve (Bennison and Lawn 1989b, Chantikul et al 1990,
Braun, Bennison and Lawn 1992a). The material is similar to that used in an earlier
fatigue study (Lathabai, Mai and Lawn 1909). In that earlier study the specimens were
in the form of discs, each containing a well-developed Vickers indentation crack.
Biaxial flexure tests revealed no measurable strength degradation from cyclic loading
to > l0' cycles.

A fine-grain alumina (grain size 2-5 gm) with conventional Hertzian fracture
properties (§ 3.1.) was used as a control material with an effectively single-valued
toughness (Braun et al. 1992a).

The alumina specimens were obtained as discs 30nm diameter and 4nm thick.
Their surfaces were polished to a final finish with 1 Pim diamond grit. Indentations were

t Vistal grade A12 0 3 , Coors Ceramics Co., Golden CO, USA.
t Later tests in a similar alumina of grain sizes 35 pam did reveal a measurable degradation,

<20%/0 over > 107 cycles (Lathabai, R6del and Lawn 1991)
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made with tungsten carbide spheres, radii r-= 1"98, 3-18, 4-76,7-94 and 12-70 mm. Loads
in the range P-=0 to 3500N were delivered using crosshead testing machinest at
constant displacement rates. The practical loads achievable at smaller radii were
ultimately limited by permanent deformation of the WC spheres themselves (see § 32.).
Cycling between zero and specified maximum loads was conducted at frequencies of
I Hz ('fast cycle') and 0-002 Hz ('slow cycle'). A few control static tests were run over a
prolonged hold time at maximum load. The indentation test environment was either
nitrogen gas (relative humidity < 1-5%), laboratory ambient (humidity 40-50*/.), or
water. Some specimens were coated with gold prior to indentation so that the contact
radius might be determined as a function of applied load from the residual surface trace,
and the contact pressure thereby determined (§ 3.2.).

Reflection optical microscopy was use to examine the indented surfaces. The
presence of surface damage was detected by coating the surfaces with gold after
indentation and viewing in Nomarski interference contrast. Subsurface damage in the
translucent coarse alumina was most readily observable in dark-field illumination.
Some specimens were sectioned through the indentations to examine the extent of the
subsurface damage, by cutting adjacent to the indentation sites and grinding and
polishing down to the contact diameter.

Flexure tests were carried out on a batch of indented discs to determine the effect of
cyclic degradation on strength. In these tests each disc contained a single cyclic
Hertzian indentation at its centre. The discs were broken in biaxial flexure, using a flat
circular punch of diameter 6 mm on a three-point support of diameter 22 mm. Prior to
flexure the indentations were covered with a drop of silicone oil, and the specimens
broken within a load time < 10 ms, to determine 'inert strengths'.

§3. RESULTS
3. 1. Damage of indented alumina surfaces

The evolution of cyclic indentation damage in the coarse grain alumina specimens
for indentations in nitrogen gas is apparent in the sequence of fig. 2. The sequence
represents an increasing number of cycles, n = 1, 10, 100, 1000 and 10 000, at frequency
I Hz, sphere radius r=-3-18mm and maximum load P= 1000 N. These indentation
conditions correspond to the first detectable onset of single-cycle damage. A
progressive accumulation of damage with number of cycles is evident in the sequence.
Since dry nitrogen is an effectively inert environment, one may assert that the
cumulative damage process is driven essentially by mechanical forces, as distinct from
chemical forces. Nevertheless fig. 3, which shows micrographs taken under the same
indentation conditions as in fig. 2(e) (i.e. n =i10000 cycles) but in air and water,
indicates that the role of chemistry, while not primary, is not benign in the final damage
evolution.

Closer inspection of the micrographs in figs. 2 and 3 provides some insight into the
nature of the damage. At some of the indentations, segmented circular crack traces are
apparent in the outer regions of the damage pattern, indicative of the formation of
"partial' cone fractures outside an expanding contact circle (final diameter indicated by
marker in figs.) (Lawn and Wilshaw 1975)4 The incidence of these fractures does not
increase markedly with the number of cycles. On the other hand the damage within the
inner contact area, manifested macroscopically as an ever-deepening residual contact

tinstron Universal Screw-Driven Testing Machine 1122 (slow-cycle tests) and Digital Servo-
Hydraulic Testing Machine 8502 (fast-cycle tests) Instron Corp, Canton, MA, USA.
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Fig. 2

Micrographs of surface damage in coarse alumina (grain size 23 prn) from indentation by WC
spheme radius r = 318 mm, at load P =1000 N, in dry nitrogen gas. Number of cycles n,
(a) 1, (b) 10, (c) 100, (d) 1000, (e) 10000, frequency 1 Hz. Surfaces gold coated after
indentation, viewed in Nomarski interference illumination. Marker denotes contact
diameter, 2a=454IinL
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Fig 3

... ,, .• ... .. . .

Micrographs of surface damage in coarse alumina from indentation by WC sphere, radius
r = 3-18 mm, load P= 1000 N, n = 10000 cycles, frequency I Hz. Tests in (a) air, (b) water.
Surfaces gold coated after indentation, viewed in Nomarski interference illumination.
Note enhancement of damage relative to nitrogen test in fig. 2(e). Marker denotes
contact diameter, 2a =454 prn.

impression, does increase with number of cycles. This enhanced damage is character-
ized by intergrain boundary microcracking, and associated intragrain deformation in
the form of twin or slip bands. Hence it would appear that the fatigue process involves
deformation-induced crack initiation at the microstructural level, rather than enhan-
ced propagation of well-developed Hertzian cracks.

As we shall see in the following subsection, an increase in indentation pressure may
be rendered by increasing the contact load or reducing the sphere radius. Figure 4
shows indentations made at a higher maximum load P = 2000 N and smaller sphere
radius r= 1-98 mm, for n = 1 (fig. 4 (a)) and 10 (fig. 4 (c)), at frequency 0-002 Hz, in water.
For comparison, the figure includes an indentation held at maximum load for an
extended duration equal to the total time taken by ten normal cycles (fig. 4 b)). We
observe a conspicuous enhancement in surface damage after the cyclic loading, but not
after the static loading. This sequence reaffirms the existence of a true mechanical
fatigue effect-the results cannot be simply interpreted as the integration over time-
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Fig. 4

Micrographs of surface damage in coarse alumina, WC sphere radius r= 1-98 mm, load
P = 2000 N, in water. (a) I cycle at 0.002 Hz; (b) static test at same peak load with hold
time equal to total duration of test (c) (c) 10 cycles at 0-002 Hz. Surfaces gold coated after
indentation, viewed in Nomarski interference illumination. Marker denotes contact
diameter, 2a = 500 pim.

dependent slow crack growth, because the prolonged hold time at maximum load does
not significantly enhance the damage relative to the cyclic test.

The cause of the residual impression is evident in the dark field micrographs of fig, 5
(upper views), of indentations in air at n = 1, 100, 10 000 cycles. The micrographs show
enhanced specular scattering from be-low the contact area, indicating the presence of a
pervasive subsurface microcracking crush zone. Section views through such indent-
ations (lower views) indicate that the microcrack zones initiate beneath the actual
contact surface and, with increasing load, extend upward to the surface and downward
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Fig. 5

(a) (b) (c)
Damage in coarse alumina, WC sphere radius r=3-18 mm, load P= 1000N: (a) 1, (b) 100, (c)

10000 cycles, frequency I Hz, in air. Upper micrographs surface views, lower micro-
graphs section views, in dark field illumination. Marker denotes contact diameter, 2a
=454pm.

to a depth of order one contact diameter. Similar subsurface damage zones have been
observed in silicon nitride ceramics (Makino et al. 1991).

An indentation damage pattern in the fine-grain control alumina, for n= 10000
cycles at I Hz, r=3-18mm and P= 1000 N, in air, is shown in fig. 6. Relative to its
coarse-grain counterpart in fig. 3 (a), the damage is slight. The incidence of any damage
at all becomes apparent only after several thousand cycles; and, when it does occur,
assumes the classical Hertzian cone geometry. There is no detectable microcracking
within the contact area up to the 10000 cycle limit in our experiments. There is
therefore a clear implication of a microstructure size effect in the damage process
responsible for the fatigue behaviour.

3.2. Indentation stress-strain curve
Consider again the sphere, radius r, load P, on a flat specimen surface, in the

schematic diagram of fig. 1. We can define useful scaling quantities for the contact field,
regardless of whether the deformation is elastic or inelastic (Tabor 1951, Swain and
Lawn 1969). The magnitude of the stress field scales with the mean indentation
pressure,

PO = Pljra2.(I

Likewise, from geometrical similarity, the magnitude of the strain field scales with air.
Hence we may determine a characteristic indentation stress-strain curve po(a/r) for a
given material, independent of sphere size. Such curves have been previously
determined for lithium fluoride single crystals (Swain and Lawn 1969) and silicate
glasses (Swain and Hagan 1976).
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Fig. 6

Micrograph of surface damage in fine alumina (grain size 2-5 pm), Produced by WC sphere,

indentation, viewed in Nomarski interference illumination. Marker denotes contact
diameter, 2a -454 pn (df fig. 3 (a))

Fig. 7

25
Indeuter R2Ada54r (an))

S20- 0198 .- Hwdess.Hr3 ~~V 3.18 .......

0 0 4.76
Q6 A 7.94,15- Hertz

S 10- '

0

0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

Indentation Strain, air

Indentation stress-strain curve for single-cycle contacts in coarse alumina, in air, using spheres of
different radius as indicated. Dashed line is Hertzian elastic response, eqn. (2). Point A
corresponds to loading conditions in figs. 2 and 3, B to conditions in fig. 4.

We generate appropriate po(a/r) data points for our coarse grain alumina in fig. 7,

from measurements of a at each value of P from single-cycle tests in air using spheres of

specified radii r. We see that for a given sphere radius the indentation pressure initially

rises linearly, in accord with the Hertzian theory of elastic contact (Swain and Lawn

1969):
Po = (3E/4xkXa/r) (2)

where E= 393 GPa is Young's modulus of the alumina; the constant

k =(9/16)(( - V2) + (1 - v'12)E/E'] = 0-88
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for tungsten carbide on alumina, with v Poisson's ratio and the prime notation
denoting the indenter materiaL This relation is represented as the dashed line in fig. 7.

The data deviate below the Hertz line at approximately Po ;" 3-5 GPa, as indicated
by the empirically fitted solid curve. This is the region in which deformation-induced
microcracking becomes perceptible in single-cycle loading. For instance, the indent-
ations in figs. 2 and 3 correspond to point A in fig. 7; the indentations in fig. 4
correspond to point B.

Higher stresses than those shown in fig. 7 could not be achieved without
permanently deforming the WC spheres. According to Tabor (1951), an isotropic
ifidenting sphere should deform plastically at a contact pressure ;0-4 times the
hardness, which corresponds to Po D 8 GPa in fig. 7.

3.3. Strength degradation
Results from the measurements of inert strength a, as a function ofnumber of cycles

n in air are plotted in fig. 8. The indentations in these experiments correspond to the
loading conditions A in fig. 7, i.e. just beyond the point of first perceptible deviation
from the Hertz line, so as to allow for maximum development of mechanical damage
during cycling.

Relative to surfaces without indentations (hatched box at left in fig. 8), we see that
measurable strength degradation is achieved in the first cycle. For repeat indentations,
the degradation relative to specimens with a single cycle is < 30% over 1-10r cycles. In
view of the strong damage buildup apparent in figs. 2-5, this strength fall-off is
relatively modest.

§4. DIscussIoN
We have demonstrated substantial fatigue effects in a coarse alumina ceramic using

a Hertzian contact test. Microscopic examination of the contact sites reveals damage

Fig. 8

300 1 1

~200

01 I I I I I

100 102 10'

Number of Cycles, n

Strength of coarse alumina as function of number of cycles after indentation in air with sphere
radius r=3.18mm, load P=1000N, frequency IHz. Each datum point mean and
standard deviation, four specimens. Hatched box at left axis represents breaks from
specimens without indentations.
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accumulation with increasing number of cycles. The test configuration is simple,
requiring only a hard sphere and a smooth flat specimen surface, without the need for
the fabrication of expensive, long-crack specimens. One still requires a testing machine
for delivering the cyclic loading: however, in favourable cases, e.g. fig. 4, a conventional
low-frequency machine may be sufficient to demonstrate the effect.

Strength tests provide a quantitative measure of the severity of accumulated
damage. In fig. 8 the degradation relative to first-cycle contact is almost 30% over 10o
cycles in air. However, strength degradation does not reflect the severity of damage
accumulation observed in the micrographs of figs. 2-5.f Strength depends not on the
density, but rather the size, of the flaws; and even this latter dependence is somewhat
tempered by the existence of a toughness-curve (Lathabai et al. 1989). Flaw density is of
much greater influence in wear properties. A similar insensitivity in strength
characteristics has been demonstrated in translating sphere tests on glass, where an
increased friction coefficient produces substantially enhanced contact damage but has
relatively small influence on the failure stresses of the contacted surfaces (Lawn,
Wiederhorn and Roberts 1984). Again, the implication is that strength (and, by
association, toughness) measurements may not always be the most practical measure of
damage accumulation in contact fatigue configurations. In this context, it may be noted
that the present concentrated-load tests deliver much higher stresses over a much
smaller area (typically 5GPa over 01 mm2 ) than in conventional strength tests
(typically 500MPa over 100mm2 ). Alternative tests for quantifying accumulated
damage during contact history, e.g. acoustic emission (Sperisen et al. 1986), might
provide more relevant quantitative information.

As to indenter geometry, the 'blunt' contact typified by the Hertzian configuration
is especially ;avoured for following the evolution of damage, because the contact
pressure increases monotonically up the po(a/r) curve in fig. 7, from linear elastic to the
onset of first deformation and microcracking through to the fully elastic-plastic region.
The same is not true of 'sharp' contacts with fixed-profile indenters, e.g. Vickers,
h-,-.ise the contact pressure saturates at the hardness value H (load/projected contact

horizontal dashed line in fig. 7) virtually at first contact.++
he question as to the mode of cyclic fatigue in the alumina remains to be answered.
3ears to be primarily mechanical rather than chemical. An important ingredient of
*atigue mode is the existence of some 'kinematic irreversibility of microscopic
-mation' (Suresh 1991), so that hysteresis exists in the applied load-displacement

-.. ,ion. In the present case the onset of intragrain deformation, coupled with ensuing
microcracking, would appear to constitute the necessary basis for such irreversibility.
But what are the basic elements of the deformation, and what stresses are needed to
activate these elements? In single crystal sapphire, twinning and high-stress slip can
occur at room temperature (Hockey 1971, Cannon 1984, Chan and Lawn 1988); in
polycrystals, grain boundary stress concentrations from these shear elements, in
combination with pre-existing thermal anisotropy stresses, can lead to premature grain

f This degradation is nevertheless considerably greater than that observed in a previous
study on the same alumina in cyclic flexure testing after introduction of a single-cycle Vickers
indentation (Lathabai et al. 1989).

SAt the same time, the facility remains for the Hertzian test to simulate the broader features of
sharp-indenter patterns, by virtue of an intrinsic size effect in the critical stress relation for cone
fracture initiation: at sufficiently small sphere radius, the classical cone fracture is suppressed in
favour of subsurface deformation, resulting in a kind of blunt-sharp, brittle-ductile transition
(Lawn and Wilshaw 1975, Puttick 1979, Lawn 1993).
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Fig. 9
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Stress contours in Hertzian contact field, normalized by po. (a) Principal tensile stress ar, (b)
hydrostatic stress Y(U, + a2 + 03), and (c) principal shear stress ½(o, I.03) Calculated
using Poisson's ratio v,=O-22 for alumina. AA denotes contact diameter.

boundary microcracking. Again, wear studies with translating or rotating spherical
indenters provide a precedent for this mechanism (Cho et aL. 1989, 1992).

There is also the issue as to which stress component of the Hertzian field is
responsible for initiating the damage. Recall in fig. 5 that the damage zone is located in a
confined region beneath the contact area. An indication of the active component may
be obtained from the Hertzian (elastic) stress field plots (Frank and Lawn, 1967,
Lawn, Wilshaw and Hartley 1974, Lawn and Wilshaw 1975, Johnson 1985) in fig. 9. This
diagram plots stress contours of the principal tensile stress [aj], hydrostatic stress Ei(a,

+ a2 + a3)], and principal shear stress [C(a I - a3)]. Whereas the cone crack segments in
figs. 2 and 3 form outside the contact area, i.e. where the normal stresses in fig. 9 (a) are
mildly tensile (maximum &O-28po at contact circle), the subsurface microcrack zones
form beneath the contact area, where the hydrostatic stresses in.fig. 9 (b) are highly
compressive (maximum % - 1-22p0 at the contact centre). However, the shear stresses
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in fig. 9 (c) also attain significant levels beneath the contact area (maximum ;0"50po at
depth 0-5a along contact axis). It is therefore most likely that those subsurface
deformation processes (twinning and slip) ultimately responsible for the microcracking
seen in fig. 5 are governed by the shear component of the stress field. Once such a
deformation occurs, of course, the Hertzian elastic field description no longer prevails,
and one must take into account the effect of irreversible processes on the stress-strain
characteristics of the material (Lawn and Wilshaw 1975). In particular, the incidence of
microcracking will inevitably dilate the material in the deformation zone, especially if
local tensile TEA stresses are relaxed, setting up conditions for continued irreversibility
in cyclic loading (Suresh 1991). The intrusion of water into the microcracks will only
serve to enhance such irreversibility.

What are the materials implications of the observations in this study? How general
are our results on coarse alumina? The comparatively small amount of damage
observed in the fine-grain alumina in our studies implies the existence of potentially
strong size effects from microstructural scaling. There is again the useful precedent from
earlier wear studies on alumina using rotating spherical indenters, where the
incubation time to effect a transition from deformation- to microfracture-controiled
surface removal was found to increase dramatically at finer grain sizes (Cho et al. 1989).
It would appear that the highest resistance to fatigue from damage accumulation may
be achieved by refining grain size and by avoiding excessive internal residual stresses.
Once more, such material requirements may well run counter to those for improving
long-crack toughness (Bennison et al. 1989b, Chantikul et al. 1990, Lawn, Padture,
Braun and Bennison 1993, Padture, Runyan, Bennison, Braun and Lawn 1993).
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Absraxct untersucht. In-situ Beobachiung der Riflausbreitung
ausgehend von Defekien verursachi durch Eindriikke

Flaw-tolerance and associated toughness-curve (T- zeigen stark unterschiedliche Verhaltensweisen: in den
curve) characteristics in SiC/glass particle/matrix L- Verbundti'erksboffen wteight der Rzi8pfad relaliv
composites are studied. Two glass compositions, wenig von ebener Geometrie ab, die Risse Verlauifen
chosen to produce composites atextremes of high (H) transgranular; in dem H- Verbundwerkstoff wird der
and low (L) thermal expansion mismatch relative to Riflpfad urn die Teilchen herumgekenkt, was zur Folge
the SIC particles, are investigated, In-situ obser- hat, daft zit'ischen den Grenzfldchen Brficken gebildet
vations of crack extension from indentation flaws werden und Wechselwirkungen zwtischen den Rift-
reveal widely different responses: in lthe L composite flanken entstehen. Oberfldclzenbruchspiegel, die dutch
the path is relatively undistorted from the planar Kugeleindrficke erzeugt wurden, be st tigen den
geometry, with trans-particle f/ractures; in the H tibergang von transgranularem zu intergranularem
composite the path defects st rang! p around the Riflitachstuni bei zunehmenden inneren Spannungen
particles, with consequent interfAcialbridgeforrnation und ii'eisen auf eine niigliche Verschlechterung der
and activity in the crack ivake. Surface fracture Verschleifl- und Ermuidungseigenschafien hin.
patterns produced by spherical indenters confirm the Festigkeitsniessungen an mit Hdiireeindriicken ver-
implied transition from trans-particle to inter-particle sehenen Proben zeigen ebenfalls unterschiedliche
fracture with increasing internal residual stress, and Eigenschaften der beiden Verbundwverkstoffe: germn-
point to a potential degradation in short-crack gere Fehlertoleronz im L-Material, konsisteni mil der
properties like wear andfatigue. Indentation-strength 'Mischungsregel'; grifiere Tokeranz im H-Material,
measurements also showi different characteristics in konsistent mit einer ausgeprdgten R-Kurve. Die R-
the two composites: minor flaw tolerance in the L Kurven irerden aus den Hedrieeindruck-Festigkeit-
material, consistent with a single-valued, 'rule of Daten flr jeden Verbundwerkstoff analysiert.
mixtures' toughness; major tolerance in the H
material, consistent with a pronounced T-curve. The On itudie la tolrance aux difauts et les caractiristi-
-T-curves themselves are deconvoluted from the ques associes de la courbe de t~naciti dans des
indentation-strength data for each composite and composites de verre a particukes de SiC. On s'intiresse
analyzed. d deux compositions de verres, choisis afin d'obtenir

des desaccords d*ur h~ lexpansion thermique extrine,
Fehlertoleranz unddanuit verbundene Charakteristika run Rlevi (H), r'autrefaible (L). L'observation in situ
der RiAfwiderstandskurven (R-Kurven) von SiC! Glas de. r extension des fissures h partir de marques
(Teilchen/Matrix) Verbundwerkstoffen wurden dindentation r~livent des comportements tris diffiir-
untersucht. Zwei Glaszusammensetzungen, die so entIs: dans le composite L, la trajectoire de Ia fissure est
gewdizlt wurden, daft der thermische Ausdehnungs- pratiquement planaire, avec fracture transgranulaire
koeffizient entweder extrem grofi (H) oder klein (L) des particules; dans le composite H, la trajectoire est
im Vergleich zu dem der SiC-Teilchen war, wurden fortement diflichie autour desparticules, et ily a donc

*Guest Scientist from: Department of Materials Sinead formation de ponts de liaison aux interfaces ainsi que
Engineering, Lehigh University, Bethlehem. PA 80ienceSAnd de l'activiti dons le sillon de lafissure. Les motifs des

**Present address: Harvard University. Cambridge, MA 02138, surfaces de fractures produits par des indenteurs
USA. sphiriques confirment qu'il y a transition d'un mode de
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fracture transparticulaire i un mode interparticulaire inter-particle fracture and ensuing bridge formation
lorsque la contrainte rbsiduelle interne augmenle, el as a dominant fracture mode in a SiC/glass
montre qu'il peut alors y avoir digradation des composite with high internal stresses. By contrast,
propriitis du maturiau li&s aux fissures courtes, similar observations in a composite with low internal
comme le comportement ti rusure ou en fatigue. Les stresses reveal primarily trans-particle fracture, with
expiriences d'indentation et de rbsistance prisentent comparatively little bridging. Hertzian indentation
des caracI~ristiques diffbrentes pour les deux com- tests confirm this difference in fracture mode, with
posites: une tolirance faible aux dbfauts dans le implications concerning prospective wear and

matiriau L, cohbrente avec une valeur unique de la fatigue properties. Indentation-strength tests con-

tinaciti qui suit une "Ioi des milanges', une tolerance firm the predicted correlation between flaw toler-

ilevie dans le matiriaux H. correspondant d une ance and internal stress, and enable determinations
courbe de itnacite prononc&e. Les courbes de tbnacitW of the underlying T-curves.
elles-mimes ont th d&convolues d partir des donnies The use of model two-phase ceramic/matrix

d'indentation et de tests de resistance, et analysies. systems in the study of brittle fracture is not new.
Compelling evidence for strength and toughness

1 Introduction enhancements from incorporation of second-phase
particles has been presented in several earlier

"I.t is now well established that the existence of crack- studies.'9- 26 However, little effort was made in
size-dependent toughness functions, i.e. toughness those earlier studies to consider the enhancements in
curves (T-curves, or R-curves), in non-transforming relation to a systematically varying toughness curve.
monophase ceramics is primarily attributable to Nor was any direct (in-situ) identification made of

grain bridging in the crack wake.- 12 An important the responsible agents of crack inhibition; thus,

manifestation of T-curve behavior is 'flaw tolerance', whereas crack deflection, crack pinning and bowing,
i.e. a relative insensitivity of strength to initial flaw and frontal-wake zone microcracking have been

size. 1.3.14 Designers of high reliability ceramic variously proposed as toughening mechanisms,
materials with superior long-crack toughness seek to crack-interface bridging has, until recently, passed
optimize such flaw-tolerance characteristics. unnoticed.

More recently, this connection of the T-curve and
its associated flaw tolerance with crack bridging has
been shown to extend to particle-reinforced 2 Experimental Procedure
ceramics.15." 6 Fracture mechanics modeling of
bridging in two-phase ceramics identifies the T- 2.1 Materials
curve with key microstructural variables like volume Composites of SiC particles in silica glass matrices
fraction, particle size and residual thermal expan- were fabricated for fracture studies. Two glass
sion mismatch stress.' 7" 8 To date, A12TiO 5/A120 3  compositions with different thermal expansion
has been the material system of choice for analysis, mismatch relative to SiC were chosen to provide
because of the strong T-curve enhancement as- high (H) and low (L) levels of compression stress in
sociated with its inordinately high mismatch the SiC particles, Table 1. Glass L, an alkaline-earth
stresses. However, those same high residual stresses aluminosilicate, was obtained commercially as slabs
impose severe limits on the capacity of the ex- (Glass Code 1723, Coming Inc., Coming, NY). Glass

perimentalist to investigate the role of micro- H, a sodium-magnesium silicate, was prepared in
structural variables:' 8 the material undergoes bulk the authors' laboratories from reagent-grade raw

microcracking at relatively small volume fraction materials (60% SiO 2, 25% Na20, 15% MgO, Fisher
and particle size, and the residual stress itself for this Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ), as described in the
system is not subject to variation, following paragraphs. The SiC particles were

In the present paper these limitations are rectified obtained commercially as abrasive grit, mean

by studying the T-curve and flaw-tolerance charac- diameter 3O0m (37 Crystolon, Norton Company,
teristics of model two-phase particulate ceramic Worcester, MA).
composites of SiC particles in a compositionally With glass H, a 300 g batch of blended powder was
variable silicate glass matrix. A major advantage of dry-blended and melted in a platinum crucible at

the proposed SiC/glass system, apart from ease of 1500°C for 2 h. The melt was continuously stirred
fabrication, is the facility to control and vary the with a platinum rod to ensure homogeneity. One

microstructural parameters. In particular, the portion of the melt was quenched in water. The
internal residual stress can be prescribed by adjust- remaining portion was cast into a slab and annealed
ing the glass matrix composition. In-situ micro- at 500°C for I h, followed by slow cooling.
scopic observations of crack extension from indent- The quenched portion of glass H and as-received
ation flaws are used to provide direct evidence of slabs of glass L were separately pulverized in a
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Table I. Constituent properties of the SiC-particle/glass-matrix composites

Expansion Young's Hardness Cooling Residual Toughness

coefficient modulus H temperature stress' TO

at E (GPa) AT 
0

R (MPam"'
2 )

(10-6 0 C- 1) (MPa) (*C) (MPa)

SiC 4 -5 b 436 24 - - 4-0

Glass H 12-7 63 5-0 419 308 0-7f

Glass L 446 90 6-0 685 8 0-91f

"Computed from o, =-(,-o - ar)AT/[(l + vo)/2Eo +(I - 2vp)/Ep] for particle P in matrix 0.2'

hRe. 28.

"Ref. 29.
'Coming Glass works, Material Information, 1984.
"Refs 30 and 3 1.
fRef. 32.

zirconia ring mill and sieved (No. 320 mesh). Each The presence of surface cracking at the indent-
glass was mixed with 20voL% SiC particles in ation sites was revealed by coating the contacted
methanol and Teflon media in polyethylene bottles. surfaces with gold and viewing in Nomarski
The mixtures were then blended in a ball mill for 24 h interference contrast
to form consistent slurries. These were poured into
Teflon beakers and dried while continuously stirring 2.3 In-situ tests
on a hot plate. The resulting powders were calcined Selected specimens of each of the H and L SiC/glass
at 375"C for 24h. A 60g batch of each powder composites were indented at their polished-face
composition was rolled in a plastic bag to break up centers with a Vickers diamond pyramid, at fixed
any agglomerates, before transferring to a graphite load 100 N, with the radial crack arms aligned
die. Hot pressing was then carried out in a vacuum parallel and perpendicular to the bar edges. Each
hot press (Vacuum Industries, Nashua, NH) at a indentation site was covered with a drop of dry
pressure 10 MPa for 30 min, at temperatures 6500C silicone oil, to minimize subsequent moisture-
for composite H and 980°C for composite L, to form assisted slow crack growth, plus a glass cover slip, to
disks 75 mm diameter by 6 mm thickness. The hot- facilitate clear observation of the surface cracks.
pressing temperatures were chosen to correspond to A loading fixture mounted onto the stage of an
a viscosity of 0-1 MPa s, somewhat higher than the optical microscope was used for in-situ observations
softening points of glasses H2" and L (Corning Glass of radial crack responses in four-point flexure. 3' The
Works, Material Information, 1984). The disks were indented specimens were loaded slowly using a
cooled to 50 0C above the annealing point at a piezoelectric driver, and the ensuing crack growth
cooling rate of 10*Cmin-1, and subsequently to relative to the particulate composite microstructure
room temperature at 2"C mrin-1. monitored on a videocassette recorder and inter-

Flexure bar specimens 25 x 4 x 4 mm were cut mittently photographed.
from the hot-pressed composites and the base glass
slabs for indentation-strength tests. The specimen 2.4 Indentation-strength tests
edges were chamfered (10,am diamond grinding Each remaining flexure specimen was Vickers
wheel) and polished (6 tan diamond paste), to indented at its- polished-face center, at a prescribed
minimize edge failures. The prospective tensile faces load within the range 3 to 300 N. Care was again
of all specimens were given a final polish to 1 pm. taken to align the radial cracks along the specimen

Some polished specimens were etched in 5% edges. All indentations were made in the laboratory
hydrofluoric acid solution to check for the presence ambient, allowed to stand for 5 min, and then
of microcracks. covered with a drop of dry silicone oil to minimize

environmental effects in the ensuing strength tests.
2.2 Hertzian indentation tests The indented specimens were tested in a four-
Simple Hertzian tests were made on some of the point bend fixture (outer span 20mm, inner span
polished surfaces of the high-internal-stress (H) and 10mm) mounted on a universal testing machine
low-internal-stress (L) SiC/glass composites, as well (Model 1122, Instron Corp., Canton, MA). The
as on the base glasses as controls. The indenters were fracture times were kept below 50 ms, to ensure near
made with tungsten carbide spheres, radius 1"98 mm, 'inert' testing conditions. Failed specimens were
load 500N. All tests were carried out in laboratory examined in an optical microscope to confirm that
air, relative humidity 40-50%, under which con- the failures originated from the indentations.
ditions moisture may assist in fracture initiation.U Specimens that failed from the other sources were
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included in the data pool for unindented Hertzian fracture is comparatively ill-defined,
specimens. 3-30 consisting more of linked-up particle-initiated

microcracks than regular circular macrocracks.
These microcracks are not oriented normally to the

3 Qualitative results contact radial direction in the manner of classical
Hertzian fractures, indicating that the crack driving

3.1 Hertzian tests forces are now dominated by the residual internal
Micrographs of Hertzian indentations on L and H tensile stresses. 38 In this case the damage may be
SiC/glass surfaces are shown in Fig. 1. The damage more properly char~acterized in terms of inter-
in the low-internal-stress composite L, Fig. 1(A), is particle fracture. Note that individual microcracks
typical of the classical Hertzian cone fracture,3s-31 extend only over a few inter-particle dimensions,
i.e. near-circular surface traces. These traces do not implying that the. superimposed microstructural
deviate substantially from those observzd in control field contains compressive stresses as well as tensile.
tests on the base L glass itself (not shown here), The interplay between tensile and compressive
indicating that the crack paths within the radial internal stresses is an important ingredient of grain-
tensile stress field around the contact circle35'3 6 are or particle-interlock bridging.1"
relatively undistorted by the SiC particulate phase.
The pattern is indicative of a material with trans- 3.2 In-situ observations of Vickers cracks
particle fracture characteristics. Optical micrographs of the wake regions of cracks

The damage in the high-internal-stress composite grown from Vickers indentations under applied
H, Fig. 1(B), shows a very different response. The flexure stresses in the low-internal stress (L) and

high-internal-stress (H) composites aie shown in Fig.
2. The ultimate stress levels correspond to ; 70% of
the strength in both cases.

In composite L, Fig. 2(A), the cracks follow more
or less straight, classical radial trajectories. In-situ
observations of the crack evolution up to this point
revealed intermittent interruption of the extension
by the SiC particles. When such interruption did
occur, further increase in the applied load was
necessary to force the crack through the arresting
particle. At such points the crack 'popped in',
occasionally propagating through the next two or
three particles in the immediate path. Once broken,
the obstructing grains rarely appeared to provide
any further resistance to the extension; i.e. bridges
were not formed, except perhaps when the advanc-
ing crack intersected the particle/matrix interface at
an unusually oblique angle of incidence. On further
stressing beyond the configuration in Fig. 2(A) the
crack grew to failure along essentially the same
crack plane.

By contrast, the fracture in composite H, Fig. 2(B),
shows an entirely different behavior. The cracks
often emerge away from the indentation corners and
trace a much more disruptive path, again suggestive
of a dominant role by local residual stresses. In-situ
observations revealed a highly erratic evolution at
the microscopic level in this material. Under
increasing applied stress the crack popped in from
particle to particle, deviating markedly from seg-
ment to segment, yet all the while remaining highly
stable at the macroscopic level. At some points the
"crack reinitiated abruptly on the far side of an

Fig. 1. Damage patterns in SiC/glass, (A) low-internal-stress (L) arresting particle. At others an isolated microcrack
and (B) high-internal-stress (H), composites. Tests made with
tungsten carbide sphere of radius 1-98mm at load 500N, in appeared to form at a particle some distance ahead

laboratory ambient conditions, of the primary crack tip, with abrupt coalescence at
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Fig. 2. In-situ optical micrographs of Vickers radial cracks in SiC composites under flexure stress, (A) composite L, (B) composite H.
Indentation impression formed at load 100N, outside field of view at left.

some increment in the load. Notwithstanding the base glass. The hatched regions at left represent
fact that previous investigations in alumina breaks from other failure sources, edge flaws in the
ceramics2 suggest that such apparently isolated base glasses and SiC particles in the composites.
microcracks may well be pre-connected to the It is immediately clear that, within the given
primary crack in the subsurface, such geometrical indentation load range, the addition of SiC particles
deflections are especially conducive to the form- substantially improves the stress-bearing capacity of
ation of particulate bridges at the crack interface, the materials. Both base glasses show a classical flaw
The in-situ observations confirmed the existence of sensitivity in the strength characteristics (P - 1/3 load
several persistently active bridge sites in Fig. 2(B), up dependence-Section 4). In composite H, the
to distances • I mm behind the crack tip. improvement is manifested primarily as an enhan-

On further stressing, the crack in Fig. 2(B) ced flaw tolerance, with a modest 'plateau' strength.
continued its erratic growth until, ultimately, it In composite L, the improvement is more in the form
spanned almost the entire specimen width. During of a uniformly enhanced strength over the indent-
these final loading stages microcracks began to pop ation load (indentation flaw size) range, with
in over the entire surface of the glass matrix. Similar minimal development of flaw tolerance. Therefore,
applied-stress-induced microcracking has been
reported in the AI2TiO5 /AI20 3 system.39 Such
observations indicate that composite H is close to
the limit for spontaneous microcracking. In fact,
stress-free specimens left lying in the laboratory
ambient conditions for periods of several weeks
gradually developed extensive networks, as seen in
the etched surface of Fig. 3. On the other hand, no
distinctive frontal-wake microcrack cloud was
observed at any stage of the crack propagation in the
experiments.

3.3 Indentation-strength
Strength-indentation load data for the low-internal-
stress (L) and high-internal-stress (H) systems are
plotted in Figs 4 and 5, respectively. Each data point
with error bar is the mean and standard deviation of Fig. 3. Etched surface of SiC glass composite H, after

4 to 6 specimens. In these diagrams the upper data prolonged exposure (4 weeks) to laboratory ambient conditions.
set represents the composite, the lower data set the Note moisture-enhanced development of microcrack network.
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300 subjected to subsequent applied stress oC, can be

200 expressed as

1K(C) = KA(c) + KR(C) = qaAC"12 + xP/c 312 = T(c)
&Com~posite L(1

1 where q1 is a crack geometry coefficient and x is a
residual-contact-field coefficient. For a given P,

- Glass L failure occurs at that value of applied stress OA = am
that satisfies the 'tangency conditions"0

dK1(c)/dc = d 7(c)/dc (2)

* lo, 10: 10o' It follows that the T-curves for the composites can
Indentaion LoAd. P (N) be determined as* the envelopes to the families of

Fig. 4. Indentation-strength data for glass L and correspond- K1(c) curves constructed from the (aM, P) data sets in
ing SiC/glass composite L Each datum point represents mean Figs 4 and 5.31
and standard deviation of strengths from 4 to 6 specimens. The In order to construct such K1(c) curves, it is
light and dark shaded areas at left represent strengths of necessary first to 'calibrate' the coefficients * and X in
unindented specimens for the glass and the composite,
respectively. Solid line through glass data is fit to eqn (3) using eqn (1) for the matrix glass..s. The key to a simplified
single-valued toughness for glass L Dashed line is prediction for calibration is the single-valuedness of the matrix
SiC/glass composite L, using single-valued toughness from rule toughness, T= To for these homogeneous

of mixtures. materials.34 Inserting T= To into eqns (1) and (2)

then yields the familiar analytical strength-load
extrapolating beyond the data range, it may be relation37.41

concluded that composite H demonstrates superior aM = (3T 0/4lkXTo/4XP) 1 3  (3)
toughness properties at high indentation loads Hence values for the compound parameter T7o/ux1 13

(long-crack region), but inferior toughness pro- may be obtained from best fits to the data for the
perties at low indentation loads (short-crack region). base glasses in Figs 4 and 5. It is assumed here that op

is a material-independent crack geometry coeffic-
ient, and the value 41 = 0-77 obtained previously
from data on a fine-grain alumina is retained.34

Then, using the To values from Table 1, X = 0-024 for
Now the T-curve function T(c), with c the crack glass L and 7 = 0.035 for glass H are obtained.
size, is deconvoluted from the indentation-strength Next consider the effect of adding the SiC phase. It
data.34 At equilibrium, the 'global' K-field for a has already been intimated that the geometrical
radial crack system formed at contact load P and coefficient 4' is not sensitive to material variations.

The coefficient x, on the other hand, varies with
300 , (E/H)l 2, where E is Young's modulus and H is the

hardness."2 Using the rules of mixtures for a 'Voigt'
200 two-phase particle/matrix (P/O) composite (C) with

volume fractions Vo + Vp =1,
too- Comosit Ec = VoEO + VEp (4a)

*" . Hc= VoHo+ VrHp (4b)
so it may be verified from Table I that the changes in

"- E/H from addition of 20voL% SiC amount to less
than 10% for each glass. To a first approximation,

, ,therefore, the coefficients 4' and X may be considered
10o lot 10o 10o essentially unchanged by addition of the second

Ind aWmtLato . P, (M phase.
Fig.S Indentation-strength data for glass H and correspond- Families of K1(c) curves for the L and H SiC/glass
ing SiC/glass composite H. Each datum point represents mean
and standard deviation of strengths from 4 to 6 specimens. The composites are plotted in Figs 6 and 7 using the
light and dark shaded areas at left represent strengths of (aM, P) data from Figs 4 and 5. The fitted T-curves
unindented specimens for the glass and the composite, are envelopes of tangency points to these families of
respectively. Solid line through glass data is fit to eqn (3) using curves. The lower dashed lines are toughness values
single-valued toughness for glass H. Dashed line is prediction
for SiC/glass composite H, using.single-valued toughness from To for the base glasses. The upper dashed lines are

rule of mixtures. 'rule-of-mixtures' toughness values Tc for the
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4 ,internal-stress composite H in Fig. 7. In this case the
SP=.5N • T-curve crosses the T= Tc line at c .• 400pum, and

ION extends well above this line in the long-crack region.
25 N "This highly enhanced long-crack toughness is

S0N --- consistent with a predominantly inter-particle (Fig.1-(B)), strong-bridging (Fig. 2(B)) mode of fracture.
-- - To Accordingly, the T-curve in Fig. 7 has been plotted

. ,using an analytical expression for T(c) derived for
Composite L the simple bridging model in Fig. 8:"1'.

0 500 1oot T17c) = To _ Oqc1t2  (05 <c<2) (7a)
Cack Size. c (m)

Fig. 6. T-curve construction for SiC/glass composite L. Solid Tc) = To + -t pct12

curves are plots of global K-field function KX(c) in eqn (3), x{1-[1-(1 -2/C) 2 ]"12 }-i/qc/ 2 l-(1-2/C2)1/ 2

evaluated for eah strength oa = aM and load Pin Fig. 4. Shaded (2<cA+2) (7b)
band is an empirically fitted T-curve envelope.'3 Lower
horizontal dashed line is toughness To for base glass; upper 71c) = To + 1ppC12
horizontal dashed line is rule-of-mixtures toughness T, for the

composite. x{[1 -(1 -A/c- 2/c) 2  2  [1 -_ (1 -_)/c2)]112

-- d/qctt2[1 --(1 --2/c)2]11 2  (A+A <c) (7c)

composites, evaluated for an ideal planar crack

intersecting the second-phase particles in the where p and q are averaged long-crack closing
absence of bridging or other extraneous energy and short-crack opening stresses from the
absorbing process; these values are calculable from matrix/particle mismatch acting over characteristic
Table I by writing an expression for the reversible bridging zone dimensions 2 and A; the fit corre-
work to separate unit area of crack plane, sponds to parameter adjustments p = 66 MPa,

(p + qX22))' 2 = 040 MPam "2 and A = 840pm.17

S= VoRo + VrRp (5) It is noteworthy that the bridging model of Fig. 8,
and invoking the familiar plane stress relation with its assumption of a crack always constrained to
R = T2/E37 along with eqn (4a) to obtain the matrix (implicit by the appearance of To rather

T1 (6) than Tc as the base toughness in eqn (7)), could not
Tc = [ Vo(EcEo)T~+ Ve(Ec/Ep)T•]: 6) be made to provide a satisfactory fit to the L

For the low-internal-stress composite L in Fig. 6 the composite data in Fig. 6.
shaded T-curve envelope is fitted empirically to the
KQ(c) curves.34 This fitted curve virtually overlaps
the T = Tc line at c > 200.pm, and deviates slightly 5 Discussion
below Tc at c<200 pm. Thus the toughness
behavior of the L composite is consistent with a The present study has demonstrated that thermal
predominantly trans-particle mode of fracture (Figs expansion mismatch can have a dominant influence
I(A) and 2(A)). in the toughness and strength properties of two-

The response is markedly different for the high- phase ceramics, first by controlling the genesis and
second by controlling the effectiveness of

4 , , crack/interface bridging. As shown in the micro-

C '

2- A1-2

ItI
0 10

Crac Size. C (An)

Fig. 7. T-curve construction for SiC/glass composite H. Solid
curves are plots of global K-field function KQ(c) in cqn (3),
evaluated for each strength a, = am and load Pin Fig. 5. Shaded
curve is fitted T-curve from the bridging modeL eqn (7). Lower
horizontal dashed line is toughness To for base glass; upper Fig. & Model of bridged crack."' Compressed particles exert
horizontal dashed line is rule-of-mixtures toughness Tc for the opening stress on matrix in near-tip crack-plane region, closure

comro-sile. (brideine) stresses beyond.
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graphs of cracks in SiC/glass composites in Figs 1 size or volume fraction) generates critical local
and 2, increasing the residual stress from low level tensile fields, initiating bulk microcracking and,
(composite L) to high level (composite H) results in a ultimately, degrading the strength."4 It is clear from
transition from predominantly trans-particle to Fig. 3 that the materials processor who seeks to
predominantly inter-particle fracture. Inter-particle optimize microstructures for long-crack toughness
fracture is promoted by an increase in stress-directed should pay due attention to such limits, with
crack deflection, which enhances bridge formation, additional allowance for the deleterious time-
and in particle/matrix pullout friction, which dependent effects of moisture.
inhibits bridge rupture."'7 8 The end result is an
enhanced T-curve for the H composite, Fig. 7,
relative to the L composite, Fig. 6. Acknowledgements
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The role of microstructural scale on deformation-micro- size might therefore be expected to play a vital role in determin-
fracture damage induced by contact with spheres is investi- ing the nature and degree of contact damage.
gated in monophase alumina ceramics over a range 3.48 In a recent paper," the nature of contact-induced damage in a
lpm in grain size. Measurement of a universal indentation "coarse" (grain size 23 ..m) alumina was studied using the
stress-strain curve indicates a critical contact pressure -5 Hertzian test. The Hertzian geometry, in which a spherical
GPa, above which irreversible deformation occurs in alu- indenter is used to deliver concentrated stresses over a small
mina. A novel sectioning technique identifies the deforma- area of specimen surface, usefully simulates "blunt" in-service

contact conditions." In addition, because the contact pressureon elements as intragrain shear faults, predominantlygeometry allows
crystallographic twins, within a confining subsurface zone icessmntnclywt ple od h emtyalw
crintenstalograph itwins, w trein a h confi ing subsurfacezone one to trace the "indentation stress-strain" response of a mate-
of intense compression-,hear stress. The twins concentrate rial, from initial elastic contact through first irreversible defor-
the shear stresses at the grain boundaries and, above a mation to a final "fully plastic" state." In that earlier study on
threshold grain size, initiate tensile intergranular micro- alumina," damage was found to initiate in the subsurface region
cracks. Below this threshold size, classical Hertzian cone of high compression--sear beneath the contact instead of in the
fractures initiate outside the contact circle. Above the surface region of weak tension outside the contact. Intragrain
threshold, the density and scale of subsurface-zone micro- shear-fault deformation, specifically crystallographic twinning
cracks increase dramatically with increasing grain size, ulti- and slip in the alumina, was identified as the primary stage of
mately dominating the cone fractures. The damage process damage. Grain boundary microcracking at the ends of the coon-
is stochastic, highlighting the mnicrostructural discreteness strained shear faults was identified as the secondary stage.
of the initial deformation field; those grains which lie in the Repeat contacts revealed severe mechanical fatigue;" in severe
upper tall of the grain-size distribution and which have cases grain boundary microcracks coalesced into a fragmenta-
favorable crystallographic orientation relative to local tion zone, resulting in the detachment of grains from the sur-
shear stresses in the contact field are preferentially acti- face. Some comparative experiments on a "fine" alumina (grain
vated. Initial flaw state is not an important factor, because size 2.5 jan) showed no detectable microcracking, suggesting
the contact process creates its own flaw population. These that microstructural scale plays a critical role in the contact
and other generic features of the damage process will be dis- damage process.
cussed in relation to microstructural design of polycrystal- In this paper we examine more systematically the role of
line ceramics, grain size on contact damage from single-cycle Hertzian con-

tacts in polycrystalline alumina. We find that above a contact
pressure -5 GPa, independent of grain size or sphere size, the

I. Introduction contact deviates from an ideal Hertzian elastic response, indi-
cating the onset of "plasticity." We also examine more closely

URA= of ceramic components in service are commonly the nature of the subsurface deformation-microcrack damage,
subjected to concentrated loads, from contact bearings or using a novel sec ioning technique, and monitor the damage

spurious impacts with foreign bodies. The stresses from such rate during the load-unload cycle, using acoustic emission. Our
contacts can introduce localized structural damage, which in experiments indicate that twin/slip shear faults within individ-
turn can degrade the strength' 2 or erode the surface.3 Depending ual grains do indeed play a controlling precursor role in the ini-
on the contact geomnety, individual cracks may initiate from tiation of grain-boundary microcracks, that the bulk of the
preexisting flaws or from precursor "plastic" deformation. " In microcrack initiation occurs during the latter part of the oading
polycrystalline ceramics, the nature of the fracture damage can half-cycle, and that the damage process has a strong stochastic
be controlled by events at the microstuctural level. There is element in the polycrystalline structure. The experiments also
then a need to focus on the "short-crack" aspects of fracture, indicate the existence of a threshold grain size -20 nim for ini-
Ibis need has been foreshadowed in toughness-curve (T-curve, tiation; on traversing this threshold, the microcrack density
or R-curve) studies on alumina and other ceramics that exhibit increases with grain size. Finally, we consider some of the
grai-interlock bridging.'-'5 Thus, whereas increasing the grain broader implications of our observations on alumina in relation
size of alumina enhances the long-crack toughness, it simulta- to microsaructural design of structural ceramics for contact-
neously diminishes the strength" and wear resistance. 7 Grain related applications.

LL Experimental Procedure

IKe iV. Swaa-.&O i Polycrystalline aluminas with mean grain sizes 3, 9, 15, 21,
35, and 48 pan were obtained from an earlier study on tough-
ness curves." The processing of those aluminas was carried out
in a class A-100 clean room to minimize impurity content. The

M1maipNo. 194390. Received July 14, 1993; pxovSeptember 30,1993. resulting microstructures were fully dense and uniform, with a
.rby ft. U.S. O tue f m e d de N das .arda y Q nacial f narrow size distribution of equiaxed grains' and small flaw pop-1cvd•t. -oans frM the Kolaeio de Educai60 y = Mrn m 0Gc•)

sp.-- ken.Camic Sock. ulation. In contrast the commercial material used in our earlier
1su ciAern DeM n de Ptsica. Umvad de Exunadms. 0607 1.

MM1=
5  1~d than DepnIn of Mamdals Scienc andl Engheineiag. LeMhil 'In accowduar wft the 'Hillen ajanron" (fmaxue dimwne < p*i a

Uniwarty. Dhalehenm. PA MIS05. diameter).
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Hertzian contact fatigue experiments" had a much wider grain activity was recorded during the load-unload indentation cycle
size distribution and a higher population of pores, inclusions, using a piezoelectric transducer attached to the specimen inden-
and grain boundary triple-point flaws. tation surface with rubber cement (LOCAN 320, Physical

Bar specimens 20 nun x 2.5 mm X 2.5 mm of each grain Acoustics, Princeton, NJ). Data were recorded as accumulated
size alumina were diamond polished to I-pin grade finish, signal energy vs elapsed time at constant crosshead displace-
Some specimens were used for indentation stress-strain mea- ment speed.
surements. The polished surfaces of these specimens were Some dummy indentation stress-strain tests were made on a
coated with gold prior to indentation. Normal indentations tungsten carbide plate cut from one of the larger spheres, to
were made in a universal testing machine (Model 1122, Instron, examine the limiting contact conditions for purely reversible
Canton, MA) at constant crosshead speed (1.67 ttun.s-) over a deformation of the indenting spheres.
load range P = 0 to 2000 N, using tungsten carbide spheres of
radii r = 1.98, 3.18, 4.76, 7.94, and 12.7 mmn, in air. The con- IIL Results
tact radius a for each indentation was measured from residual
impressions left in the gold coating, to enable evaluations of
contact pressure (p0 = P/Ira2) and indentation srain (air) (1) Indentation Stress-Strain Curve

(see Sect. ref(I)). In the inelastic region, the contact radius The Herzian test can be used to obtain an indentation stress-
always exceeded the maximum grain size by at least an order strain curve"' for deformable solids which would otherwise,
of magnitude. in more uniformly tensile loading geometries, behave in a per-

Subsurface indentation damage could be seen below the fectly brittle manner. Measurements of contact radius a, sphere
contacts of uncoated specimens in dark-field illumination, radius r, and indentation load P (Fig. 1) enable one to evaluate
especially in the coarser aluminas." In the present study an Indentation sus Pe = P/Ira2  (1a)
alternative, more revealing observational technique was devel-
oped, following a precontact section procedure originally used Indentation srain air (lb)
by Mulheamrn and othersy2 1 as follows:

(i) Polished surfaces of two specimens were bonded face- Indentation stress-strain functions p,(a/r) have been
to-face under clamping pressure with a thin layer (<10 pim) of previously measured for lithium fluoride,I silicate glasses,ý
adhesive (Loctite, Newington, CT). and zinc sulfide;2' more recently, curves have been obtained

(ii) A surface perpendicular to the bonded interface was for a commercial alumina (grain size 23 pim)` and a
ground and polished along the length of the specimen. glass-ceramiic-=

(iW) The newly polislied surface was indented symmetri- Indentation smess-strain data for the finest and coarsest of
cally across the surface trace of the interface (Fig. 1). Since the the aluminas investigated in the present study (grain sizes 3 and
principal stresses directly beneath the contact area are highly 48 pun) are plotted in Fig. 2. The results for the two grain sizes
compressive," the opposite surfaces in the region of subsurface are indistinguishable within the experimental scatter. Also
damage are constrained from moving apart, precluding poten- included as the solid curve in Fig. 2 is an empirical data fit from
tial artifacts associated with free surface effects.' our earlier study on a commercial alumina with intermediate

(iv) The two halves of the indented bar were separated by grain size." The dashed lines represent asymptotic limits for the
dissolving the glue in acetone, cleaned, gold-coated, and indentation stress-strain curve: the lower inclined dashed line is
viewed using Nomarski interference illumination. the linear relation for purely elastic contacts from Hertzian

With this procedure, shear fault features not evident in con- theory"
ventional polished sections were readily visible in the Nomarski
contrast as shallow surface offsets on the separated fee = (3E4rk)(a/r) (elastic) (2)
surfaces. where E = 393 GPa is Young's modulus of the alumina and

Acoustic emission experiments were performed to quantify k = 0.88 for tungsten carbide on alumina;'" the upper hori-
the sequence of damage evolution during indentation. Acoustic zontal dashed line is an indentation hardness H = 19.0 ± 2.0

GPa, common to all grain sizes, obtained from Vickers tests.'6

The overlap in data in Fig. 2 suggests the existence of a "uni-
versal" stress-strain curve for alumina, implying a critical
stress condition for deformation independent of grain size or
preexisting flaw state. The data deviate below the Hertzian line

Sphereat pressures above p. 5 GPa, matking the onset of 1'field."SIndependent stess-strai tests using tugtncarbide spheres

on plates of the same material show deviations above -6 GPa,
indicating that part of the deviation at the higher stress end of
the curve in Fig. 2 could be due to deformation of the sphere.

(2) OpticalMiaecepy
H 2a Optical microscopy coniis thtteaov-etoe

deviation rom Hertzian behavior in Fg. 2 (spiere oma
- notwithstanding) is due to the onset of inde reation dematp in

.dhe alumina. Te nature of this damage can be deduced from
"the micrograph sequn•ces in Figs. 3 and 4, obtained using

,, the bonded-interface section technique described in Sect. IL
Figure 3 shows how the subsurface damage develops in the

Interface coarsest (48 jun) alumina as one proceeds up the stress-Gtrain
curve in Fig. 2. Thus, the sequence A-B-C-D shows section

_, _views at incarsing indentation pressure. T1he initiation of theSdeformation-microfracture subsurface damage zone, and sub-

FIg. L Hemdm test geoniety, for b d-interface ~sequent expansion of this zone, are immediately apparent from
Sp1 m radius rz derst oatr P over contact adius a. specimen the free-surface relief displacements revealed by the Nomarski

IsO otftwo pois lves glued togete acros interface. Compres contrast Atpo = 5.3 GPa in A, i.e., just above the elastic limit
gv m es, beneah contact (arrows) maintain contact between in Fig. 2, just 3 to 4 grains have deformed. At increased pres-
swcmehalves durng indentatio. sures, p. - 61 GPa in B and 7.0 GPa in C, the number of
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20- 1 1 deformed grains increases, and the damage zone expands
toward the surface. At po = 8.0 (JPa in D. the damage is more

Vickens hardness. Hi profuse and begins to take on the appearance of the well-devel-
oped, near-hemispherical deformation zone expected from con-
tinuum plasticity models."

Hertz (elastic) The presence of shear faults traversing the width of some of
the deformed grains is clearly evident as defornation (presum-

- ~ably twin) lamellae in the micrographs. Mficrocracks extending
ED along those grain boundaries intersected by dhe Lamellae are

10- also evident, by virtue of greatly enhanced interference contrast
from attendant surface-grain displacements and rotations. At

CD G~* )the highier pressures these microcracks tend to link up withapea toai bez asoiaemo)wt
CA 0 3.0 pim deformed grains, suggesting that the shear faults are a necessary

c 48 li precurso to fracture damage in these materials. We note also
the variability in orientation of the lamellae nictn strong

0 1 1 1crystallographic features in the damage pattern.
0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 The set of micrographs in Fig. 4 shows both half-surface

Indentation strain, aIr (upper) and section views (lower) of indentations for each of
the aluminas, at indentation pressure p, =8.0 GPa. Again, the
damage is confined within a relatively well-defined hemispheri-

Fig. 2.. Indentation stress-6train curve. Data awe for alumninas of cal deformation zone below the contact cocke Note that the sec-
3- and 48-jun grin size. Inclined dashed linie is Hertziant elastic tion views reveal the subsurface damage more clearly than the
response, and upper horizontal dashed line is hardness (averaged over half-surface views, reinforcing the utility of the bonded-inter-
ani grain sizes). A. B. C, and D correspond to micrographis in H&g 3. face sectioning technique. The apparent universality of the
Solid curve is an empirical fit to the data for a comimercial aluimina stress-strain curve for the two grain sizes in the indentation
(gran size 23 Sun) frown a pievious study."a stress-strain curve of Fig. 2 (together with the common Vickers

hardness value for all grain sizes) suggests that the net plastic

(A (B)

FIft 3. Optical micrographs, in Nomarski illumination showing section views of indentation sites in alumina of grain size 48 pam. Indentations
made with WC ballof rdius r - 3. 19nu, at increasing contact pressures pa:(A) 5.3. (B) 6-2,(C) 7.0. and (D) 8.ON a(cf. points A-D in Fig.2).
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(A) (B) (C)

- -r

Fig. 4. Optical micrographs in Nomarski illumination showing half-surface (top) and section (bottom) views of indentation sites in aluminas with
grain size (A) 3 pun. (B) 9 jpm. (C) 15 piu, (D) 21 jun, (E) 35 tun, and (F) 48 Wam. Indentations made at a fixed indentation pressure Po = 8.0 GPa,
using WCsphereofradius r = 3.18 mmat IoadP = 2000 N (cf. point D in Fig. 2). Markerin (A) representscontact diameter2a = 550 pjm.

deformation within this subsurface zone should be the same for orientation within the Hertzian field. Note further that the dam-
all the aluminas. This is not clear from the micrographs. Indeed, age patterns in Figs. 3(D) and 4(F) differ considerably from
with the finest (3 pam) material in Fig. 4(A) there is no obvious each other, although the loading conditions were identical.
indication of any plastic deformation at all; however, the reduc- Grain orientation, as well as size, is clearly an important factor.
tion in attendant microcracking inevitably diminishes the sur- (3) Acoustic Emission
face displacements, and thence the interference contrast.
Moreover, at this level we are approaching the limits of spatial Plots of cumulative acoustic energy versus elapsed time dur-
resolution of optical microscopy. ing load-unload indentation cycles for the six aluminas for a

Agin, confined, shear-fault-initiated microfracture damage fixed sphere size (r = 3.18 nun) are shown in the upper dia-
be ineath th e ttigram of Fig. 5. The corresponding indentation pressure (at con-beneath the contact circle is clearly evident in the coarses~t stant crosshead displacement rate), to amaximum valuep 0 = 8

(48 pun) material (Fig. 4(F)), but appears to diminish progres- GPa, is included in the lower diagram.
sively with decreasing grain size in Fig. 4. There are indications From the plots in Fig. 5 it is evident that all six aluminas
of a threshold in the crack initiation process. This trend to show ac o tstic F is a n t as pres
dimfinished miorofracture damage with diminishing grain size is show acoustic activity. There is an initial inactivity as the pres-
diminished mby an increasing tendenhyto Ii1Uoh forma- sure builds up and ultimately exceeds the elastic limit. We note
adonpnied by nan t increasin thefindensto (3 pin) materi- that the bulk of the activity occurs toward the end of the loading
ion ouside the contact cir~ in the finest (3 in~) Iaterial half-cycle, as the system traverses the upper reaches of the data

(Fig. 4(A)), the fracture pattern closely resembles the classical in Fig. 2. Relatively minor activity is observed during the
Hertzian cowe ack in ideally homogeneous solids.' Cone frac- unloading half-cycle. There is a clear discreteness in the acous-
tre is inhibited in the coarer materials by the larger scale of tic traces, indicating the existence of well-defined local instabil-
crack defdectoSs, particularly in the subsurface Hertzian field ities in the deformation-fracture process.
where enforced deflection from the prncip sum trajectory A systematic trend to increased activity is apparent with
surface results in a rapid build-up of compressive stresses.21-' incresing grain size. Fewer, but larger, discrete jumps are
Thus, for the coarsest alumina, the patrial cone crack at lower observed in the finer aluminas- (3, 9, and 15 lun) during the
right in Fig. 4(F) arrests at the very first subsurface grain bound- loading half-cycle These jumps correlate with the pop-in of
ary intefsection. Hertzian cone cracks (Figs. 4(A-C)). More frequent, but

Another feature in Figs. 3 and 4 that warrants special corn- smaller, jumps are observed in the coarser aluminas (21, 35, and
meat is the stochastic nature of the deformation-microfracture 48 ium). The bulk of the activity in these latter cases appears to
damage pattern. It is clear that not all grains in the active defor- correlate with progressive initiation of the subsurface micro-
marion zone participate in the damage process. The shear faults fracture damage (Figs. 3(A-D)), although the underlying
in those grains that do deform show wide variability in planar source of the emissions (e.g., crack pop-in) is not unequivocally
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Load half-cycle Unload half-cycle

3pm
9pm
15gm .m

21gm

i*0ca 35 pm-
C 48plm-

S!II I

Z 0

0 20 40 60
i I Grain size. I (I.um)

0 50 I00 15o 200Griszlpm0___ so_100 ISO _20 Fig. 6. Plot of peak acoustic energy (Le., cumulative energy at end of
10 load-unload cycle) as a fumction of grain size, for data obtained using

bail of radius r = 3.18 mm, at peak contact pressure p. = 8.0 GPa
(cf. Fig. 5).

uncommon in brittle cracks where some kind of competition
between deformation (volume-controlled) and fracture (area-

0 _ _ _ _controlled) is involve&.S'*'" This is true even of Herzian tests
0 50 100 150 200 in homogeneous solids (e.g., glasses and single crystals), where

the use of ever-smaller spheres suppresses cone fracture inElapsed time (s) favor of subsurface shear-fault deformation, reflecting the well-

Fig. 5. Plots of cumulative acoustic energy (arbitrary linear scale) documented transition in indentation response from "blunt" to
versus elapsed time during single load-unload indentation cycle at con- "sharp."5 4• In Fig. 4, however, the indenter radius is held fixed,
stant crosshead speed in alumina specimens (upper diagram), using so we are dealing here exclusively with microstructural scaling.
WC sphere of radius r = 3.18 mm. Variation of contact pressure with It is therefore of interest to consider the nature of the defor-
time indicated (lower diagram). mation-microfracture pattern more closely in this context of

microstructural scaling.

identified in our tests. Note also that the onset of acoustic activ- (1) Deformadton
idtyificusead ino thes. load cclso tha ineasinst gractin s tiz. TThe existence of a universal nonlinear stress-strain curve inity occus earlier in the load cycle with inreasing grain size. To Fig. 2 for alumina, independent of grain size, reflects an intrin-
show the scaling trend more clearly, we plot in Fig. 6 the cumu- sic "plasticity- in the mechanical response at high contact pres-
lative energy over the full load-unload cycle as a function of sures. The curve deviates from the Hentzian elastic predictiongrain size. There is a distinctive, although not abrupt, transition above Po - 5 GPa, corresponding to an "indentation yield
in the integrated signal at grain size -20 pin. These results sug- stress" for the material."' This deviation, together with the
gest the existence of a grain-size threshold (vertical dashed line observation in Fig. 3 that the damage initiates beneath the con-
s Fig 6) above which copious new sources of acoustic dns- tact in the region of maximum shear, implies that the deforma-
sion w ctvated. ion component is governed by some critical faulting stress."

The micrographs in Figs. 3 and 4 show the subsurface faults in
IV. Discussion the alumina to be in the form of twin/slip bands contained

within individual grains, arrested at their ends by the grainIn this paper we have used Hertzian indentation to investigate boundaries. The characteristic scale of individual faults within
the deformanion and sirsac Our m polyctystarldep alurmnas each grain is therefore governed by the grain size. On the other
oe Wally bran e ofr sies.ons, Ou measulsredenanonlinearindets- fro hand, the apparent universality of the curve and hardness values
an ideally brittle crvespoe, as measured on a nonlinear indetta- for the aluminas in Fig. 2 indicates that the net deformation is
1o6 s a curve. Such deiafar are associated with he not limited by the grain size, i.e., that the integrated volume of
generation of a defovlstionicrofrnaique damage zone, re deformed material over the contact zone is microstructuralty
ofveaed by a novl speioning techniquse in the onfined region iarian.
of atmyg CdvlopreSSInd and sheaa zone5C is e m thde u indenrua Positive identification and detailed analysis of the fundamen-
The fully developed damage zoe is made "p of an accumula- tal microshear processes responsible for the contact defonna-
tion of mirofinuyam discrete events, each consisting of tion in the aslninas, particularly at the finer grain sizes, areomie kind of intragrain shear faulting a "apanie by issnes for frhe ntdy.

intetgrain microcracking. This cumulative damage zone is quite
different ftm the continuous Hertzian cone fracture that occurs (2) MIrofriaore
in the weak tensile region outside the contact circle in classi- On the other hand, grain size has a strong effect on the micro-
cally homogeneous brittle materialsý.4 The alumina micro- cracking damage. This is reflected most dramatically in the
structue imposes Itself strongly on the contact damage pattern. acoustic emission data in Fig. 5. Close inspection of the micro-

The issue of primary intaeot here in relation to this departure graphs in Figs. 3 and 4 indicates that the microcracks initiate
from classical Hertzian cone fracture toward cumulative sub- from the lamella shear faults and extend over one to three grain
surface microcracking is the effect of grain size. Recall the dra- facets. The lack of any acoustic activity during unloading sug-
madie enhancement of this transition with progressive gests that microcrack pop-in occurs only during the loading
micstructural coarsening in Fig. 4. Now, size effects are not half-cycle. However, such microcracks will be subject to
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intense constraining hydrostatic compression at full load, so a lc = (To/4hSy)" 2  (3)
significant proportion of the extension may actually take place
stably (and quietly) on release of the compression during A more comprehensive analysis of microcrack initiation,
unloading (cf. growth of lateral cracks during unloading i including a description of the subsequent propagation into the

sharp-indenter fields."-) The amount of extension from each adjacent microstructure, will be given elsewhere.on

microcrack nucleus will depend critically on the sign and inten- Two aspects of the defonnation-microfracture observations

sity of residual thermal expansion anisotropy stresses at th reported in Sect. MI that warrant special consideration are
grain boundary, clearly, the greatest extension will occur from stochastics and flaw sensitivity. The stochastic nature of the
grtinhbose fa ctsethat epegrien tensil stressesin wmicrostructurally discrete damage alluded to in Sect. 111(2)
those facets that eXPerience tensile stresses. These same appears to be the result of a complex interplay of statistical vari-
stresses will also limit the extension of the inicrocracks, as they ation in both relative size and crystallographic orientation of
encounter compressive facets and become increasingly subject individual grains. Even the most uniform polycrystals, includ-
to grain-bridging tractions.' ing the aluminas used in the present study, are characterized by

This deformation-microfracture description allows us to a distribution of grain sizes about a mean, and twin/slip defor-
construct a simplistic model for the influence of grain size on mation of alumina occurs,.only on certain preferred crystallo-
contact-induced microfracture in alumina. Consider a volume graphic planes. 7 Hence the largest, "correctly" oriented grains
element in the compression-shear deformation zone beneath in the Hertzian compression-shear zone will deform first,
the contact circle, as shown in the schematic of Fig. 7. Here, resulting in a grain-by-grain activation within the ultimate
- c, and -o, are principal compression stresses in the Hert- deformation zone as one progresses up the indentation stress-
zian field. Those compression stresses are generally unequal, so strain curve. This stochastic element will inevitably reflect in
there is a component of shear acting on planes inclined to the Eq. (3), accounting for the lack of an abrupt grain size cutoff
principal axes, attaining a maximum value -(qr - or,) at 450. (vertical dashed line) in Fig. 6.
The shear component initiates intragrain faults FF, which arrest Flaw sensitivity is of interest in relation to the susceptibility
at the weak grain boundaries and generate suess intensities of polycrystalline ceranics to damage accumulation in contact
there. If the stress intensities exceed a critical level, micro- stress fields. Of particular interest is the issue of preexisting
cracks FC pop in. A critical condition for such pop-in may be (e.g., processing) flaws vs contact-induced flaws. In Fig. 2,
determined by regarding the faults FF as shear cracks with net stress-strain data from the present study obtained on equiaxed,
shear tractions S = IH'l - ILIal - irat trinterfaces."" 'iand homogeneous, "defect-free" aluminas" overlap (at least within
oare resolved shear and (compressive) normal components of experimental scatter) the solid curve from a previous study on a
the contact stress field at the fault plane, directly proportional to nonequiaxed, inhomogeneous, commercial alumina with a rela-
the mean contact pressure po; ;L is a coefficient of sliding fric- tively high density of large processing flaws. " This implies that
tion between contacting surfaces; and rF is an intrinsic fault preexisting defect populations are not of great consequence to
cohesion (e.g., twinning) stress. A minimum requirement for contact damage of the kind observed in Figs. 3 and 4. The con-
crack initiation is that the yield point on the indentation stress- tact process generates its own flaw population, via the precursor
strain curve in Fig. 2 should be exceeded, corresponding to S = shear faulting.
S., with S. a material constant. Then one may write a stress- These results have important implications concerning the
intensity factor K = *Sl"2 for the shear fault, with I a grain microstructural design of ceramics for improved contact-dam-
dimension and *s a crack geometry term dependent on the angle age resistance. Most obvious is the refinement of grain size, to
between FF and -C? Microcrack initiation occurs along FC minimize the prospect of microcrack initiation. Such an
when the stress intensity equals the grain boundary toughness, approach is not inconsistent with precedent work on the wear of
i.e., K = To, corresponding to a critical grain size ceramics, where decreased grain size leads to demonstrably

reduced removal rates.""'I" However, the insensitivity of con-
tact damage to preexisting flaws suggests processing strategies
quite different from the traditional ones in which preexisting
flaw populations are painstakingly eliminated." Instead, the
emphasis shifts to refining the grain-size distribution, to avoid
the occasional large grain or grain cluster. Again, we would
emphasize that some of these strategies may run counter to
those required for improved long-crack toughness, especially
in ceramics that exhibit toughening by grain-interlock
bridging."'

Another interesting materials design aspect pertains to the
effect of environment-assisted slow-crack growth, particularly

F from atmospheric water, on contact damage." Since the contact
-o0 "01 deformation initiates in the subsurface Heeilan field, the ensu-

ing microcracks do not have access to the external chemical
environment, at least not until the damage zone becomes suffi-
cienty large that it intersects the contact surface. This suggests
that the effect of slow-crack growth may play no role in the
early developmental stages of the defomaion-microfracture
process. Under such conditions the observation of damage
accumulation in repeated contacts"2 can be attributed to a true

.. "mechanical fatigue process.
Although we have focused our attention here exclusively on

alumina, the basic features of the Hertzian deformation-micro-
.03 fracture damage process envisaged in Fig. 7 may be considered

generic to heterogeneous ceramics. Key to this kind of damage
!g 7. Schematic of t ", damap in polycrys- is the existence of weak planes in the microsni cture, either

Mline alumina ceninc, grain size L Volume element is subjected to intragrain or intergrain, so that some kind of easy shear faulting
compressive normal muses -a, and -o, along contact axis below may occur in the subsurface compression-shear zone. In the
spherical indemer. Shear stres (arrows) initiate ntagrain lamellae case of alumina, the faulting is in the form of crystallographic
FF, which pop-in inrgrmin microcracks !C at their ends. lamellae within individual grains. Intersection of the lamnellae
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with the weak grain boundaries allows for a concentration of "G. Veitinis. M. F. Ashby, and P. W. R. Beaumont, 'R.Curve Behaviour of
sftrss intensity, which in turn facilitates intergranular micro- AI,O, Ceramics," Acta Metalt.. 38 (61 1151-62 (1990).
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in Situ-Toughened Silicon Carbide

materials science and Engineering Laboratory, National Institute of standards and Technology,
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

A new processing strategy based on atmospheric premur microstructure development have not been presented, and the
sintering Is presented for obtaining dense SiC-based urateri- explanation offered for the observed toughening is open to
als with micostructures consisting of (i) uniformly distrib- question.
sited elogate-shaped a-SiC grains and (U) relatively high In the present study we bave used pressureless liquid-phase
amounts (20 vol%) of second-hase yttrium aluminum gar- sintering to process SiC-based ceramics and have achieved con-
net WAG). This strategy entails the sintering of P-SIC pow- siderable increase in the room-temperature fracture toughness.
der doped with @L-SIC, A1203, and Y20 3. The A1203 and Y.0 We use the toughening mechanism of crack bridging by grains
aid In the liquid-phase sintering of SiC and form in sftu in the wake of the crack tip. The crack-wake bridging approach
YAG, which has a signifiesnt thermal expansion mismatch has been successfaly applied to many ceramics with equiaxed
with SIC. During a subsequent grain-growth heat treat- coregraki microstmctures 1 3"" It has also been demonstrated
snent, it is postulated that the *-SIC "newdS assist in con that the efficacy of crack-wake bridging can be augmented by
trolling in situ growt of the elongated a-SiC grains. The both introducing elongateshape reinforcements (Whiskers,'97

fmacture pattern in the in siha-toughiened SIC is lntergranu- grin- an inrasn th hralepion-mimatch sa
far 'with evidence of copious crack-wake bridging, akin to by including an appropriate second phase"~ in the microstruc-
toughieued Si1N4 ceramics. The elongate nature of the a-SiC ture. Here we are able to form boshthe elongated SiC grains and
grains, together with the high thermal-residual stresses in thhih aexo-isacscndpseYAO,

th mcrstucur~ enhance the observed -crack-wake (vtriurn aluminum garnet or YAG) (Aa 5.1 X 10- *C- )
bridging. This bridging accounts for a measured twofold in situ during processing, instead of by the morm conventional
Increase In the indentation toughness of this Dew class of mn route of processing toughened ceramics, viz, addition of
sftu-oughened SIC relative to a commercial SiC. whiskerstplateletstparticies followed by hot-pressing. Our

approach is analogous to the in situ toughening in gas-pressure-
L Introduction sintered Si3N-b)ased ceramics,11 ' but with the added advantage

nC m ucw tABlD6 can be pressureless sintered with the aid Of in our case of sintering at atmospheric pressure in an ordinary
SC and B to near full density at temperatures in excess of grpht furnace.

2100.' he esutingSICmatrias, hichhav fie-gain The in situ-toughening route has several advantages over the
equiaxed microstructures (grain size 1 to 4 pin), show covnialrueviohalhazdascatdwh
improved high-temperature creep and oxidation reitne2 whiskers, potential to fabricate complex shapes and large size
However, the low fracture toughness (3 to 4 MPa.m47)2 and comiponents, atmospheric pressure sintering, and high rein-
highly flaw-sensitive strength' of those SiC materials at roo forcement-phase volume fraction. All those advantages can

~ linit ~~ incontribute to considerable saving in the cost of a component.
keinPreZ I. lmit usein mny otetia stuctral making the in situ approach an attractive one for SiC-

it has been demonstrated that sintering of SiC can be IntiPaewedsrbapocsngsteyuig -C
achieved at relatively lower temperatures (1850" to 200(V'C starting powder doped with a-SiC, A120 3 , and Y2 0 3 powders, to
with the addition of small quantities of A120,' and A120 + achieve microsturctures consisting of uniformly distributed 80
y2 0 (or rare-earth oxideS)"I2 Via the liquidphase-sitering vol% elongated oL-SiC grains and 20 vol% second-phase YAG.
mechanism. The resultinig materials have equiaxed fine-grain We also present evidence for copious crack-wake bridging in
microstrctures with second phases located at triple junctions of thos SiC materials, along with some preliminary indentation-
SiC gramnSuK 2 .0 Thn-inission electron microscopy (FEM) toughness measurements.
sundies suggest that the two-prain junctions in some of those
SiC materials are free of any intergranuiar phases, which makes LL EkpeimnD5U Procedure
those materials creep resitanL Therefore, without sacrificing
the hhemetueproperties, the processing temperatures of Submicrometer size powders of "KSi, ot-SiCý Y2 3 (H. C.
Sic can be reduced by choosing lkiqid-phas sintering over Stack, Berlin, Germany:, BIO, AIO, Fine-Grade, respectively),
solid-state sintering. Hojwever, the room..emperatuxe fracture and A120 3 (AKP-30, Sumitomo Chiemicals, Tokyo, Japa) were
toughness of the availabl liquid-phase-siniterd SiC materials used as starting materials.' Six batches of powder were mixed,
remains low.' In one irutmnce, high toughness in fine-grain each containing 80 vol% SiC (a- and/or fl-) and A1203 Y20 in
(-r2-gun grain size) lqi-assntrdSiC/YAG has been molar ratio 3:5 to yield 20 vol% YAG. The relative content of
reoged. 1However, in that study the details of processing and a-SiC powder in those batches was 0.,0. 1,0.2,03, 1.0 and 100

voW.. Individual powder batches were blende intimately by
_____wet-ball-milling in methanol for 24 h. All individual slurries

D. B. were theti stirred while drying on a hot plate.
Individual powder batches (-'7 g) were placed in polyethyl-

enie bags and deagglomerated by crushing with a roller. Those
UM8dPNo 19457. Readvod Ma 11. ed Jul A5 i993. powder batches were uniaxially pressed into pellets (25-nun

So OWd by die ". Ak Po ffam of Reaumcb Md ft as

VO0mm Ami S Cuoamh ic S minsMunhaSlnwdUgiea.
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diameter X 7-rmm thickness) at 50 MPa pressure in a graphite 99.5%. Figure I(A) shows such a result for a heat treatment of
die, followed by cold isostatic pressing at 350 MPa. 20000C for 3 h. From Fig. I(A) it can also be seep that the

All the green pellets were packed in loose SiC powder (600 density increases with increasing n-SiC seed content, with the
grit Qystolon, Norton, Worcester, MA) in a graphite crucible exception of the specimens made with all-n-SiC starting
with a screwable lid. Layers of A1203 powder (15-pim size, powder. At a fixed a-SiC seed content, the overall densities
Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL) were placed inside the crucible near were found to decrease with increasing heat-treatment time.
the bottom and the top of the crucible cavity. The crucible was Figure 1(B) illustrates that trend for specimens containing 0.5
then closed tightly and placed in a graphite furnace (Astro vol% a-SiC seeds.
industries, Santa Roa, CA) for sintering. All pellets were given All heat-tmated specimens were found to be composed
a base sintering beat treatment of 190(0C for 0.5 hin a flowing primarily of a-SiC and YAG, by X-ray diffraction analysis.
argon gas atmospher using heating and cooling rates of However, the presence of small quantities of yttrium
600Cih and 1200*Cl, respectively. Some of the as-sintered aluminosilicates could not be ruled out.
pellets we again packed in SiC powder in the graphite cruci- Figures 2(A) and (B) show representative micromtctures of
ble, but this time without any AIO, in the packing powder. specimens, heat treated at 20000C for 3 h, with all-p-SiC and
They were then given a second grain-growth heat treatment of all-a-SiC starting powdes.. respectively. Note the nommiform
2000°C for 2, 3, or 4 h (same conditions as before). The ratio- grain struct•re (5 to 300 tun) in the all-"-SiC starting powder

aile for using A1203 in the packing powder and the proper do- specimen (Fig. 2(A)). In contrast, the specimen with all-a-SiC
sure of the crucble is discused in Sect m(1). starting powder shows a uniformly distributed equraxed fine-

Dimenias of all individual pellets were measured before grained structure (average size - tnm) (Fig. 2(B)).
and after each heat treatment to compute sbnnkag Densities Fumes 3(A to C) show representative microstructures of
of some pellets ground to a thickness of -2.5 mm were mea- specimens containing 0.5 vol% a-SiC seeds heat-reated at
sued using the Archimedes pinciple.2 X-ray diffraction using 2000°C for 2,3, and 4 h, respectively. Comparison of Fgs. 2(A)
CuKa radiation (Philips. Mahwah, NJ) was performed on an and (B) with Fig. 3(B) highlights the effect of seeding on the
the ground specimens. Cross sections of the pellets were pol- icstrucaue note the relatively uniform distribution of
ished to I jAm using routine ceramographic techniques, and elongated shaped n-SiC grains (2 to 8 pm wide, 5 to 40 pm
wen gold-coate prior to observation in a scanning electron long) in Fig. 3(B). Note also the increase in the scale of the
microscope (SWM) equipped with an energy-dispersive spec- m f Fig 3(A) (2 to 4 pm wide, 5 to 20 pm
troneter (EDS) (1830, Amray, Bedford. MA)..

A polished section of a selected in situ-toughened (LST) SiC
specimen was indented using a Vickers diamond pyramid at
Iondsranging from 5 to 200 N. For comparison, a pressureless too . ..-
sintered commercial SiC (Hexoloy SA, Carbotrndurn, Niagara ------------------------------------
Falls, NY) (HSA), with the same percent theoretical density
(97%) as that of UST and an average grain size of 4 prm, was also 99
indented. Lengths of the surface traces of well-defined radial
cracks from five indentations per indentation load were mea-
sured for the two materials, using an optical microscope (Epi- 96
phot, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan).

UL Results

(1) Preceng 92 2000 OC, 3h
Density and shrinkage for the specimens made from the six

different starting powders that underwent only the base
sintering heat teatment were found to be independent of the
powder composition. The densities in each case were >99.5% aSiC Seeds (vol%)

of the tbeonfical limit of 3.484 glcme (calulated using density (A)
values of 3.217 g/cm3 for SiC and 4.553 g/cm3 for YAG). (A)
Diametric and axial shrinkages for all those specimens were too
determined to be -13% and -- 16%, respectively. All
specimens were found to be composed primarily of p-SiC
(except for dte specimen made with all-a-SiC starting powder)
and YAG, using X-ray diffraction. The microstructures for all
the specimens consisted of fine equiaxed SiC grains (average
size -2 pm) and the surrounding YAG phase. i 96

Cordery et aW have demonstrated that the prsence of AM2OA
in the green pellet is essential for the successful sintering of
Sir. However, during the swng heat treatment, te AlA 94
from the pelet votlizes rapidly, neltig in icmple
delsfiaton. This problem was overcome by creating an 0.5 vol% a-SiC Seeds
excess pressure of alumnum oxide gas species (AIO, AM10) 92 200 0C
aro=n the pellet by including A160, in the packing powder and
suitably enclosing the crucible cavity.' The second grain 90_
growth heat treatment was carried out on as-sintered pellets 0 1 2 3 4
which did not require AIJO, in the packing powder. Heat-Treatment Time, t (h)

Now conskder the smtered specimens that underwent the
second pain-growth heat treatment. During that heat treatment, (B)
regardless of the powder composition and heat-treatnmet time, Fig. 1 (A) Plot of density,, arsus a-SiC seed content for postsintering
no further shrinkage was observed. However, the second beat eat treatme of 2000*C for 3 h. The top dashed lines represent
treatment (independent of the heat4reatment time) resulted in a as-sintered density (99"5%). (B) Plot of density vesnus postaintering
considerable decrease in the density from the as-fired level of heat-teatmnent time at 2000"C for material with 0.5 vol% a-SiC seeds.
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Fig. 2. SEM (bwkacanered electrons) microstructures of materials
with postsiniaring heat trearment of 2000*C for 3h: (A) ail-P-SiC str-
ing powder and (B) all-a-SiC starting powder. Gray phase is SiC. white
phase is YAG, and the black region is porosity and/or grain pullout.

long) to Fig. 3(C) (4 to 12 lam wide, 5 to 100 pam long). The
microstrucures in Figs. 3(A to C) show a bimodal distribution
of a-SiC grains. However the grain growth in those seeded
specimen appears to occur in a self-similar manner.

(2) MechaniclBehaWior
A specimen with 0.5 vol% a-SiC seeds heat-treated for

2000*C for 3 h (IST) (Fig. 3(B)) was chosen for preliminary
toughness evaluation. That choice was based on the trade-off
between density and microstructural coarseness (Fig. 1(B) and
Figs. 3(A to C)). Qualitative observations of Vickers
indentation crack patterns revealed that the most extensive
crack-wake bridging occunred in specimens with relatively high Fig. 3. SEM (ackscanered electrons) microstruces of materials
density and intermediate microstructural coarseness. Figure containing 0.5 vol% a-SiC seeds with postsintering heat treanments of
4(A) shows a plot of indentation load versus crack length for 2000MC for (A) 2 h, (B) 3 h. and (C) 4 h. (Cf. Fig. I(B).) Phase denota-
materials HSA and IST. ons same as in Fig. 2. The anow in (C) indicates grayish Y-, Al-, and

The toughness is evaluated using the equilibrium relation for Si-containing region.
K-field generated by the elastic-plastic contact of a Vickers
indentation on a brittle solid for radial crack geometry: 3

K3 =xPlcm = T (1) is determined by the relative positions of the two data onth
c-P plot in Fig. 4(A). It is seen that at any given indentation

where T is the toughness, X is the indentation contact-field load the crack lengths for our IST are smaller than that for HSA
parameter (which depends on the square root of the ratio of (Fig. 4(A)), implying toughening of lST. The relative toughness
elastic modulus to hardness EIH), P is the indentation load, and of IST, Twr/Tn, for each indentation load, which is given by
c is the crack length. Fits to Eq. (1) (solid lines in Fig. 4(A)) (cm/crrr)1, is plotted in Fig. 4(B) (right axis represents
pass through the data points, implying cracks of radial absolute toughness, using the toughness value of 4.0 MPa-m'n
geometry.u Since the E/H ratios for HSA (16.5, Ref. 2) and [ST for HSA2). Note the almost twofold increase in the toughness
(17.0, this study) are similar, and the density for both materials of IST.
is 97%, it can be assumed that the x values are the same for the Figures 5(A) and (B) show typical crack patterns from the
two matmials. Therefore, the toughness of IST relative to HSA corner of 200-N indentations in HSA and IST, respectively.
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(A)
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•ee 6-,"'l to tight) from the cowners of 200-N indentations in (A) HSA and (B)
" K LST. Arrow in 5(B) indic~ate crack-wake bridging sihas. Phase denota

-' -, - 4 t ion same asin MS. 2.

S~studies") of SiC, the starting powder used was a-SiC.' This is

5 2S

z because a-SiC is the most stable form of SiC at both low and3 10 30 100 300 high temperatures and usually results in fine-grain equiaxed

Indentation Load, P (N) microstructures (Fig. 2(B)). The use of P-SiC as the starting
powder also results in fine-grain equiaxed microslructres,(B) provided the sintering temperature is low (1850A to 19H0A , as

in the as in )indicate cracasintering). Heat hea sdent at higher
Fig,. 4. (A) Crack length versus indentation load responses of a corn- temperatures (> 1950PC) results in the [--,a transfornmation,mercia SiC (SA) and in it-toghea ( SiC containing 0.5is o ie ered a i
vol% a-SiC seeds with posiering eat mnt of 200C for 3 h at oth o(cf. Fig. 3B)). All datum points are averages of five indentations, and elongated a-SiC grains (Fig. 2(A)). It is presumed that those
eror bars are standard devtion boundsd errtr bod s smaller than the exaggerated a-SiC grains grow from the preexisting a-SiC

size of the symbols wre omitted. Solid flines wre fits to Eq. ( I). (B) Plot of trace impurities in the otherwise pure "KSI.relative toughness and absolute toughness value of IST as a function of By deliberately adding a predetermined amount of a-SiC
iadentaion load. Dashedline repes the tough sof HSA( seeds, uniformly distributed elongated grain mlrtostuctares

can be obtained (Figs. 3(A to Q). It is clear that the a-SiC seedsassist in the control of grain growthl. The mechanism by which
that control occurs remains to be determined. The steding tech-
nique for microstructural conarol during solid-state siaering in

From Fig. 5(A) it ca n be seen that the crack in HSA is relativel 3ic is accompaeduby used. a Hgwera the addition of atSiC
stFaight, 3wB)h all datupointsre wakers Of fe otherhand ,in seeds to 1-SiC in that study resulted in porous (80% to 85%
errig.r 5B are stan sad tu fuationreous wae the othe w sever dense) microstructures. Note that in the solid-state-sintering
sige of) ITh sybols are omittd.Solines fratre pits toq ) ( a o caf, due to the high temperatures employed (21rwOis, sinterp
instances of crack-wake bridging by elongated SiC grains ing and n --t a transformation occur simultaneously, resulting
(arrows). in the formation of a rigid network of elongated a-SiC grains

and preventing ed l densification. C In contrast, in the liquid-
IV. Discassion phase-sintering case, the sofg ring occurs first at a lower tem-

perature (1900°C), while the P3 ---+ ctanmsformation is allowedIn this paper we have demonstrated the feasibility of a new to occur later in as-sintered specimens dtring subsequent high-
prachnique for obtaining dense SiCbosed cer ics temperature heat treatments.

wih unique mi c and enhanced toughness. Liquid- From Figs. Ic(A) and th) it was se i that the density
phase sintering of those SiC ceratics was catried out with the decreased during the grain growth heat treatments. It was noted
aid ofwAIO and Y2,O Based on thermodynamical calculations, that specimens heat-treated at 200(0 for 4 h revealed isolated
the ability Of A1203 and Y203 i aiding quid-ps Sint g Of an ize pore channels running through them. Also, the for-
SiC.2 has been attributed to the lack of decomposition of Sic ma trion of Y-, Al-, and Si-containing regions were detected
by those oxides in the temperaue range 2027* to 2127M.2 p (arrow in Fig. 3(C)) in those specimens. Those observations

However, the mecwhaism(s) of the sinter aig remains unclear.
Recently, it has been proposed that Ostwasd ripening by ntuemperat uct oftSicext amyents.Monofftep~yWW
sowutith and irosrucptation coenhales th o siness. mLchiquim a Feigel s .u(m)e and ) wiat a-Si en tcubha vth ie6 d is
in the SiCYAG systemr" In most of ute aforementioned Men idoour t a oh t eae it wan
aSido ahand Beh specimen hea eedi ate for 4 hreve isolaedetiqupheab-iityeofrA nd stu0die n-2" (and solid-state-sintering o macrsi pr chane lsm twinning t h A e
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moderately tough, coarse-grain alumina
(9). Our test uses the classical Hertzian
configuration of an indenting sphere on a
flat specimen surface (10). A rich literature
exists for Hertzian tests on homogeneous
brittle solids, notably glass, in which a
cone-shaped crack (the Hertzian fracture)
forms in a region of weak surface tensile
stress outside the contact circle (11-16).
No such literature exists for analogous tests
on heterogeneous tough ceramics. In our
study on coarse alumina, we found no
well-defined cone crack but rather a damage
zone of distributed intergranular microfrac-
tures in'a region of high shear stress below
the contact circle. Stress-induced intra-
grain twins appeared to act as essential
crack precursors in the alumina by concen-
trati . stresses at the weak grain bound-
aries. The subsurface microfracture damage
zone expanded with repeat loading, indicat-
ing a pronounced "fatigue" characteristic.

We have performed Hertzian tests onMaking Ceramics "Ductile" ceramic systems whose microstructural het-
erogeneity was tailored by heat treatments.
In their base homogeneous forms, these

Brian R. Lawn,* Nitin P. Padture," Hongda Cai,t ceramics are classically brittle and exhibit

Fernando Guiberteau: the familiar cone fractures. In their heter-
ogeneous forms, however, these same ce-

Distributed irreversible deformation in otherwise brittle ceramics (specifically, in silicon ramics are subject instead to subsurface
carbide and micaceous glass-ceramic) has been observed in Hertzian contacts. The microfracture, leading to an effective "duc-
deformation takes the form of an expanding microcrack damage zone below the contact tile" response in the contact behavior. The
circle, in place of the usual single propagating macrocrack (the Hertzian "cone fracture") results have profound implications concern-
ouWide. An important manifestation of this deformation is an effective "ductility" in the ing the capacity of brittle solids to sustain
indentation stress-strain response. Control of the associated brittle-ductile transition is mechanical damage and absorb energy.
readily effected by appropriate design of weak interfaces, large and elongate grains, and Most important, the results suggest ways in
high internal stresses in the ceramic microstructure. which such radical "brittle-ductile transi-

tions" in the mechanical response of ceram-
ics may be effected by controlled micro-
structural modifications.

Ceramics have been cited as the "materials the enhancement of bridging is the con- In our Hertzian test, a hard sphere of
of the future." However, ceramics are also trolled introduction of weak interfaces on radius r was loaded onto a flat specimen
notoriously brittle and are subject to cata- the microstructural scale, to deflect the surface. From the load P and contact radius
strophic failure from the growth of a single primary crack and thereby generate a more a, we plot indentation stress P0 - P/ira2

dominant crack (1). They are limited in effective interlocking structure. One can versus indentation strain aih (17) to pro-
their use as load-bearing materials by a low also enhance bridging by coarsening and duce an indentation stress-strain curve. A
intrinsic toughness and, correspondingly, a elongating the grain structure and by incor- special specimen configuration, consisting
lack of ductility to absorb mechanical ener- porating internal mismatch stresses (1, 4,
gy. Of the various mechanisms that have 5). Thus to gain toughness in ceramics, one
been advocated for imparting toughness to builds in microstructual heterogeneity. 16

ceramics (1), the most widespread and However, there is a price to pay. Toughness 14c t -
practical is that of "bridging," in which is improved, but only in the "long-crack" 1
frictional pullout of interlocking grains and region. In the "short-crack" region, built-in _ 12 0
second-phae particles retards crack-wall weakness can enhance fracture at the mi- 10
separation (2, 3). Toughness then becomes crostructural level, reducing laboratory $ S
a rising function of crack size (so-called strength (6) and increasing the susceptibil- j 6
toughnes-curve, or resistance-curve, be- ity to wear and erosion (7, 8). 4
havior (1)]. A most important element in In view of this tendency toward coun- 2

maxim S m and Eniro g L y N. rtervailing interrelations in toughness prop-
Ox* nfrslitsle Slandrds and Technology, Gailehrs. erties, surprisingly little effort has been o 0 06 0.10 0.15 020 o025
bug, Mo 205, USA made to understand the seemingly deleteri- Pi n -ar
•Towhom 01 I smxd be addressed.. ous short-crack properties of heterogeneous Ig. 1. Indentation stress-strain curve for silicon
tGuee scien"t from the Oepwument of Materials ceramics. We argue that these same seem- carbide in neous fine-grain and heter-
Slermi and Eniing, ~ Uerslty, Bethr- ingly deleterious properties also have poten- ogeneous coarse-grain forms. Data taken with
hem. PA 18015, USA
*Gue Im enti frm the Dfet. eft do Fsics, tial benefits. The impetus for this assertion tungsten carbide spheres in the radius range r
Lkiversided do Esemedur 06071-Sedal. Spain. comes from our recent contact study on a from 1.58 to 12.7 mm.
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of two polished rectangular half-blocks and boundary phases. The microstructural fractures along the mica-glass interfaces,
bonded together with thin adhesive, al- conditions in the second form were condu- with some linkage and coalescence in the
lowed us to obtain section as well as surface cive to enhanced grain bridging and there- glass matrix at heavier loads.
views of the contact damage (18). Indenta- fore to enhanced long-crack toughness. The distinctive change from classical
tions were placed symmetrically across the The indentation stress-strain curve for cone fracture to distributed microfracture
surface trace of the bonded interface on the the homogeneous form (Fig. 1, open cir- damage with increased microstructural het-
top surface. After indentation, the adhesive cles) shows little nonlinearity, indicating erogeneiry (Figs. 2 and 4) denotes a new
was dissolved and the half-blocks separated essentially elastic-brittle behavior. By con- kind of brittle-ductile transition in ceramic
to reveal the subsurface damage. The top trast, the curve for the heterogeneous form materials. This transition is apparent as an
and side surfaces of a given half-block were (Fig. 1, filled circles) tends toward a "yield" increased nonlinearity and a corresponding-
then coated with gold and viewed in response, more characteristic of ductile sol- ly greater work of penetration in the inden-
Nomarski illumination. ids. In micrographs of the contact damage, tation stress-strain functions (Figs. 1 and

In our first example, we compared two we observe a transition from well-defined 3). It foreshadows a greater resistance to
forms of silicon carbide, a ceramic tradi- cone fracture (Fig. 2A) to distributed sub- strength degradation and an enhanced ca-
tionally known for its innate hardness and surface microfracture (Fig. 2B) with the pacity for energy absorption from spurious
brittleness. The first form, a commercially increase in microstructural heterogeneity. contacts and impacts.
available monophase material (19), had a Higher magnification reveals a relatively Microscopically, the subsurface damage
fine, equiaxed, well-bonded microstructure uninterrupted (transgranular) crack path in responsible for the ductility originates from
(grain size - 4 jIm). The second form, a Fig. 2A and locally deflected (intergranu- some local shear-driven deformation pro-
material we developed by incorporating an lar) microfractures along the weak inter- cess. The nature of this process is funda-
yttrium-aluminum-garnet (YAG) sintering phase boundaries in Fig. 2B. mentally different from the dislocation pro-
agent and subjecting the sintered material An even more striking illustration of the cesses that operate in metals ( 7). Instead,
to a grain-growth heat treatment (20), had effect of microstructural heterogeneity on the deformation originates at "shear faults"
a coarsened, elongated microstructure the intrinsic mechanical response is afford- in the grain microstructure. The key is the
(grains -3 pm thick and 25 pim long) with ed by a micaceous glass-ceramic (21). This presence of intrinsically weak interfaces to
weakened interfaces between matrix grains ceramic has a respectable long-crack tough- create and arrest the faults, and perhaps

ness (22). It conversely has a low short-
crack toughness, a notable consequence of
which is that the material is readily ma-
chinable (23). In its base glass state, the
material is effectively homogeneous on the
microscale. A controlled heat treatment
crystallizes mica flakes (-1 I m thick and
10 prm long) in the glass matrix, with weak
interphase boundaries, to produce the glass-
ceramic. Whereas the indentation stress-
strain curve for the base glass shows little
nonlinearity, the curve for the crystallized
glass-ceramic shows a dramatic yield turn-
over (Fig. 3). Half-surface and section mi-
crographs of the contact damage in the base
glass (Fig. 4A) reveal classical Hertzian
cone fracture. In the glass-ceramic (Fig.
4B), the damage is contained wholly sub-
surface and has the macroscopic appearance
of a plastic zone in metals (18). Higher
magnification of the areas within the sub-
surface damage zones revealed local shear

Glass-ceramic

'3

F~.2. Half-surface (top) and section (bottom) IFig. 4. Half-surface (top) and section (bottom)
views of Hertzian contact damage in silicon 0 views of Hertzian contact damage in glass-
carbide, from a tungsten carbide sphere of 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 ceramic, from a tungsten carbide sphere of
radius r - 3.18 mm at load P = 2000 N. (A) kntstn stain radius r = 3.18 mm at load P = 1000 N (A)
Homogeneous fine-grain form showing well-de- Fig. 3. Indentation stress-strain curve for glass- Base glass form showing well-defined cone
fined cone crack (stress Po = 7.44 GPa): (B) ceramic in base glass and crystallized forms. crack (stress po - 2.88 GPa): (9) partially
heterogeneous coarse-grain form showing dis- Data taken with tungsten carbide spheres in the crystallized form showing distributed subsur-
tributed subsurface damage (stress po = 7.20 radius range r from 0.79 to 12.7 mm. face damage (stress po = 1.87 GPa).
GPa).
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also to provide favored paths for ensuing 17- D Tabor, Hardness of Metals (Clarendon, Oxdord. Proceedings of 10th International Glass Con-
United Kingdom. 1951). gress, M. Kunugi. M. Tashiro, N. Saga, Eds.extelsile microcracks at the fault edge•s, With- 18. T. 0. Mulheam. J. Mech. Pt". Solids 7. 85 (Ceramic Society of Japan. Tokyo. Japan, 1974),

in the subsurface Hertzian stress field. In the (1959). pp. 33-40.
silicon carbide (Fig. 2), the shear faults form 19. Hexoloy SA, Carborundum. Nagara Falls. NY. 24. J. C. Jaeger and N. G. W. Cook. Fundamentals of

atthe i sbetween the matrix grains 20. N. P. Padture, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 77, 519 (1994). Rock Medancs (Chapman & Hall, London,t teinterfacs 21. Macor, Coming. Inc.. Coming. NY. 1971).
and the grain bo=uay (YAG) phases. In the 22. C. J. Fairbanks. B. R. Lawn, R. F. Cook Y.-W. Mai, 25. Fu•idsg provided by the U.S. Air Force Office of
glass-ceramic (Fig. 4), they form at the mica- Mcrostructure and Me Strength of Ceramics, vol. Scieriic Reseach. Financiat smploort for F.G from

sinfac. mbis transition to aprt 8of Fracture Mechanics of Ceramics, R. C. Bradt. the Misterio de Educacidn y Ciencia (OGICYT).
A G. Evans. D. P. H. Hasselman. F. F. Langes. Spain. is graltb* acmnaMedged

ductility in otherwise highly brittle ceramics is Eds. (Puxn. New York. 19M. pp. 23-3.
attributable to the large compressive compo- 23. K. Chyu.•, G. H. Beall, 0. G. Grossman. in 19 Nomemrber 1993; accepted 12 January 1994
nent of contact stress fields (13, 16). The
deflection of any downward propagating sur-
face ring cracks along grain or interface
boundaies away from the tensile saess trajec-
tories (13) suppresses the development of a
sngle cone crack, and at the same time, the
acton of strong shear stresses on the weak
planies in the confining subsurface zone pro-
moes the development of a population of
hih stabilized t microaacks. The latter kind
of distributed damage has been widely consid-
ered in the fracture of rocks (24), where
hydrostatic compressive fields are the norm,
but not in advanced cwaics, whose design
has hithero been based predominanty on
single-crack mechanics.

Our results are of special relevance to
the mechanical response of ceramics where
highly localized mechanical or thermal
stresses are likely (10), such as in bearings,
local impact conditions, refractories, and
medical implants (for example, tooth re-
storatives). The implication is that one may
design ceramic microstructures to change
the very nature of the damage behavior and
so optimize the mechniical response to suit
particular applications.
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Deformation and fracture of mica-containing glass-ceramics
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The Hertzian indentation response of a machinable mica-containing glass-ceramic
is studied. Relative to the highly brittle base glass from which it is formed, the
glass-ceramic shows evidence of considerable "ductility" in its indentation sttess-strain
response. Section views through the indentation sites reveal a transition from classical
cone fracture outside the contact area in the base glass to accumulated subsurface
deformation-microfracture in the glass-ceramic. The deformation is attributed to
shear-driven sliding at the weak interfaces between the mica flakes and glass matrix.
Extensile microcracks initiate at the shear-fault interfaces and propagate into the matrix,
ultimately coalescing with neighbors at adjacent mica flakes to effect easy material
removal. The faults are subject to strong compressive stresses in the Hertzian field,
suggesting that frictional tractions are an important element in the micromechanics.
Bend-test measurements on indented specimens show that the glass-ceramic, although
weaker than its base glass counterpart, has superior resistance to strength degradation
at high contact loads. Implications of the results in relation to microstructural design
of glass-ceramics for optimal toughness, strength, and wear and fatigue properties
are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION ing grains or particles.2°-7-31 Recently, examination of

Hertzian indentation of homogeneous brittle mate- Hertzian indentations in a coarse-grain polycrystalline
rials, such as glasses and single crystals, has received alumina3 2 has revealed a radical departure from the

extensive attention in the literature.1-20 Above a crit- classical fracture pattern; the cone crack is suppressed

ical load, a ring crack initiates in the weakly tensile in favor of distributed damage in a zone of high

region just outside the circle of contact with the indent- compression-shear beneath the contact circle, more
ing sphere, propagates downward as a surface-truncated reminiscent of deformable solids. The subsurface

cone, and finally arrests at a depth approximately equal damage takes the form of deformation-microfracture
to the contact radius.6,15 This is the so-called Hertzian by precursor intragrain twin/slip and subsequent grain-

cone crack. 21 Hertzian fracture is of interest to materials localized intergranular microfracture. Repeat loading

scientists for its uncommon insight into the stability of exacerbates the extent of the subsurface damage, lead-
streng& grading flaws6X and for its intrinsic relation ing to microcrack coalescence and ultimately surface

to material toughness .6.5 removal.3 2 The transition from cone fracture to accu-
Few Hertzian indentation studies have been made of mulated damage zone occurs above a threshold grain

the newer generation of tougher polycrystalline and two- size, indicating a microstructural scaling effect.33 Thus,

phase ceramics, where microstructure plays a critical role the same microstructural elements responsible for the
in the fracture behavior. Some cone fracture observations enhanced toughness properties change the entire nature
have previously been reported on low-toughness fine- of the fracture damage process.
grain monophase ceramics"'5 and brittle lithium-silicate One class of ceramics that has received considerable

glass-ceramics.23,U Higher long-crack fracture toughness attention for use as model two-phase systems as well as

occurs in those ceramics with larger grains and greater in practical applications is glass-ceramics.34 A system
internal mismatch stresses'," and is attributable most of particular interest is that of a glass matrix containing
commonly to crack-interface "bridging" from interlock- crystallized mica platelets, the size and density of which

may be readily controlled by simple heat treatments. 3sr
Mica-containing glass-ceramics are best known fora)O.her Scie hio n Unve from Depatment of Materials Science and their easy machinability, 37 -39 an attractive quality for

Belfmeevlg Lehiglh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18015.
b'ies Scentist on leave from Deprtent of Applied Physis, Unl- forming operations used in dental restorations'° and

veMty of Techology, Sydney, New South Wales 2007, Australia. other applications. Yet these same glass-ceramics have
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respectable long-crack toughness,37'3.4' Such counter- uid phase separation during the original glass-forming
vailing responses in the short-crack and long-crack process.35 The droplets comprise nucleation centers for
regions raise questions as to the role of the mica-matrix the ultimate formation of mica phases in the crystalliza-
microstructure in the micromechanisms of deformation tion heat treatments.35"37

and fracture. Plate specimens 25 mm square and 4 mm thick were
In this paper we study the Hertzian indentation cut from billets of mica-containing Macor and base

response of one mica-containing machinable glass- glass. Surfaces for indentation stress-strain testing were
ceramic, "Macor", using comparison tests on the polished with diamond paste to 1 itm finish, and then
precursor "green" glass to establish a baseline brittle coated with gold. Indentations were made using tungsten
state. We will show that in the Macor, as in coarse- carbide spheres of radii r = 0.79, 1.19, 1.98, 3.18,
grain alumina, well-defined cone fracture is supplanted 4.76, 7.94, and 12.70 mm, oVer a load range P = 0 to
by accumulated subsurface deformation-microfracture 2000 N using a universal testing machine (Instron Model
damage. This transition is quantified on an indentation 1122, Instron Corp., Canton, MA). Residual traces in
stress-strain curve. The deformation takes the form the gold layer enabled determinations of contact radius
of shear faulting along weak mica-glass interfaces, a at each applied load,3 2 and thence contact pressure
Microcracks extend from the ends of these faults into (Po = P/mra 2 ) as a function of indentation strain (a/r)
the glass matrix, and ultimately coalesce with their (see Sec. III).
neighbors to effect material fragmentation and removal. For detailed microscopic investigation of the sub-
The shape of the macroscopic damage zone is discussed surface damage, a special bonded-interface specimen
in relation to the distribution of shear stresses beneath configuration was employed,33 following a procedure
the contact area, with due allowance for sliding friction first described by Mulhearn.4 2 In this configuration,
tractions at the compressively closed faults. Strength shown in Fig. 1, two half-specimens with polished sur-
degradation associated with the damage is measured as faces were clamped together with a thin layer (-1 gm)
a function of indentation load for both the crystallized of a cyanoacrylate-based adhesive (SuperBonder, Locite
and green Macor, and is discussed in terms of the Corp., Newington, CT) to form a bonded interface. The
relative toughness properties.

II. EXPERIMENTAL 
P

The material used in this study was a commer-
cial mica-containing glass-ceramic, produced under the Sphere
trade name Macor (Coming Inc., Coming, NY). Macor
composition in weight % is 46% SiO2, 14% MgO,
16% A1203, 10% K20, 8% B320 3 , and 6% F). In its

final heat-treated form, Macor exists in a partially crys-
tallized state, with composition -55% fluorophlogo-
pite mica and -45% borosilicate glass. Specifically,
the microstructure consists of a network of randomly
oriented interlocking mica flakes.35-38 The individual
flakes are approximately 10 pzm in surface dimension
parallel to the cleavage basal plane, and I to 2 /m ----
thick normal to this plane. Simplistically, the network _.
of closely packed planes of weakness, i.e., mica basal T--a-
cleavage and mica-glass interfaces, facilitates easy frac-
ture in the short-crack domain, thereby accounting for the
machinability.w At the same time, once a crack develops
over a scale large relative to the microstructure the mica Interface
flakes act as effective bridges across the separation plane,
giving rise to a progressively rising toughness curve and
enhancing the long-crack toughness. 41

The "green" glass from which the final crystal- FIG-.1. Hertzian test geometry for bonded-interface specimen.
lized form of Macor is derived was used as a refer- Sphere, radius r, delivers load P over contact radius a. Specimen

a for b c . consists of two polished halves bonded across the interface.ence t baseline comparison. This base glass sive stresses beneath contact (arrows) and from external
has an opalescent white color, due to the presence clamping (not shown) maintain contact between specimen halves
of sAbmicrometer-scale fluorine-rich droplets from liq- during indentation.
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ultimate indentation test surface was then ground and 7 1
polished perpendicular to the bonded interface. A se-
quence of indentations was subsequently made along the 6
interface trace at the test surface, taking special care to
keep the contacts centered across this trace. It was found 5 5
beneficial to apply a clamping stress normal to the inter- .Base Glass
face during indentation to minimize intersurface sepa- ud 4
ration. After indentation, the interface specimens were

soaked in acetone to dissolve the adhesive and to sepa- c 3 - .........
rate the specimens into their two halves. After cleaning Ga"e "
the surfaces, reflection optical microscopy in Nomarski • 2 - d
interference contrast was used to examine the subsurface b
deformation and fracture patterns in section view. I

Some Vickers indentations were made to measure
the hardness of the base glass and the mica-containing 0
glass-ceramic. 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25

Bars 48 X 6 X 4 mm were machined for measure- Indentation Strain, air

ment of strength degradation from Hertzian contact FIG. 2. Indentation stress-strain curves for Macor. mica-containing
damage. The prospective test faces and sides of these glass-ceramic and base glass, using WC spheres of radii r - 0.79,

bars were polished to 3 /m finish. All specimens were 1.19, 1.98, 3.18, 4.76, 7.94, and 12.70 mm (not distinguished on

chamfered at their edges and acid-etched in 2% HF data points). Solid curves are empirical fits to the data. Inclined
solution for 15 min to minimize edge failures in the dashed lines are Hertzian elastic responses computed from Eq. (2)

ensuing strength tests. The strength tests themselves using Young's modulus from independent ultrasonic measurement
and Poisson's ratio from manufacturer's specifications as follows:

were conducted in four-point bending. An indentation ES = 614 GPa and 's = 0.22 for WC spheres; E " 77 GPa and

was made at the center of each polished surface at a , =- 0.29 for base glass (upper dashed line); and E - 63 GPa and
specified contact load, using a sphere of radius 3.18 mm v=- 0.29 for Macor (lower dashed line). Horizontal dashed lines
at a loading/unloading rate 100 N -s-. At low loads in indicate Vickers hardness for base glass (upper) and Macor (lower).

Points a, b, c, and d on Macor curve correspond to pressures used
the base glass, multiple indentations were made in order later in sequence in Fig. 4.
to ensure the most favorable conditions for cone frac-
ture. Some specimens were left unindented to measure
"natural" strengths.43 A drop of silicone oil was placed region prior to irreversible deformation, the data lie close
on the indentation sites prior to flexure, and the tests to the inclined dashed lines representing the classical
conducted in rapid loading (<50 ms failure time) to min- Hertzian relation2°'45 :
imize effects of slow crack growth from environmental
moisture. Broken specimens were examined to ensure Po - (3E/41rk)(a/r), (2)
that the fracture originated from the indentation sites.
Those that did not were included in the data pool for where E is Young's modulus of the specimen material;
unindented specimens because fracture originated from k = (9/16)[(l - 2) + (1 - aj)(E/E5 )] is a dimen-
"natural" flaws in those specimens. sionless constant of each indenter/specimen combina-

tion, with v Poisson's ratio and subscript S designating
the sphere material. Young's moduli used in our eval-

Ill. RESULTS uations of Eq. (2) were determined from independent
A. Indentation stress-strain curves ultrasonic measurements on the Macor and base glass,

Indentation stress-strain data for the Macor mica- and are included in the caption to Fig. 2. In the high-

containing glass ceramic and the base glass are shown strain region the data approach the hardness values from

in Fig. 2. The responses were obtained by monitoring the Vickers tests.

mean contact pressure We note the clear distinction in stress-strain response
between the crystallized Macor and precursor base glass.

Po = P/lra2  (1) The base glass behaves in an ideal brittle manner, with
near-linear response over the data range. By contrast,

as a function of the geometrical ratio air, with P the the mica-containing Macor deviates dramatically from
indentation load, a the radius of contact, and r the sphere the linear response at a relatively low xidentation stress.
radius. The data for each material fall on a universal It is evident that crystallization of the mica phase has
curve, independent of r, consistent with the principle conferred a degree of "plasticity" to the glass-ceramic,
of geometrical similarity.1-' 16', In the low-strain elastic more like a ductile metal than a brittle ceramic.
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B. Microscopic observations of subsurface progresses in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) to the surface until,
damage in Fig. 4(d), the "plastic zone" is fully developed. Note

Half-surface and side views of Hertzian indentations that there is a near-surface region immediately below the

in the base glass are shown in Fig. 3. Classical concentric contact area where damage appears to be suppressed,

cone cracks 4s6''46-4 7 are observed. The contact radius even in the more advanced stages of impression in

at maximum pressure lies just within the outermost Figs. 4(c) and 4(d).

surface ring in Fig. 3, confirming that the cone frac- Higher magnification views of the subsurface

tures form in the region of weak tension outside the damage zones in Fig. 5 reveal interrelations between

subsurface compression-shear zone. 15 Note that there is the damage process and the mica plate structure more

no detectable deformation beneath the contact circle; clearly. The micrograph in Fig. 5(a) is from a region

essentially, the material behaves as an ideally homoge- of relatively low damage, point A in Fig. 4(c). Discrete

neous solid. microcracks appear along the interfaces between glass

Analogous half-surface and side views for the mica- matrix and mica plates. The micrograph in Fig. 5(b) is

containing glass-ceramic are shown in Fig. 4, as a se- from a region of higher damage, point B in Fig. 4(d).

quence of increasing indentation pressures. In these It shows microcracks extending from individual mica

micrographs the mica flakes in the glass matrix are plates into the glass matrix and linking up with neighbors

readily observable in the Nomarski illumination. Cone to form coalesced fracture arrays. No microcracking was

fracture outside the contact area is now inactive. Instead, observed outside the damage zone.

the indentation takes on the appearance of a "plastic"
impression, reminiscent of the subsurface plasticity zone C. Strength degradation
beneath contacts in ductile metals.42 The evolution of Results from the Hertzian-indentation/inert-strength
the damage is most clearly revealed in the section views, tests for the Macor mica-containing glass ceramic and
In Fig. 4(a), the damage starts subsurface and gradually the base glass are plotted in Fig. 6. In this diagram the

error bars are standard deviations for an average of 4
specimens per data point. The hatched boxes at left indi-
cate strengths of specimens that broke away from inden-
tation sites. Solid curves are empirical fits to the data.18

The curves in Fig. 6 show some interesting con-
trasts, not least the fact that they cross each other. For the
Macor glass-ceramic, the strength shows a steady decline
with load above the cutoff strength level for failures from
natural flaws. This response is characteristic of materials
with a low damage threshold but moderate toughness.
For the base glass, the strength maintains its high value
for natural surfaces up to the critical indentation load
for cone fracture, above which it drops precipitously and
thereafter declines with increasing load. This response is
characteristic of materials with a high damage threshold
but low toughness. Thus, although the Macor in its
crystallized form may appear to have inferior laboratory
strength relative to its base glass counterpart, its ultimate
resistance to strength loss from sustained damage is
markedly superior, except perhaps at extreme high loads.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated that Macor, a mica-containing
machinable glass-ceramic, undergoes extensive ir-

500 rreversible damage under Hertzian indentations. The
nature of the damage is radically different from the clas-

FIG. 3. Optical micrographs of indented base glass, showing sical cone fracture that forms outside the contact circle in
half-surface (top) and section (bottom) views of Hertzian cone fracture brittle glasses and single crystals. Macroscopically, the
in bonded-interface specimen, WC sphere radius r - 3.18 mm at
contact pressure p0 - 2.88 OPa, corresponding to contact radius damage pattern resembles the form of the continuous
a - 330 pmi at load P - 1000 N. Viewed in Noomarski interference plastic zones that form in the subsurface slip-line
illumination, fields beneath indentations in ductile metals.4 2 One may
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FIG. 4. Optical micrographs of indented Macor glass-ceramic, showing half-sutrface (top) and section (bottom) views of subsurface defor-
mation-microftacture damage evolution in bonded-interface specimens, at indentation stress (a) pa - 1.46 GPa, (b) 1.63 GPa, (c) 1.87 GPa,and (d) 2.02 GPa. Ile corresponding indentation loads are P - 250, 500, 1000, and 1500 N. WC sphere radius r - 3.181 mm. Viewed in
Nomarkid interferenc Wumination. Locations A in (c) and B in (d) expanded in Fig. 5.

accordingly regard the observed change in indentation differs fundamentally from the traditional dislocation
response in the glass-ceramic as akin to a brittle-ductile flow process. Microscopically, the damage bears a strong
transition, although the deformation micromechanism resemblance to the discrete microslip-microfracture
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FIG. 6. Inert strength of Macor mica-containing glass-ceramic and
base glass after indentation with WC sphere, radius r -= 3.18 mm, as a
function of indentation load. Solid curves are empirical curve fits. Note
that curves cross each other. Shaded regions at left represent standard
deviation limits for all breaks away from indentation sites. Vertical
dashed line for base glass data indicates approximate threshold load
for cone crack formation.

the subsurface damage. This effectiveness is attribut-
able to the detectability of very small (nanometer-scale)
shear offsets at the separated free surfaces by Nomarski
interference contrast. Polished sections are much less
informative, because the very act of polishing removes
these offsets. Indeed, polishing away less than 1/•m
of the newly separated surfaces is sufficient to render
much of the detail in Figs. 3 and 4 invisible. It is

(b) acknowledged that the presence of the interface in the
experimental configuration of Fig. 1 could influence the

FIG. 5. Elagted optical micrographs showing subsuface damage in observations, by relaxing the stresses on the median
Macor glas-ceramic showing microcracks: (a) individual microcracks plane. However, Mulbearn's earlier definitive studies
at mica-glass interfaces in low damage area [location A in Fig. 4(c)]; found no such relaxation effect in metals.42 Moreover,
and (b) coalesced microcracks in high damage area [location B in
Fig. 4(d)]. Viewed in Nomarski interference illumination, the damage occurs in the immediate subsurface zone

where the opposing surfaces are maintained in mutual
patterns observed in rocks subjected to confining contact by compressive stresses (arrows in Fig. 1). In
pressures.4A- 5 1 Similar discreteness in subsurface dam- some of our initial experiments certain artifacts (e.g.,
age patterns has also been reported in zinc sulfide detachment of the material within the deformation zone)
polycrystals 2 beneath Vickers hardness impressions. were indeed observed if the specimen was not con-

The indentation stress-strain curve in Fig. 2 is a strained, especially at higher indentation loads; however,
simple methodology for quantifying the deformation this problem could be avoided by applying clamping
response. In particular, the extreme nonlinear curve in stresses as described in Sec. 1I.
the glass-ceramic is a graphic measure of the "ductility" The explicit nature of the deformation mechanism
that results from the crystallization process. It also allows in the mica-containing glass-ceramic is not completely
for specification of such useful material parameters as resolved in our observations, but most certainly involves
"yield stress"" not otherwise accessible by conventional some kind of discrete shear faulting of the weak
tensile testing routines used to determine mechanical interfaces.3s5 Again, the rock mechanics literature
responses of highly brittle solids, provides rich precedent for the existence of such

The bonded-interface indentation experiment used shear failures.'- 51 Individual microcracks develop at
in Figs. 3 and 4 is particularly effective for revealing these interfaces on loading and unloading the indenter
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[Fig. 5(a)], and ultimately coalesce to form shear- A A
damage bands [Fig. 5(b)]. The microcracking appears (a) 0.02
to occur along the mica-glass interface rather than along 0.oo Qi .Th
the low-energy cleavage plane of mica, suggesting that 0.40 0.05
the mica cleavage planes are stro r than the mica-
glass interfaces. We note that th ca flakes in the 0.30
subsurface deformation zone are2It exposed to the 0.20
external environment [at least not uniN the damage bands 0.10
in Fig. 5(b) intersect the surface], and that the cleavage 7
energy of mica remains relatively high unless exposed
to moisture (>2000 m J-m- 1 in "dry" environments
vs -500 mJ, m-w in laboratory air-1-55 ). High thermal A o
expansion mismatch stresses may augment the interfacial (b) 00
microcrackinge; such augmented microcracking has p = 0.25
indeed been observed at Hertzian contacts in composites 0

mismatch stresses are enhanced by adjusting the glass 0.20
composition326 0.05

The notion of shear faulting at the weak mica-glass /
interfaces is consistent with the shape of the deformation 7
zone in the Hertzian stress field. Compression stresses
act normal to the fault planes,32 thereby maintaining the
sliding surfaces in intimate contact during the indentation A A
process. Friction must, therefore, be a key element of (C)
the micromechanical description. Accordingly, we may 0.50 0.02
write the net shear stress S on a mica-glass interface in
the generic form:

S = IT•' - AIlOIl (3) 0.10 005

where rF and o' are the local shear and compressive
stresses on the fault plane and lk is the coefficient of slid-
ing friction. The condition for sliding is that S > 0, so
subzero values of S are inadmissable in Eq. (3).484951,56 (d A A
Contours of S for faults oriented for maximum local
shear at each point within the Hertzian field45 are plot- 1 = 0.75 0.02
ted in Fig. 7 for specified values of I and a Poisson's
ratio v - 0.29 for the glass-ceramic. These contours
appear to reflect the broad geometrical features of the 0.06
evolving deformation zone in Fig. 4. Note the develop- 0.05
meat of a near-surface domain (shaded) within which /S is effectively zero, corresponding to faults for which
the closure stress is so high as to preclude any sliding
in Eq. (3). This zone increases with friction coefficient
until, at IL - 1, it occupies virtually the entire subsurface (e)

region. Such a zone of zero net shear stress is consistent 0.02
with the observations of a region of suppressed damage P = 1.00
immediately below the contacts in Fig. 4.

The manner in which microcracis extend in exten-
sile mode from the edges of the faults and eventually link
up is a complex problem in damage mechanics. Once
more, intrfacial friction must play a pivotal role in any FIG. 7. (a-e) Contours of net shear stress S within Heflzian field
fracture mechanics model.• A generic treatment of for different friction coefficients is in Eq. (3) and for Poissw's
this problem in the special context of Hertzian contacts ratio 0.29 for Macor. Note strong suppression in stress levels as t

will be presented elsewhere.8 increases.
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of mechanical properties, particularly in relation to the (1970).

issue of toughness-curve behavior." We commented on 10. M.V. Swain and B.R. Lawn, Phys. Status Solidi 35, 909-923
(1969).

the interrelation between contact damage and strength in 11. A.G. Mikosza and B.R. Lawn, J. Appl. Phys. 42, 5540-5545
Sec. III. C. The data in Fig. 6 demonstrate that a ma- (1971).

terial with relatively low laboratory strength (due to 12. T. R. Wilshaw, J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 4, 1567-1581 (1971).

the presence of weak mica-glass interfaces as in this 13. J.S. Nadeau, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 56, 467-472 (1973).

case of crystallized Macor) may nevertheless be more 14. M.V. Swain, J.S. Williams, B.R. Lawn, and J.J.H. Beck,
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15. B.R. Lawn and T.R. Wilshaw, J. Mater. Sci. 10, 1049-1081
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Abstraet-A fracture mechanics model ofdamage evolution within Hertzian stress fields in heterogeneous
brittle ceramics is developed. Discrete microcracks generate from shear faults associated with the
heterogeneous ceramic microstructure4 e.g. in polycrystalline alumina, they initiate at the ends of
intragrain twin lamellae and extend along intergrain boundaries. Unlike the well-defined classical cone
fracture that occurs in the weakly tensile region outside the surface contact in homogeneous brittle solids,
the fault-microcrack damage in polycrystalline ceramics is distributed within a subsurface shear-com-
pression zone below the contact. The shear faults are modelled as sliding interfaces with friction, in the
manner of established rock mechanics descriptions but with provision for critical nucleation and matrix
restraining stresses. This allows for constrained microcrack pop-in during the loading half-cycle. Ensuing
stable microcrack extensioa is then analyzed in terms of a K-field formulation. For simplicity, only mode
I extension is considered specifically here, although provision exists for including mode II. The compressive
stresses in the subsurface field constrain microcrack growth during the loading half-cycle, such that
enhanced extension occuim during unloading. Data from damage observations in alumina ceramics are
used to illustrate the theoretical predictions. Microstructural scaling is a vital element in the microcrack
description: initiation is unstable only above a critical grain size, and extension increases as the grain size
increases. Internal residual stresses also play an important role in determining the extent of microcrack
damage. Implications of the results in the practical context of wear and fatigue properties are discussed.

i. INTRODUCTION ceramics. This is especially so in those coarser
ceramics where weak interfaces and internal stresses

The nature of contact damage beneath an indenting exert a controlling influence on the fracture process,
sphere on a brittle surface has been extensively leading to countervailing "toughness-curve" (T-
studied in homogeneous, isotropic materials like curve, or R-curve) effects [ii]. Thus, whereas the
glasses and single crystals, and in some fine-grain toughness in the long-crack region is enhanced by
ceramics. In such relatively ideal materials one grain-interlock bridging (12-16], in the short-crack
observes an elastic response up to a critical load, region it is diminished by thermal expansion
whence a classical "Hertzian cone fracture" suddenly mismatch stresses at tensile grain or interphase
develops outside the contact circle [1-8]. Traditional boundaries I 15]. Recently, spherical indenter tests on
cone fractures tend to be near-symmetrical and well- a coarse-grain alumina [17, 18] and a glass-ceramic
defined, and are accordingly amenable to linear [19] have revealed a different kind of contact damage,
elastic fracture mechanics analysis [3]. On the other with the following distinctive features:
hand, it is possible under certain circumstances (e.g.
softer materials, harder and smaller indenters) to (i) A well-defined "indentation stress-strain"
suppress the cone fracture and to induce subsurface curve, independent of sphere size, indicating
deformation, thereby providing information on a deviation from the ideal Hertzian
intrinsic deformation processes in otherwise highly elasticity relations toward a "plastic
brittle solids [9, 10]. contact" at high indentation pressures.

Given this background, it is perhaps surprising that (ii) Instead of the classical cone fracture outside
relatively little attention has been given to the nature the contact circle, where the stresses are
of Hertzian damage in heterogeneous polycrystalline (weakly) tensile, a microfracture initiation

and coalescence zone beneath the contact
circle, where the stresses are (strongly)

tGuest Scientist, from Department of Materials Science and hydrostatic compressive and deviatoric in

Engineering, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015,
U.S.A. nature.

Guest Scientist, from Departamento de Fisaca, Universi- (iii) An indication that each microfracture is pre-
dad de Extremadura, 06071-Badajoz, Spain. ceded by some kind of stress-concentrating
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"-constrained shear fault" (e.g. twin lamella, Whereas we specifically address single-cycle, mode
in the case of alumina), so that the damage I microfracture here, we foreshadow potential
is intrinsic to the microstructure. extension of the model to fatigue and wear properties

by inclusion of mode II frictional tractions at the
In addition, the damage zone expands in repeat dosed microcrack interfaces. The mode II component

contacts, with progressive microcrack coalescence allows for hysteresis in cyclic loading, enabling
and ultimate material removal, indicating a true progressive coalescence of neighboring microcracks
mechanical fatigue effect. Such features are of special and, ultimately, material removal.
interest to those concerned with the strength, fatigue
and wear of structural ceramics. 2. NATURE OF DAMAGE IN HERTZIAN

In this paper we present a generic fracture CONTACT FIELD
mechanics model of the microfracture evolution 2.1. Background experimental observations on
within the subsurface damage zone in polycrystalline polycrystalline alumina
ceramics during a full indentation loading and
unloading cycle. The crux of our model is the the lne oeramian contact ddamagecon
initiation and subsequent growth of a microcrack polycrystalline ceramics has been examined in recent
from some shear fault within the compressive inden- experimental studies on alumina [17, 18i and
tation zone. This evolution is described in terms of a l i 191. From these studies we identify
detailed K-field formulation [11]. The envisaged
process is loosely based on the "pile-up" concept for (i) Macroscopically, the damage occurs in a region
crack initiation in semi-brittle solids [11, 20-22]. The of intense hydrostatic compression and shear stress,
process is also reminiscent of the kind of crack reminiscent of the deformation observed in
initiation that occurs beneath "sharp" (e.g. Vickers) homogeneous brittle solids in sharp-indenter fields
indenters in glasses [23,24], in rocks and other [10,33-37] and in rocks under confining pressures
coarse-grain materials subjected to macroscopic [25-27]. The extent of deformation can be quantified
confining pressures [25-29], and in compressively by departure from the linear Hertzian elasticity
loaded notched ceramics [30-32]. In setting up our relation on an indentation stress-strain diagram,
model we shall borrow from these earlier research mean contact pressure Po = Pl/a 2 vs contact strain
areas, although new elements specifically pertinent to air [9, 10,38]. For polycrystalline alumina in Fig. I
structural ceramics will also be introduced. The scale (18], we see that this curve is independent of grain
of individual damage events -is determined by a size, indicating a material "yield stress". Note the
characteristic microstructural dimension, grain size in relatively high values of Po, up to 10 GPa, typical of
the case of polycrystalline alumina, which limits the contact configurations.
length of the critical shear fault and thereby (ii) Microscopically, the contact deformation is
determines threshold conditions for microcracking. associated with the activation of discrete "shear
Ideally, the microcracks are assumed to propagate faults", from which microcracks initiate. It is implicit
along constrained grain boundaries or other weak that the shear fault is obstructed in its extension, e.g.
interfaces in predominantly extensile mode (i.e. mode by intersection with weak grain boundaries, to
I). These microcracks are, by virtue of the compres-
sive nature of the immediate subsurface contact field, 20
highly stable in their subsequent evolution, with Grain ,sH ------
continued propagation during unloading. In actual- Gn sh-
ity, the geometrical constraints imposed by the grain 15
boundaries relative to the shear fault and Hertzian ci 48 In

field will inevitably result in superposed shear stresses •
on the microcrack surfaces (i.e. mode II), opening the ,
way to frictional tractions and hence hysteresis 10

during unloading-reloading cycles, i.e. fatigue.
In the interest of mathematical simplicity, we

confine ourselves here to mode I microcrack extension. 5
Data from previous studies on polybcrst aluminal
will be uted to illustrate how one may calibrate K-field
parameters in the analysis, and thence evaluate the 0
microcrack development through a complete Hertzia 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

load-..unload cycek. In particular, we address the im- Indemnon strain, atr
portant role of grain size, in special relation to the Fig. 1. Indentation stress-strain curve for aluminas,
crack initiation (pop-in) and subsequent propagation. obtained using tungsten carbide (WC) spheres of radius

r - 1,.98-12.70mm. Inclined dashed line is Hertzian elastic
We shall determine that a greater portion of the and upper hoontal dashed line is Vickers
propagation actually takes place during the unloading hardness (averaged over all grain sizes). Solid curve is an
half-cycle, although in a highly stable manner. empirical fit to the data. (After [118.)
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Fig.. 2. Optical micrographs in Nomanski illumination showing half-surface (top) and section (bottom)
views of indentation sites in aluminas, grain size (a) 9pum and (b) 48 pm. Indentations made at indentation

pressure A - 8.0 OPa, using WC sphere of radius r = 3.18 mm at load P = 2000 N. (After (181.)

produce a local stress concentration 111,20]. We Load half-cycle Unload half-cycle
show representative section views in Fig. 2(a) and - f
2(b) for aluminas of two grain sizes, "fine" (9pum)
and "coarse" (48 pm), at a contact pressure in the "3u -

nonlinear indentation stress-strain region. In the 9 tun-
fine-grain material we see limited subsurface 15 gm-
microcrack damage (section view), along with 21tim-
classical cone crack traces (half-surface view). The 35 m
extent of subsurface microcracking is much more
apparent in the coarse-grain material. In alumina, the 8
shear faults are principally identifiable as intra-grain "
twins, clearly visible in Fig. 2(b) (17]. Acoustic
emission data from load-unload indentation cycles
on a broad range of aluminas in Fig. 3 indicates a
pronounced increase in damage activity above a grain
size --20 pm. Note that the bulk of the activity R
occurs above a contact pressure - 5 GPa during the I I
loading half-cycle. 0 50 100 150 200

The features outlined in (i) and (ii) are generic to 10 1
brittle materials, apart from the underlying sources of
the shear faults, which are material-specific (see
Section 6).

2.2. Stress field consirations

In this subsection we summarize the pertinent
characteristics of the Hertzian elastic contact field 0 50 50 100 150 200
(3,6,39]. The confining principal normal stresses a1 ,

q2 and 43 within the prospective damage zone prior Elapsed time (s)
to deformation are so defined that a, > v 2 > o3 nearly Fig. 3. Plots of cumulative acoustic energy (arbitrary linear
everywhere (positive stress tensile). Beneath the scale) vs elapsed time during single load-unload indentation
indentation center the trajectory of maximum cycle (constant crosshead speed) in alumina specimens

"c o r(upper diagram), using WC sphere of radius r = 3.18 mm.
compression -- a3 runs parallel to the contact axis, Variation of contact pressure with time indicated (lower
and that of minimum compression -a, (or -- a,) diagram). (After (181.)
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runs perpendicular to that axis. Figure 4 shows -3
contours of principal normal stresses a, and a 3 and
principal shear stress -(al - a3), here plotted for
Poisson's ratio v _ 0.22 (appropriate to alumina). In
these plots the contact radius a determines the spatial C
scale, and contact pressure PA the intensity, of the .
stress field. The tensile stresses +a,, Fig. 4(a), are._relatively weak, with a maximum 0.28po at the ,F

contact circle and rapid falloff outside the contact -o, x- : .,
circle. The shear stresses, Fig. 4(c), are stronger, with F
maximum 0 .4 9po along the contact axis at depth
-0.5a on planes oriented at 450 to this axis; they am

less concentrated than their tensile counterparts, and C Z

are confined within a zone of high biaxial hydrostatic
compression, 1(a, + 03 ).

The damage in Fig. 2 takes place almost exclusively
within a drop-shaped zone below the contact, and -o
begins subsurface, indicating that it is the maximum Fig. 5. Deformation-microfracture damage in polycrys-
shear stress that primarily initiates the damage [17]. talline ceramic, grain size L Volume element is subjected to
This is in striking contrast with the traditional cone compressive normal stresses -a, and -e3 along contact
fracture which, we recall, initiates and propagates in axis below spherical indenter. Shear stresses initiate intra-

grain slip bands FF, from which intergrain extensile micro-
cracks FC extend at their constrained ends.

A A

""(a)0 ' the tensile region outside the contact circle in Fig. 4(a)

.020 (3,40]. Of course, once damage does occur the field
.05 is no longer purely elastic. However, provided we

-0.0j concern ourselves primarily with conditions for the

0.015 onset of microcracking from individual shear faults
rather than with subsequent damage coalescence and
evolution into a full "plastic" zone (381, the Hertzian

0.015 field may be retained as a useful base for fracture
mechanics calculations.

A A In accordance with these considerations, we set up

(b) the model for microcrack initiation shown in Fig. 5.

.. 25ý -0.02 An incipient shear fault FF is contained in a volume

element beneath a spherical indenter in a material of

.0.75 0.10, grain size I (Section 3). At their ends the faults are
constrained by some microstructural interface, e.g.

-0.50 weak grain boundary, along which microcracks FC

ultimately initiate (Section 4). We do not specify the
nature of the fault, so the model is generic: however,

-o.25 • we do specify that the scale of the fault is determined

by L In the limit of sufficiently large contacts, i<<a,
A A uniform normal and shear contact stresses

0.4(T) =!(a, - o3)sin21P (I b)

0.30 act on the fault plane, where WP is the angle between the
fault and the o 3 trajectory. We see directly from eqn. I b

020 that the fault orientation for maximum shear stress is
' ft 450, as pictured in Fig. 5. The corresponding

0.10 stresses acting on the extended microcrack plane are

FS. 4. Stumscatoursimnfitzan cotactf Wnormalized a(VP-O)=2(o,+a3)+½(a,-a3 )os -O2(F-) (2a)
to p. AA denotes contact diameter 2a. (a) Maxim
principal normal ses .,, (b) minimum principal normal r(FP--O) =(a,- o-3)sin 2('P -- 0). (2b)
stre a3, and (c) principal shear stress 2(c, - a 3). Note Note that in the favored orientation V A 0 % 450
regon of high biaxial hydrostatic compression f(a, + a3)
beneath contact. Calculated using Poisson's ratio v - 0.22 [28, 29], the shear component in equation (2b) tends

for alumina, to zero.
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In typical ceramics, internal mismatch stresses also 15
act at individual grain boundaries, some tensile and
some compressive. Predominant in noncubic mono-
phase and two-phase materials are those residual • 10
stresses, oa, due to thermal expansion mismatch. In 3 r4
alumina these stresses have a value a, u 200MPa t 2 - .

[16,411, i.e. more than an order of magnitude lower i 5 - F

than the contact stresses PO = 5-10 GPa in the defor- -.
mation region of Fig. 1. Microcracks that initiate on 1,

tensile grain facets are more likely than those on 6
compressive facets to extend into adjacent grain
boundaries. Those extending microcracks that ulti- -, MO
mately coalesce with their neighbors (e.g. from con- -5

tact overloading, fatigue from cyclic loading, or Displacem. u
chemical enhancement) will become increasingly sb- Fig. 7. Plots showing shear displacement u for twinned grain
ject to sliding friction tractions across the crack at location of maximum shear stress in Hertzian field at
interface at adjacent compressive facets, resulting in pressure p. (Pressure axis "calibrated" from alumina data
a progressively increasing toughness by bridging in Section* 5.) Case shown corresponds to ro revene slip,

(toughness-curve, or T-curve, behavior) (15]. We shall
regard such bridging tractions as secondary elements
in the micromechanics in this study. JF=I:Q()l -,•4 (F)+rF

= (F + £FA)P0 +T, (backward slip) (4b)
3. SHEAR-FAULT MICROMECHANICS

with OF = IT (V )Alp another positive coefficient. Note
Now consider the conditions for activation of the that invariance of the coefficients aF and OF, through

closed shear fault FF in Fig. 5. To do this we resort to the indentation cycle is contingent on complete
the phenomenological constitutive relations adopted reversibility of the stress field.
by rock mechanists [25,26], whereby the sliding faces Accordingly, a necessary requirement for faulting
of the fault are subject to resistive tractions. We to occur is that 4s > 0 in equation (4). Where the
acknowledge that the normal (N) contact field fault interface has low cohesion but is rough
stresses on the fault (F) plane in the subsurface (e.g. debonded interfaces in certain particle-matrix
damage zone will usually be compressive by defining composites), the frictional term will dominate the

aN ( = -FPO (3) mechanics. Where the fault must first be initiated
(e.g. twinning in alumina), the cohesion term will

with aF- -o (If)/po a positive coefficient (po posi- dominate. In the latter case provision may be necess-
tive). The applied shear (S) stress on the sliding fault ary to allow for a barrier to fault initiation, e.g. by
will be resisted by internal stresses from the intrinsic defining a critical nucleation cohesion stress 4 > rF.
cohesion (e.g. twinning stress), :F, and frictional Continued sliding of the fault within a grain
sliding, •eoe, where Je is a fault friction coefficient. confined in the Hertzian field is opposed by the
Thus, again with due allowance for the negative sign surrounding elastic matrix, which exerts a linear
of 4F, and for sign reversal of the resistance stresses restraining force in proportion to the shear displace-
on unloading, the net shear stress may be written (25] ment u, Fig. 6. At equilibrium

F = IT (M'I)1 + AFV (99) - • F• ICU (5)

F - 4aFp)p - TF, (forward slip) (4a) where x is an elastic stiffness term. We may now
combine equations (4) and (5) for the contact press-
ure P0 as a function of displacement u to produce

Twinned •constitutive equilibrium relations for our shear fault

Gran ', pO - (KU + 'P)/(.F - appF), (forward slip) (6a)

P. (K, -U F)/(,F + aF), (backward slip). (6b)

A plot of the function p&(u) from equation (6) is
shown in Fig. 7. In this plot the upper inclined line

1&, represents equation (6a), with slope PC/( -0.FA 1 )
and intercept TF/(F - 400a,) on the A axis. Similarly,
the lower inclined line represents equation (6b), with

S--' u i slope Tr,(P-- aJp,) and intercept -,/(# -PF + aj).
Fig. 6. Twinning slip of pain across shear plane at stres 4l, The vertical dashed line at U=0 -F/K represents the

resulting in strain ull. intersection of equation (6b) with the u axis.
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Consider the potential response for load-unload relatively straightforward stress-intensity factor
contact cycles, indicated in the plot by the arrowed approach of that analysis that we adopt here.
solid lines. Let us treat the case in which a critical
stress 4I > rF is needed to nucleate the fault. Initially, 4. 1. Crack-plane stresses
the contact pressure Po increases without slip along The initial microcrack increment will be governed
branch (1), at u -0. At a critical pressurep.=-P1a by the near field associated with the shear fault, and
fault pops in unstably along branch (2), until the will search for a path of maximum local tension.
upper equilibrium line for forward si for F = 450 in Fig. 5 (orientation for maxi-
Note that in the absence of a critical nucleation md ea r on f t5 i initial path correpn i-condtio thefaut wold nitite tabl atthe mum shear on fault), this initial path corresponds tocondition the fault would initiate stably at the 0 05 [2] Ast eii ro ac ex nd ,tb c m sintecep presur Pc~f(P - ~p~ =~,<~,i~e ffi 70.50 [29]. As the mnicrocrack extends, it becomes

influenced more strongly by the far-field contact
without pop-in. Further increase in contact pressure stresses; the optimum orientation for maximum
to a maximum value po = p 0 causes slip to continue tension, again at' TP = 45°, is then 0 = 450. In reality,
stably along branch (3). Now suppose we unload at the fault may be constrained by crystallography at
some displacement u* <uo. The system traverses more unfavorable orientations, i.e. T 045* Simi-
branch (4) at u*=[(PFl aFMF)P•-Fr)1K = larly, the microcrack may be constrained to extend
constant from equation (6a). Along this unloading along a grain or interphase boundary within the localbranch the fauin shea istrrpss asndr wi=i the remain
branch the" fault shear stress UF = JW r shear-fault field, and therefore will not necessarily
constant. At intersection of branch (4) with the u axis follow principal stress trajectories. Hence, in general,
at po = 0 the system is fully unloaded, so (unless we the nucrocrack segment will experience both modes I
reverse the contact pressure, i.e. exert an adhesive th (andoIrakforgthat matter).
".contact tension") we can not satisfy equation (6b) ande the ( an ck path is established, the factur

for reverse slip. Reloading along (5) then retraces (4), mechanics are completely determined by the stresses

and all further cycles are constrained to this vertical from the contact field plus any internal stresses acting

branch. In summary, the fault exerts a monotonically fro thatat Ote closed-al segmentcFn

increasing shear stress 4' = cu during the loading along that path. On the closed-fault (F) segment FF
in Fig. 5, resolved normal (compressive) and shear

half-cycle and a persistent shear stress a$F5 Ku* contact-fieldstressesa(T)andr(I')aredefinedinduring (and after) the unloading half-cycle.Noterin Fig 7an hafte ther u ais half-cysteresi inequations (la) and (lb), respectively. The key stress
Note in Fig. 7 that there is hysteresis in the first that determines subsequent fracture extension duringcycle, but not in subsequent cycles. The latter kind of a full load-unload cycle is the net shear stress in

hysteresis may occur at "overloaded" contacts, such aflon load
that the displacement at maximum load satisfies the equation (4a)
condition u* > go, leading to reverse slip along O• = OF - appp)Po - tF, (loading) (7a)
portion of the lower inclined line to po = 0 during the
unload half-cycle. Note that reverse slip would also 4SF= (-iO - MAl)P - rF, (unloading-reloading)
occur if the cohesion were to be zero, i.e. TF = 0 in (7b)
equation (6), regardless of the maximum load,
because then both the forward and backward slip recalling that 4F= --a( F )1P0, F = IT (T)lp, and
lines would intersect the origin in Fig. 7. p* the contact pressure at maximum loading, with

as4>0 always. We note that 45 in equation (7b)
remains constant during the unloading and any4. K-FlELD ANALYSIS OF MICROCRACK rlaighl-yls

DEVELOPMENT reloading half-cycles.
Similarly, for the extended open-microcrack (M)

Consider now the evolution of a microcrack FC segment FC in Fig. 5, resolved contact-field stresses
from an edge F of the shear fault FF in Fig. 5. The a (F - 0) and -r (C - 0) are defined in equation (2).
problem of crack initiation from sliding shear cracks Thus, normal stresses
in confining triaxial compressive fields has been
considered at some length by the rock mechanics Om (W'-)-amPo (8)
community. Fracture mechanics treatments havebeen presented by Honi and Nemat-Nasser (28] and act throughout the loading-unloading cycle, with

been aresented Haba[29],specificaly fn sysems wi a m= -- (IF -- )Ipo another positive coefficient [cf.
Ashby and Hallam [29ca specifically for system with equation (3)]. Since this stress component exerts its
Sfaults. A characteristic feature of the maximum constraint at peak loading, the cracks will
microfracture in those cases is a highly stabilzed extend during unloading as well as loading, and
extension at all stages of evolution to "failure", on conversely cose during any reloading Any shear
planes closely normal to the least compressive of the stresses on the otherwise extensile microcrack are
incipal stresses. In the case of alumina, it is necess-

ary to allow for a potential initiation instability from again expressible in the form [25]

twin pop-in. The pop-in problem bears striking u= (pm- aMM)po - -rM (loading-unloading) (9a)
similarities to that of crack initiation from shear
faults in Vickers indentation fields [24], and it is the ul = (Pm + aM/.d)po + -m, (reloading) (9b)
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with positive coefficient Pm - J(T' - 0 )/po, crack- (1) Shear-fault stress contribution. The stress 4s
interface sliding friction coefficient pm and shear [equation (7)] acting uniformly over 0 < r < 1/2 on
"cohesion" stress rm [cf. equation (5)]; again, it is the fault segment contributes
required that as > 0 for sliding. As with coefficients KF(C, 1)= -Fl sI2f (Cll) (10)
aF and P, in equations (2) and (3), invariance of ;H
and Pm in equations (8) and (9) is contingent on where the crack-size dependence is contained wholly
reversibility of the stress field, in the dimensionless function [24,42]

In addition, the extensile microcracks in noncubic f,(CIi) =2(C/l)'{(fl -(1 - 1/4C2 )III
polycrystals and two-phase materials are subject to
thermal expansion mismatch stresses arR. - [v/(2 - v)][!_ -(1 1214C2)r]}. (11)

Note in the limit of large extension, C>>112, we have
4.2. Stress-intensity factors for Mode I extension Nt i th m of larg extesion, ixe. we haveK, = ((1 - 2v)/2xt 3/(2 - v)]r4121C'n, i.e. the system

In this section we make simplifying assumptions is highly stable with the same C -1, crack size
concerning the fault-microcrack geometry in Fig. 5, dependence as indentation cracks [II].
to minimize mathematical complexity. Thus in our CU) Microcrack-stress contribution. The uniform
stress-intensity factors we ignore the deflection of the contact field stresses 0,u [equation (8)] acting over
microcrack from the fault plane by treating the 1/2 < r < C on the microcrack segment contributes
system as a planar penny crack with radial coordinate 1

r, radius C - c + 1/2, subjected to stress as [equation KM(C 1) = l'f(Clt) (12)

(7)] over 0 < r < 1/2 plus stresses o'a, o' [equations with the dimensionless crack size function [24]t
(8, 9)] and at over 1/2 4 r 4 C. Also, we choose the
configuration that maximizes the contact field shear fu(Cl)= 2(CId)"r(l -l1l4(7)11. (13)
on the fault, IF = 450, and tension on the developed Note that Km is zero for the first microcrack growth
microcrack, 0 = 45; in this ideal case the shear stress increment at C = 1/2, c = 0. Thereafter, since UN in
4l in equation (9) is zero (see below), so the equation (8) is negative in the damage zone, Km
microcrack extends in pure mode I. On the other increasingly constrains the extension.
hand, ricognizing that the as term may be an (ii) Residual-stress contribution. For cracks initiat-
essential element of fatigue (e.g. from frictional ing on a grain boundary facet under the action of a
attrition at the sliding crack interface--Section 6), uniform thermal expansion mismatch stress oR we have
provision remains in the formalism of Sections 3 and K1t(C, 1)- = !f,(c/l) (14)
4 for a more general, mixed-mode analysis.

These geometrical simplifications allow us to in which the crack-size function
calculate the a and P coefficients in the stress terms A(Cfl)=2(C/ai)'1 2(I -1/4C2)m (15)
of Section 4.1. Inserting !' =450 in equation (!)

yields fault stresses aQ (9 ) =- t + a 3) and has the same form as equation (13). As with K,, the

v(Y,)=½(i-u,3);similarly, inseting F=45'0in contribution Ks is zero for the first microcrack

equation (2) yields microcrack stresses growth increment. At C>>1/2 we have

v(V-0)=ar3 and t(Y'-0)=0. Now we are KR=(2/z'C'it2, Sofortensilefacts(rt>0)Ks

concerned with the values of these stresses in the is a destabilizing influence in the extension.
subsurface damage zone, specifically at the point of The net K-field for microcrack extension is there-

maximum shear stress at depth 0.Sa beneath the fore the superposition of the contributions in

contact center and for Poisson's ratio v =0.22 for equations (10-15)
alumina. We find a,-=-0.25p [(Fig. 4(a)] and K.(CI1)=K,+Km ++Ks

o3= -0.74p* [Fig. 4(b)) at this point, yielding a6=
-a(1')/pA=0.74 and pV =Jr ( 7 )1Pp= 0.49, a• = = 41'f f(C/l ) + uM!I '1 f,.(C/l)

-(Y -- )/0p9-0.25 and Pu=IT(IF-8)Vp0=0. +oRIfaf (C/I). (16)
Since negative values of 4 are inadumsable i
equation (va), the r value of am gat mdei Extension then occurs when the crack-tip K-field is
I extension. just sufficient to overcome the intrinsic (grain orToomputeK-fiel for the extensile emxeosack interphase boundary) toughness of the material,
the domain C>t /2, c>0, we resor teo stnmdard i.e. K. - To. Given that the dimensionless f(C/1)
reation for penny cracks subjected t >Ck>-rlVr functions are invariant for geometrically similar
re ditibutior (r) [ak42s . We obtain o microstructures, the quantity 111 emerges as the key

following dsht-ins a 1 4W. scaling quantity in the K-field formalism.

tlclble disctly from the standard s - ity .I FEC OF GRAIN SIZE ON MICROCRACK
factor relation for penny cracks with distrlus•b ra IIfrrATION AND -XTrISION 11 AMINA

W4) WI]1 Allusion has been made to the role o1f.g'ain size

K(C)-21(iC)1 rW(r)&1(C'_r1)1", in determining the microfracture damage in
polycrystalline materials, in both the experimental
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observations referred to in Section 2.1 (e.g. Figs 2 Cracksi c (pm)

and 3) and the theoretical formalism just described in 1 4 9 16 25

Section 4.2 [e.g. I'a term in equation (16)]. In the 12 , 1 1

present section we demonstrate the capacity of our -2 10 - ------ A----
model to provide quantitative information on this
critical microstructural scaling effect, with specific 4 s

reference to alumina. I6

Accordingly, along with the calibrated a and P - ---

coefficients from Section 4.2, we assign the following • 4

quantities for insertion into the fracture mechanics V 9 5 21 35 48

analysis, from independent data on alumina: 1=3s\.

(i) Grain boundary toughness To = 2.75 MPa.m"2, o 1 2 3 4 5
from indentation-strength tests [15]; and thermal I c.Craksin.2,"n)
expansion mismatch stress or = 200 MPa, from Fig. 9. Plots of function p0 (c) for equilibrium cracks
spectroscopic measurements (41]. (K. = TO) for alumina at specified grain sizes (cf. Fig. 3).

(ii) Critical contact stress pC = 5.0 GPa (see Fig. 7), Horizontal dashed line denotes critical fault pressure

corresponding to the nucleation pressure at which Pc = 5.0 GPa. Intercepts at c =0 represent minimum
contact pressures Pu [equation (17)] for extension of existing

faulting is first evident in indentation stress-strain miocrocrack. For grain sizes. I<20 Pim, pu >pc, and
curves (Fig. 1), optical microscopy (Fig. 2) and extension occurs stably atpA=pu; for I>20pm, pi<pc,
acoustic emission (Fig. 3) [18]. and microcracks must first pop in at pa = pc before stable

(iii). Fault intercept quantity PF = %pI(fiF - 4l1F) extension occurs.

from Section 3 (see Fig. 7), to evaluate A4 in equation
(7). We choose pF- 3.0 GPa to provide sensible tal equilibrium line K. = To. Because of the dominat-

values below for the . fully extended microcrackdimensions (note that p•< pC,as required in Fig. 7). ing influence of the KF and KM terms at small c in
equation (16), the microcrack is stabilized (i.e.

If we assume that the twinning in alumina is governed dK./dc < 0), most strongly in the loading half-cycle.
entirely by a critical cohesion stress, so that 1r = 0, However, at large c the KR term becomes dominantwe evaluate ?y =: PFPF = 1.4 (Wa.

Iw is acknowledged that these parameter evalu- in equation (16), and the K.(c) function begins to rise
ations are approximate, and that the fracture on approaching the final unload state. This indicates

that the crack configuration is approaching an
mechaeics formalism embodies many assumptions, instability configuration. If such a configuration were
[ so the numerical accuracy of the calculations are to be achieved (e.g. by admitting water to the subsur-
open to a degree of uncertainty. face fault-microcrack to promote subcritical

In Fig. 8 we plot the function K.(c) from equation extension), the unloaded microcrack would extend
16 [in onjunction with equations (7-15) for nting unstably into the surrounding microstructure. The
selected alumina grain size I=35 incre g material would then be on the verge of spontaneous
p, to a peak p* =: 10hGPa in a complete load-unload bulk microfracture, and its structural integrity would
cycle (cf. Fig. I). Extension occurs along the horizon- be contingent on the arrest of individual microcracks

at adjacent grain facet bridges [II, 16].

5 - It is important to remember that our model pre-
sumes the existence of a shear fault. In reality, a
microcrack cannot form unless a fault nucleates first,

9+ at P, = pC = 5.0 GPa. At pC the microcrack pops in
+ 3 spontaneously, to c m 0.2 um for our 35pm grain

4.0- size alumina in Fig. 8. As the pressure continues to
2 -2-. 0.5- increase beyond pc the microcrack extends stably, to

c:u3/um at po p, 10GPa. On unloading, the
S1- microcrack continues in stable growth, at an ever-

-• increasing rate, to its final size c -23pm at pe - 0,
0 10 10' tO: t i.e. less than one grain facet for this materialI Cr.k S ( n) The grain size effect is more clearly represented by

Fa. S. Plots of function X(c) in equation (16) for fault- A(c) curves for equilibrium microcrack extension,

goerated micrecracks in alumina of grain sie 35,m. for obtainable either directly from equation (16) [again

indicated values of contact pru A (OGp) during 'id together with equations (7-15)] at K. = T. or from
(+) and unload (-) half-cycles. Equli'brium condition intersection points along the horizontal dashed line in
determined by intrsection with horizontal d4shed line, Fig. 8. We show such a plot in Fig. 9 for alumina at
treenting gai boundary toughne• To. Dua cunes seveal grain sizes (cf. Fig. 3), for peak pressure
at contact pressure p < p -5 .0 OPa indicate reion prior
to fault initiation. Atpf microcrackpopsin, andthereCafe pf,=iOGPa. Stable branches during both half-

grows stably along K. - To (irdles) cycles are again evident. The dashed line at
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Crack size. c (m) concentrations at constrained "shear faults". Such
120 9 16 25 faults account for the subsurface "plastic"I I I I , deformation observed in indentation stress--strain

to-------------A--------responses, micrographic sections, and acoustic
emission records. These experimental elements have

8 OR- +200 MN been demonstrated for a monophase alumina ceramic

- in Figs 1-3. In alumina, the shear faults are primarily
S------- ------- associated with the activation of intra-grain twinning.4- In brittle ceramics in general, the stresses required to

2 activate analogous shear faults are characteristically
-200 • ,high, often approaching the cohesive shear strength

0• 1 _21 3 4 5 of the materia. In glass, shear faults occur along

C csize. ,a1(n1ýg principal shear stress trajectories [23, 35, 43]. In single

crystals, e.g. silicon [44] or sapphire [45,46], they
Fig. 10. Plots of p0(c) for equilibrium cracks for alumina of result from "block slip" on low-index crystallo-grain siz 35 pmn showing effect of residual thermalgrinsze3 n mismatch stress ORi graphic planes. In multiphase composites [19], includ-

ing rocks [25, 27], slippage occurs on some incipient

weak interface associated with microstructural

pA Ap~ - 5.0 GPa represents the critical stress for defects, e.g. sliding grain or interphase boundaryfault nucleation, independent of grain s f o facets. In polycrystalline ceramics any one or more of

intercept po(c) =Pu at c = 0 (C = 1/2) represents the these processes may be active as incipient faults.
minimum pressure for microcrack extension, and The closed-fault model outlined in Section 3
dones depend on 1, captures the generic essence of the precursor

deformation process. While retaining the traditional
pu(I) =pF(x 2/2Tol./2rpli - 1). (17) friction and cohesion stress descriptions of shear-acti-

At grain sizes I < 20 pm in Fig. 9, Pm lies above the vated faulting in rock mechanics [25], our model
threshold pC line; in this region Po must be increased allows for fault pop-in by incorporating a fault
above this line before a microcrack can extend. When nucleation stress. It also allows for an additional,
extension does occur, it is stable. At grain sizes constraining effect of the matrix on individual grains
1 > 20 pm, p. falls below pC, so no fault exists from within the subsurface Hertzian contact field in Fig. 4.
which extension can occur, in this region, the loading We recall from Fig. 6 that the fault is most commonly
must first be increased to the threshold level. At expected to be active only in the first load half-cycle,
threshold the microcrack pops in along the Po = pC i.e. along branch (2) in Fig. 6. Continued hystereticline to the first branch of the pP(c) curve, producing activity during subsequent unloading and reloading
constrained flaws of dimension c _ 0.5 pm for the half-cycles is predicted only in overloaded contacts.
largest grain size I in Fig. 9. Through the remainder The principal focus of the model is the extension of
of the loading-unloading cycle, extension is again inicrocracks from the dosed shear faults in the
stable, with extension to c > 100p m at largest L. We constraining subsurface compressive field, again in
note that the scale of microcrack pop-in increases the spirit of traditional rock mechanics but here
monotonically with grain size above 1.%20pm in expressed in terms of the K-field formalisms
Fig. 9, consistent with the acoustic emission data in previously used to describe radial crack initiation in
Fig. 3. sharp-indenter contacts (23,24,33,43,47,48]. In its

In Fig. 10 we plot the p,(c) curve for alumina at most general form, the model enables one to describe
1- 35 pm using thermal minmatch stresses R . 200, a continuing crack evolution through sequential

ethat while up has no load-unload contact cycles, with due allowance for a
0,aring -0 M . We nofthe imode II component. However, our specific treatmentbearing on the value of the intercept stress Pu atc --0, it has a pronounced influnce s on the ultimate in Sections 4 and 5 defers consideration of the mode
microcrack extension. The contrast between f II terms, in the interest of simplicity. The model
crack sizes e f 23 pm at the tensile facet and predicts microcrack pop-in during the loading half-

Svs 8pm at the compressive facet serves to emphasize cycle (required to account for acoustic emission data)
the important role of internal stresses in the damage and enhanced stable extension during the unloading
usceptibility. half-cycle, highlighting the stabilizing influence of thecompressve field.

6. DISCUSSION We have alluded. to the relevance of contact
damage to several mechanical properties of brittle

Hertuian contact presents itself as a powerful test ceramics, including damage accumulation [29],
procedre for investigating fundamental defor- material removal and wear [49, 50], and strength
Imaon-musted damage properties of otherwise degradation (17, 19]. But perhaps theproperty of
highly brittle polycrystalline materials. Our damage greatest practical significance is fatigue, e.g. in
model is based on microcrack extension from stress contact bearings and dental-ceramic restorations
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[51]. Experimentally, strong contact fatigue effects also grain-size variation, is subject to refinement.
have been reported in cyclic tests on coarse-grain (ii) Residual thermal mismatch stress. Noncubic and
aluminas [171. In such fatigue phenomena, the inbuilt two-phase ceramics are subject to thermal expansion
provision for frictional tractions in the crack-plane and other mismatch stresses at intergrain facets. The
stresses of Section 4.1, at both the fault and microc- tensile component of these stresses greatly enhances
rack interfaces, is indispensable. Accordingly, we final microcrack extension within the contact field.
foreshadow two potential contributions to contact Hence it would appear that microstructures with
fatigue: large mismatch stresses will be most susceptible to

contact damage. On the other hand, countervailing
in) Individual microcrack evoluation. Sliding crack compressive stresses at adjacent bridging facets

interfaces can lead to progressive frictional degra- constitute a most effective route to effective
dation or wear in continual reversed loading. Drep t crack-interface bridging in the long-crack region
evidence for inteafacial attrition has been rported at [11, 15]. We hdve omitted considerations of bridging
the accumulation of wear products and debris at tractions from our analysis, on the grounds that the
cracked grain boundary interfaces in alumina individual microcracks remain confined to a grain
[30, 52, 53] and rocks [27, 54]. With diminishing facet or so. However, bridging stresses will become
valeses of ahe fictionp 4.1,terfin tre sher important in the secondary stages of multiple crack
stresses a4 and as in Section 4.1, the final crc colsec n aera eoa 2]Mcoalescence and material removal [29].
in Figs 8 and 9 become subject to progressive (iii) Nature of strength-degrading flaws. Polycrys-
extension with number of cycles. This raises talline ceramics inevitably contain a population of
the prospect of interaction and coalescence of pre-existing extrinsic flaws, e.g. from the processing
neighboring microcracks [291, leading ultimately to and surface treatments. However, in ceramics like
fragmentation [17]. Any such process will be alumina the flaws leading to microfracture may be
enhanced by the accumulation of debris at the sliding activated by the very contact event itself, via the shear
crack interfaces [30, 52].(ii) Deformation zone expansion. It is wel k faulting process. Insofar as this shear faulting process

(ii) Deformationi zoneean . Ite opiell known occurs at a well-defined contact stress independent offrom rock mechanics that the compliance of grain size (recall p4 in Fig. 9), such flaws are governed
specimens in compression loading increases signifi- bymteal~itriscfcos ec reitn lwcantly with the introduction of closed, but sliding, bymaterial-mrntric factors. Hence preexisting flaws
micrcrack [2h Ae etenductiong ofrocsac butgliding tomay be expected to play only a secondary role in the
microcracks [25]. As extending microcracks begin to micromechanics of damage accumulation (although
interact with their neighbors in a confined contact they might well exert a dominant influence near thefield, the local compliance within the damage zone critical grain size for spontaneous general micrucrack-
will increase, with consequent stress transfer to the in si] er sptaeou s ugena ionrackimmdiaelysurouningmatrix. Accordingly, the ing [1l, 49, 50]). There is the strong suggestion here
immediately surrounding matrix. Aoreiof the that, contrary to common expectation, initial flaw
adjacent matrix grains will bear more of the transmit- state may not be a decisive factor in determining the
ted contact load, and will themselves become suscep- resistance of polycrystalline ceramics to contact
tible to faulting. The deformation zone, and thence fatigue.
the microcrack density, will therefore spread
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